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Abstract

Greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from liquid fuel consumption account for nearly
one third of the global anthropogenic emissions. Sustainable carbon-neutral fuel pro-
duction is imperative to meet the global GHG emissions reduction targets set by the
Paris Agreement. Although alternatives exist in the case of land-based transport—
most notably electric vehicles—the reluctance of the industry to move away from
petroleum fuels and internal combustion engines is understandable. Furthermore,
there are no practicable solutions for the long distance sea and road transport. Ther-
mochemical conversion of biomass can provide carbon-neutral high calorific-value
fuels for subsequent conversion to liquid fuels.

Supercritical water gasification (SCWG) is such a process, and converts wet biomass
and carbonaceous waste. Compared to conventional gasification, SCWG offers more
flexibility in terms of feedstock, lower char/tar formation, higher yield, and reduced
feedstock-drying costs. It can be argued that algae are the ideal feedstocks for the
SCWG process. Algae, as a renewable biomass source, is not a seasonal crop, has a
high growth rate, can be cultivated even in brackish water, and contains high fixed
carbon (i.e. 25.9 wt% on dry basis, see Figure 2.1). Integrating the SCWG process
with a concentrated solar thermal (CST) heat source offers a renewable and carbon-
free replacement to traditional routes with higher syngas yield (i.e. the combina-
tion of CO and H2). Production of syngas via SCWG of algae typically results in
methane which requires a reforming step before the syngas is suitable for down-
stream Fischer–Tropsch (FT) or methanol synthesis (MS) process. There is a lack of
analysis of the system-level challenges and economic feasibility of these concepts in
the literature.

Motivated by this research gap, this thesis investigates the techno-economic per-
formance of the proposed solar fuel plant. Steady-state physical models of the up-
stream solar-SCWG-reforming plant at a fixed CST input of 50 MWth are developed
in Aspen Plus software. The methane reforming techniques considered are steam
methane reforming (SMR), autothermal reforming (ATR) and partial oxidation/dry
reforming (PO/DR). In order to obtain a compatible composition of syngas for a
downstream application, two scenarios are evaluated here: (i) discarding carbon
in the form of carbon dioxide from the SCWG reactor, and (ii) supplying renew-
able hydrogen from PV-electrolysis into the algae-derived syngas. Optimal process
parameters are determined through an exergy-based optimisation of the integrated
plant. The subsequent conversions of solar-syngas to synthetic gasoline/diesel and
to methanol are modelled in Aspen Plus software. In order to mitigate the influ-
ence of solar fluctuations, there is an on-site syngas storage acting as a buffer be-
tween the upstream gasification and downstream FT/MS units. To explore the dy-
namic behaviour of the plant under the variable solar resource throughout the year, a
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system-level energy model is developed using polynomial performance curves of the
gasification/FT/MS units along with control logic for cut-off points, syngas storage
dynamics, and predictive dispatch. The cost analysis of the captured scenarios in-
cludes the system capital, operating and maintenance costs, from which the levelised
cost of fuel (LCOF) is calculated. Single- and multi-objective genetic algorithms have
been formulated to investigate the economic and overall system performance objec-
tives individually and collectively, and to speculate how each objective impacts the
optimal design of the considered configurations. There is a detailed uncertainty anal-
ysis with respect to key economic parameters and ramping times of SCWG-reforming
and FT/MS reactors at the optimal design of the plant from the economic and system
performance perspectives.

A range of optimal configurations are found, which vary greatly based on the
available cost of renewable hydrogen for both gasoline/diesel and methanol pro-
cesses. Although the LCOF of the proposed solar fuel plant is relatively high com-
pared with conventional petroleum-based fuels, further opportunities to lower the
LCOF are foreseen through cost savings in algae farming and hydrogen production,
upscaling the solar field, and moving the plant to an area of higher DNI.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Currently, 84% of the total global primary energy demand is being met by non-
renewable sources of energy such as oil, coal and natural gas, with shares of around
31.7%, 28.1% and 21.6% respectively in 2015 [1]. It has become quite evident over the
last few decades that excessive utilisation of non-renewables, concomitant with the
growing energy demand, is unsustainable because of the negative effects of anthro-
pogenic GHG emissions. While large amounts of fossil fuel resources are accessible
in the ground, the volume of conventional oil reserves that can be extracted at current
prices is limited and expected to decline soon. On the other hand, unconventional
oil resources may meet the future liquid fuel demand, however at higher oil price
levels and with greater emissions in most cases. This implies that oil may soon shift
from a demand-led market to a supply constrained market, highlighting the need
for a new source of transportation fuel [2]. Although alternatives exist in the case of
land-based transport—most notably electric vehicles—the reluctance of the industry
to move away from petroleum fuels and internal combustion engines is understand-
able. Furthermore, there are no practicable solutions for the long distance sea and
road transport. Many countries are thus turning their research attention to the devel-
opment of new, clean, and sustainable transportation fuel production technologies,
such as, biomass-to-liquid (BTL) using solar and/or other renewable resources for
conversion to liquid fuels, and alternative fuels like H2 using photovoltaic or wind
energy powered electrolysis, solid oxide electrolytic cells, solar-thermal redox, and
photolysis. It has been argued that any expectations of hydrogen becoming a re-
placement for oil/natural gas in the near future are almost certainly illusory [3, 4].
Consequently, biomass-derived fuels are of utmost interest, and many expect biomass
to play a crucial role in the global energy infrastructure.

Conversion of biomass into value-added products such as liquid fuels maybe a
feasible approach to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels. Regardless, such tech-
nologies have come under considerable criticism and scrutiny internationally. The
2008 Gallagher report [5] recommended that “A slowdown in the growth of biofuels
is needed until adequate controls to address displacement effects are implemented”,
and that “the feedstock production must avoid agricultural land that would other-
wise be used for food production”. A general list of requirements for any clean tech-
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nology addressing such criticism would be: (i) cost-competitiveness with petroleum
based fuels, (ii) not competing with land and water meant for human use, (iii) re-
moval of existing greenhouse gases from the atmosphere, and (iv) the quality of
fuel to be as good as what can be achieved through petroleum refining. Several
existing and new algae-to-fuel technologies satisfy these requirements, including hy-
drothermal liquefaction [6–11], pyrolysis [12–14], torrefaction [15], anaerobic diges-
tion [16, 17], photobiological hydrogen production [18–22], and conventional gasifica-
tion [23–25] (see Section 2.2.2). Supercritical water gasification (SCWG), followed by
downstream conversion into liquid fuels using established industrial processes like
Fischer–Tropsch (FT) or methanol synthesis (MS), is an attractive alternative com-
pared to these relatively more established techniques. SCWG is by far the least
understood link in the process chain and has received a significant research impetus
due to its potential to make a significant contribution towards meeting the primary
energy demand, while simultaneously providing environmental benefits.

1.2 Thesis statement

Motivated by the potential of the proposed technology, this dissertation aims to as-
sess the techno-economic viability of converting the farmed microalgae to solar fuels
using the SCWG conversion pathway. Providing definitive answers to the feasibility
of this process involves the development of a system-level model, as well as a proper
economic assessment of this process chain.

A key challenge anticipated in the development of a reliable model, not having
been addressed in the literature, is a detailed system-level model of solar-powered
SCWG of microalgae—dealing with the exergy destruction during phase separation,
heat recuperation from the large amount of water carrying the biomass, impact of so-
lar variability, supercritical phase equilibrium, design of supercritical reactors/heat
exchangers and capturing the importance of various schemes—as well as the integra-
tion of the syngas output (i.e. the combination of CO and H2) with the downstream
FT and MS processes.

It is clear that the performance and annual output of such a system cannot be
reliably estimated using only steady-state modelling techniques. Therefore, a sub-
stantial attempt needs to be devoted towards a state-of-the-art transient simulation
of the proposed system. The questions answered in this thesis regarding the dynamic
characteristics of the solar fuel plant are the impact of startup/shutdown losses at the
SCWG-reformer and FT/MS units, due to the solar fluctuations and daily cycle of the
Sun, the implementation of an optimised real-time energy storage dispatch-scheduler
component to meet a demand syngas charge rate for curtailing an unscheduled in-
terruption in the FT/MS operation as well as an optimum choice of storage capacity.

Perhaps such an analysis requires a detailed techno-economic assessment through
specifying an indicator “levelised cost of fuel (LCOF)” to monitor the prospective
participation of this technology into the market. Optimisation of the storage size
and solar multiple is of critical importance and the main driver to reduce the LCOF
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and promote the economic benefits of the solar fuel plant. Understanding these
constraints will assist the proposed promising solar fuel plant reaching a higher
technology readiness level (TRL).

1.3 Research methods

This thesis achieves the aforementioned objectives through a combination of steady-
state detailed chemical flowsheet modelling and transient annual performance sim-
ulations using a simplified model. The steady-state physical model of the SCWG-
reformer integrated with downstream FT/MS routes is developed in AspenPlus 8.8
[26]—a market-leading chemical process simulation package widely used for mod-
elling very complex system-level processes with multiple sub units, a case of the
present study. This software is equipped with predefined blocks and ‘user-defined’
sub-routines to frame a complex process flow diagram. It enables one to determine
the mass and energy balances with/without phase change as well as chemical equi-
librium for all the sub-components in the system.

An energy-based system-level model is developed in OpenModelica and avail-
able as a part of the SolarTherm repository [27], a free open-source simulation tool
providing a platform to researchers to rapidly prototype next-generation CSP de-
signs and perform flexible annual performance simulations. SolarTherm is an in-
house developed code by the researchers in the Solar Thermal Group at ANU, in
which I have contributed to the scope of solar fuels in the repository. SolarTherm
consists of two core parts: (i) a Modelica library of models for both conventional
and unconventional CSP components that are fully compatible with the Modelica
Standard Library (MSL), and (ii) a collection of Python scripts used to interact with
the OpenModelica engine for preparing input data, executing simulations or opti-
misation and analysing results (e.g. sampling and plotting and economic analysis).
SolarTherm has been released under GNU General Public License v2.0 and is hosted
on GitHub [28] 1. The repository provides links to documentation that includes in-
stallation instructions, a tutorial and development notes. In order to carry out the
system single/multi-objective optimisation (assuming the LCOF and capacity factor
as the objective functions), the OpenModelica engine and Python wrapper scripts
are paired with Pyevolve [29] and DEAP [30], open-source Python scripts for the
evolutionary-based genetic algorithm (GA).

1.4 Thesis outline

Approaching the research objectives mentioned in Section 1.2 from an informed posi-
tion necessitates a systematic literature review. As such, comprehensive background
information is provided in Chapter 2 to understand the state-of-the-art and identify
the needs and gaps in the technological prospects of carbon-neutral fuel production

1 https://github.com/solartherm

https://github.com/solartherm
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through solar-powered SCWG of algae—with the main emphasis placed on the ad-
vantages and disadvantages of algae as a future feedstock for biofuel production,
the review of algae-to-fuel conversion technologies as to why SCWG is a promising
technology, the related experimental and modelling studies in the SCWG process, the
list of available reforming technologies, challenges involved in solar-thermal energy
source integration with the SCWG and reforming processes, downstream conversion
of the produced syngas into liquid fuels (i.e. FT and MS processes) and steps towards
annual system design and techno-economics.

Although solar-SCWG has attractive advantages for algae-to-syngas generation,
only very few system-level concepts have so far been investigated in the literature.
Chapter 3 is devoted to the energy and exergy analysis of alternative solar-syngas
process configurations (i.e. SCWG-SMR, SCWG-ATr and SCWG-PO/DR). Supple-
mentary renewable-hydrogen supply from photovoltaics-powered water electrolysers
unit adjusts the H2:CO ratio for the downstream applications. The main objective of
this chapter is a detailed modelling of each sub-components in the syngas production
subsystem as well as a pinch analysis-based heat exchanger network optimisation
accompanied by a full sensitivity analysis over the process parameters affecting the
exergy efficiency to obtain the optimum design point for the entire flow diagram.

Building upon this model, Chapter 4 evaluates the steady-state operation and
techno-economic performance of FT-based transportation fuels. An alternative con-
figuration based on dumping CO2 from the system instead of adding make-up H2—
to achieve the required H2:CO ratio for the downstream unit—is evaluated in this
chapter. The design choice (i.e. syngas storage capacity and solar multiple) is based
on a parametric sweep to obtain an optimal economic performance of the plant.
However, the presented steady-state model in this chapter neglects some of the as-
pects of a real-world plant such as storage dispatch dynamics, component-based
operating control states and ramping phases.

As such, Chapter 5 gives an insight into a system-level dynamic simulation and
techno-economic optimisation of the solar-driven third generation biofuel plants
through capturing the profitability of various methane-reforming techniques—including
H2-supported reforming schemes (i.e. SMR, ATR and PO/DR) and CO2-dumping
alternative. A comprehensive component-wise control algorithm is adapted to moni-
tor the ongoing performance of the system and alleviate the effect of solar variability.
The dynamic model takes into account time-dependent optical losses, startup/tran-
sitioning/shutdown losses and a 24-hour-beforehand weather forecast-based sched-
uler. To estimate the economic feasibility of the proposed solar fuel system, a techno-
economic sensitivity analysis is conducted to monitor the extent to which the plant
LCOF is influenced by the cost-limiting elements and FT ramping time (i.e. moving
from conventional slurry bubble column to micro-tubular reactors). More advanced
concept such as microchannel FT reactors seems to be a suitable alternative with
faster ramp-up time. However, this new concept is at the pre-commercial scale with
an uncertainty about its transient behaviour at a larger scale.

To overcome this, the idea of switching to a downstream methanol synthesis
process, as a more mature technology with relatively fast steady-state operation, is
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offered in Chapter 6. A system-level simulation and techno-economic assessment of
a methanol synthesis plant integrated with a CST-derived syngas is proposed in this
chapter. Alternative reforming options, discussed in Chapter 5, are evaluated and the
best possible design choice is identified from an economic perspective. Considering
the plant LCOF and capacity factor (CF) as the two objective functions, a genetic-
algorithm-based multi-objective optimisation technique is formulated to determine
a set of optimal Pareto solutions corresponding to each solar fuel configuration. A
further contribution of this chapter lies in the examination of the interplay between
the plant’s LCOF with key economic variables, renewable H2 unit cost, methanol
reactor ramping time and economies of scale. Finally, the future prospects of algae-
to-methanol process and realistic approaches to enhance the cost-competitiveness of
the proposed technology are discussed in this chapter.

Chapter 7 summarises the key findings of this dissertation followed by some
recommendations for future work.

Figure 1.1 shows the schematic diagram of the thesis structure excluding the
chapter on background and related work (Chapter 2).
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Chapter 2

Background and Related Work

This chapter reviews and identifies the knowledge gaps in the technological prospects
of algae-fed, solar-powered SCWG-reforming integrated with FT and MS processes.
The pros and cons of algae as feedstock and of supercritical water as reaction medium,
thermodynamic and kinetic modelling as well as experimental studies of the SCWG
process, reforming alternatives and fuel synthesis options are discussed. Key fo-
cus areas of this chapter include system development, solar thermal integration and
on-sun SCWG/SMR reactor design considerations.

2.1 Biofuel

Liquid fuels have traditionally been produced from readily and cheaply available
petroleum resources. However, with the combination of crude-oil price fluctua-
tions, diminishing fossil reserves and an environmental imperative to meet the global
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions targets set by the Paris Agreement, “clean” liquid
fuels have attracted significant attention in last couple of decades. Renewable pro-
duction of liquid fuels from biomass is a promising alternative to petroleum-based
fuels. Biofuel production using renewables can broadly be categorised into three
generations, based on the type of biomass and conversion technologies used [12].

The first generation includes biodiesel from transesterification, biogas by degra-
dation of food-wastes, bioalcohols derived from fermentation of sugar cane, and
syngas via a combination of gasification, combustion and pyrolysis processes. This
source of biofuel generation received much criticism mainly due to its negative en-
vironmental footprint as a result of food security (i.e. change in the land use) and
less contribution to CO2 emissions reduction as expected, entailing a shift towards
an alternate promising approach.

The second generation biofuel involves thermochemical processing of non-food
lignocellulosic biomass such as wood, organic wastes and farmed-biomass crops.
Although offering immense potential compared to the the first generation, the ar-
guments raised against this type of biofuel were the land availability to support
large-scale fuel production [31].

The third generation focusses on improvement in production of biomass, specifi-
cally the utilisation of engineered energy crops such as algae. Algae, as the most pho-

7
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tosynthetically efficient organism to capture CO2 from the environment with high
growth rate and productivity compared to the traditional cultivated energy crops
(such as rapeseed, jathropa, soy-bean and other oilseed crops) [32], is a promising
feedstock for biofuel production. Despite the currently high production cost of the
last generation of biomass, they have a great potential for commercialisation.

2.2 Conversion of algae to fuel

2.2.1 Algae as a feedstock

Algae has been argued to be one of the best suited feedstocks for fuel synthesis.
Some of the advantages of using microalgae feedstock are:

• Algae are not seasonal crops and can be grown all year round. However, one
should note that algae exhibit seasonal variation in productivity. The fuel pro-
ductivity of algae-to-fuel process will far exceed the yield of any cultivated
biomass (such as rapseed, jathropa and other oilseed crops).

• Algae can be cultivated in harsh environment, such as salt-water and non-
arable land. Its water consumption during cultivation period is less compared
to other terrestrial crops. Moreover, its ability to be grown in desert areas
implies that it does not compete with arable land, hence, not compromising on
food, fodder or any other derived product.

• One of the biggest advantages of algal feedstock is that by varying the growth
conditions and selection of strains/species, optimum biochemical composition
(lipid/protein/carbohydrate content) can be obtained, for maximizing fuel pro-
duction. Additionally, microalgae have an extremely rapid exponential growth
rate and some species are known to double their biomass in short timeframe of
few hours.

• Algae growth facilitates “fixing” atmospheric CO2 through photosynthetic route
CO2 (growth of 1 kg of dry algal biomass captures about 1.83 kg of CO2). An
interesting alternative is to have the algae growth ponds close to large power
plants for utilizing their waste CO2 streams [33]. Microalgae have the ability to
grow in industrial waste water, which not just provides the growth media but
also the required nutrients (especially N2 and P). A potential application would
be the treatment of organic effluent from the agro-food industry [34].

• Algae is quite high in fixed carbon content and quite low in volatile matter as
compare to other biomass species (see Figure 2.1). According to this reference,
the fixed carbon content of algae is 25.9% on dry basis (equivalent to 41.7% on
dry ash free basis), which is higher than the beech wood chips, corn cabs, plum
pits, rich husks, swichgrass and sunflower shells—each accounting for 17.2%,
16.8%, 17.8%, 19.2%, 14.5% and 20.9%, respectively. This can potentially result
in higher yield and higher process efficiency during gasification.
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Figure 2.1: Classification of biomass species based on their: (a) proximate, and (b) ultimate analyses
(Figure redrawn from [35]). Symbols: BC – beech wood chips, CC – corn cobs, A – algae, PP – plum
pits, RH – rice husks, SG – switchgrass, SS – sunflower shells, WS – walnut shells, P, L, S, B – peat,
lignite, sub-bituminous, bituminous coals.

As evident form Figure 2.1, the ‘ash’ content in algae is quite high. Any continu-
ous reactor system with algal feedstock will suffer from the usual ash-related issues,
such as localised corrosion and plugging. The parasitic losses while pumping algae
solution at high concentrations is also a challenge. An important part of developing
algae based fuel production routes would be addressing these engineering issues.
Additionally, the algae production cost in current open-pond technology is quite
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high. Brandenberger et al. [36] examined a range of algae ‘farming’ techniques,
and concluded that raceway ponds are the most cost-effective. Their findings are
consistent with previous research on algae cultivation [37]. An energy input of 280
TJ/annum was required to produce algae with total energy content of 1895 TJ/an-
num. The total production cost of algal biomass was estimated to be 2.7 USD/kg
(total solids). In a more recent report [38], National Renewable Energy Laboatory
(NREL) estimated the cost of algae production in the range of 593–715 AUD/dry
ton (average 644 AUD/dry ton) for 10 acre pond size and, at a much smaller value,
514–550 AUD/dry ton (average 533 AUD/dry ton) for 50-acre pond designs. The re-
port emphasised on increasing algae growth and efficiency of dewatering, and most
importantly, identifying opportunities for low cost CO2 and nutrient sources, as the
chief drivers for further reducing the cost of algae production.

2.2.2 Technologies for conversion of algae to fuels

Recently, the research interest in renewable fuel production from algae has increased
considerably with numerous algae-to-syngas conversion pathways, including ther-
mochemical, biochemical and direct combustion, having been investigated (Figure
2.2). Some of these processes, such as pyrolysis [14, 39] and traditional gasification
[40], necessitate dry feedstock, while others, such as hydrothermal liquefaction [6, 9],
anaerobic digestion [16, 17] and supercritical water gasification (SCWG) [41–46], can
utilise wet feedstocks. A major red flag concomitant with the anaerobic digestion
of algae is the low process energy efficiency (i.e. ratio of the energy in biogas and
the LHV of feedstock) and low throughput [16, 17]. Moreover, the latter pathways
(i.e. hydrothermal liquefaction and anaerobic digestion) are limited to low feedstock
concentrations, while the SCWG process is capable of handling algae and model
compounds up to 30 wt%. As such, SCWG compares favourably with most of the
conversion routes mentioned above by preventing the drying process, providing the
maximum conversion and reducing coke and tar formation (further details are given
in Section 2.3.1).

In the literature, efficiency of the gasification process has been defined in multiple
ways and sometimes used interchangeably. For clarity, the following definitions for
carbon1, gasification and energy conversion efficiencies respectively, will be used in
this chapter.

CE =
Total no. of moles of C in products

No. of moles of C in feedstock
(2.1)

GE =
Total mass of gaseous products

Dry mass of carbonaceous feedstock
(2.2)

ηI =
Total energy content of products (LHV)

Total energy content of reactants + Esupplied
(2.3)

1 Carbon gasification efficiency and carbon conversion efficiency are the same as carbon efficiency de-
fined in Equation 2.1.
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Figure 2.2: Various technologies for converting algae to usable form of energy. (figure modified from
[12, 47]).

2.3 Supercritical water gasification

2.3.1 Properties of supercritical water and its benefits as the gasification
medium

Mathematically, the critical point represents a state where the first and second deriva-
tives of the pressure with respect to volume at the constant temperature are zero.
The thermodynamic implications of such a state mean that two or more co-existing
fluid phases become indistinguishable at the critical point. Supercritical fluids do
not exhibit any phase change and their thermo-physical properties are generally in-
termediate to those typical of their liquid and gaseous phases. For example, most
supercritical fluids demonstrate the unique combination of liquid-like density and
gas-like mass transport properties, which are extremely useful in industrial engineer-
ing applications. A more detailed overview of the physical properties of supercritical
water as a reaction media has been presented by Garcia et. al. [48] and with primary
focus on organic chemical reactions by Savage [49].

Supercritical water exhibits some unique solvent properties compared to its liquid
state. Under normal temperature and pressure, water is a polar molecule having
a high degree of hydrogen bonding. It dissolves other polar substances, such as
common inorganic salts, while the non-polar substances such as hydrocarbons are
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insoluble. Under supercritical conditions, the density of water is reduced by about
an order of magnitude, which is sufficient to trigger a drastic reduction in hydrogen
bonding as well as the dipole-dipole interaction (the number of hydrogen bonds per
water molecule is decreased from around 3.5 to 1.8 [50]). As a result, supercritical
water behaves more like a non-polar rather than a polar solvent. Most hydrocarbons
and gases are soluble and inorganic salts are insoluble in supercritical water; this is
in complete contrast to their behaviour in water under ambient conditions.

The viscosity of supercritical water, which is crucial for designing high through-
put continuous-flow gasification systems on an industrial scale, has been studied
both experimentally (using capillary method [51] and oscillating disk [52, 53]), and
theoretically [54]. The Sengers-Kamgar-Parsi equation for computing viscosity as a
function of temperature and density, predicts that the viscosity of supercritical water
is quite low compared to the liquid state [54]. The system-level advantages of using
supercritical water as a reaction media are:

• Enhanced dissolution of organic biomass species in supercritical water facili-
tates homogeneous gasification and leads to reduction in char formation (com-
pared to dry gasification). Consequently, carbon efficiency of the process is
increased [55].

• SCWG provides flexibility in terms of feedstock selection. For example, wet
biomass such as sewage sludge, black liquor (waste stream from Kraft process
in pulp and paper industry), bagasse, and micro-algae etc. could potentially be
used directly without drying.

• The syngas produced using the SCWG process is already at a very high pres-
sure. It can be argued that this may be exergetically advantageous to the down-
stream processes such as methane reforming techniques, methanol synthesis
(MS), Fischer–Tropsch (FT) synthesis etc. However, this advantage is partially
negated by the higher solubility of permanent gases, especially CO2, in water
at high pressures. The impossibility of complete separation of gas-phase from
liquid-water at high pressures would lower the carbon efficiency of the process.

2.3.2 Modelling of the SCWG process

2.3.2.1 Thermodynamic modelling

In general, the thermodynamic equilibrium of any closed multicomponent chemical
reaction system can be modelled through three approaches: discrete reaction equi-
libria (stoichiometric modelling), Gibbs free energy minimisation (when system is at
constant T and P), and entropy maximisation (system is at constant P and H). For
model biomass compounds (such as glucose) for which thermodynamic data and
reaction mechanisms are well understood, it is easy to model the discrete reaction
equilibria. However, in the case of algae or any other real biomass, thermodynamic
data, intermediates and reaction pathways are relatively less understood. Hence,
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implementation of stoichiometric models are quite difficult, and Gibbs function min-
imisation has been the most studied approach.

For a closed system at pressure (P) and temperature (T), and having number of
components (Nc), the Gibbs energy function (G) at equilibrium can be written as:

G = min

(
Nc

∑
i=1

ng
i µ

g
i (P, T) +

Nc

∑
i=1

nl
iµ

l
i(P, T) +

Nc

∑
i=1

ns
i µ

s
i (P, T)

)
(2.4)

where n is the number of moles, µ(P, T) is the chemical potential at P and T, and the
superscript s, l, g denote the solid, liquid and gas phases respectively. This condition
must be satisfied with two system constraints: a non-negative number of moles of
components in each phase, and the mole balance,

ng
i , nl

i , ns
i > 0 (2.5)

Nc,p

∑
i=1

ami

(
ng

i + nl
i + ns

i

)
=

Nc,r

∑
j=1

amjno
i (2.6)

where m ∈ {C, H, O, N, S .....elements in feedstock}, Nc,r and Nc,p and number of
components in reactants and products respectively, ng

i , nl
i , ns

i , no
i are the number of

moles of component i in gas, liquid and solid products, and reactants respectively,
and ami denotes the stoichiometric coefficient of element m in component i.

An equation of state (EoS) is any relationship between the “state functions” such
as, pressure (P), temperature (T), volume (V), internal energy (U) or specific heat that
defines the physical state of matter under given conditions. Originally, in the early
nineteenth century, the prediction of physical state of matter and phase equilibrium
was restricted to pure components only. Now-a-days, EoS(s) can be used to describe
fluids, solids and even mixtures. The ability to predict phase equilibria in a mixture
of fluids is an extremely powerful tool for engineering design of modern industrial
components. Several equation of states have been proposed in the literature with
empirical or theoretical basis. Comprehensive reviews on the evolution of various
equations of state exist in literature [56–63].

Supercritical conditions represent extremely non-ideal behaviour; consequently,
ideal gas EoS and mixing rules can yield erroneous results. Complex equation of
states are required to predict the phase equilibria and transitions at high pressure.
Cubic equations of state have the advantage of simple analytical solution and are
commonly used for studying supercritical fluids. The van der Waal’s EoS (1873) is,
perhaps, the simplest cubic-EoS for representing the phase equilibria in fluids. The
equation can be understood in terms of a “hard-sphere” and a “repulsion” term.
The pure component parameters ‘a’ and ‘b’ are measures of attractive forces and
molecular size respectively.

Van der Waal’s (vdW) equation is able to qualitatively predict the critical equilib-
rium in binary mixtures but is rarely sufficient for predicting accurate critical prop-
erties and phase equilibria (for instance, over-prediction of critical compressibility
factor) [56]. Redlich-Kwong [65] improved the accuracy of the vdW equation by ac-
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Table 2.1: An incomplete list of cubic equation of states derived from modification of the attractive and
hard-sphere terms in the original van der Waal’s EoS.

Ref. Name Equation of state

[64]
van der Waal

p =
RT

V − b
− a

V2(1873)

[65]
Redlich–Kwong

p =
RT

V − b
− a

V(V + b)T0.5(1949)

[66]
Soave–Redlich–Kwong

p =
RT

V − b
− a(T)

V(V + b)(1972)

[67]
Peng–Robinson

p =
RT

V − b
− a(T)

V(V + b) + b(V − b)(1976)

[60]
Heyen

p =
RT

V − b
− a(T)V

V2 + (b(T) + c)V − b(T)c(1980)

[68]
Schmidt–Wenzel

p =
RT

V − b
− a(T)V

V2 + ubV + wb2(1980)

[69]
Harmens–Knapp

p =
RT

V − b
− a(T)V

V2 + cbV − (c− 1)b2(1980)

[70]
Patel–Teja

p =
RT

V − b
− a(T)

V(V + b) + c(V − b)(1982)

[71]
Stryjek–Vera

p =
RT

V − b
− a(θ, T)

V(V + b) + b(V − b)(1986)

[72]
Trebble–Bishnoi

p =
RT

V − b
− a(T)V

V2 + (b + c)V − (bc + d2)(1987)

[73]
Schwartzentruber–Renon

p =
RT

V − b
− a(T)V

(V + c)(V + 2c + b)(1989)

counting for the temperature dependence of the attractive term. Soave [66] and Peng
and Robinson [67] suggested modifications for accurately predicting vapour pres-
sure and density of fluid components. Several such modifications have been sug-
gested over the years for improving the accuracy of cubic equations of state through
modification of both attraction and repulsion terms. An incomplete list of often-
used models is presented in Table 2.1. Wei and Sadus [56] discussed extensively the
applicability and accuracy of different EoS under different physical conditions.

While applying the same equations of state for phase equilibrium calculations for
pure component and mixtures, the implicit assumption is that the calculated mixture
parameters (amix, bmix, cmix etc.) satisfactorily represent the individual contribution
of the pure components. It is imperative to carefully select the mixing rules which
relate the pure component values to the mixture parameters. The simplest possible
mixing rule is the ideal mixing rule (linear average of the interaction and repulsive
parameters). This mixing rule does not account for any binary or multi-component
interaction between the molecules of the species. Finally, such a mixing rule leaves
a lot to be desired when comparing theoretical predictions with experiments. The
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one-fluid Van der Waal theory can be devised as:

a = ∑
i

∑
j

xixjaij (2.7)

b = ∑
i

∑
j

xixjbij (2.8)

where aij and bij are cross parameters determined by appropriate combining rules.
Harismiadis et al. [74] demonstrated using a computer simulation that van der
Waal’s (vdW) mixing rules provide reliable results up to an eight-fold difference
in the size of the component molecules. Several other modified mixing rules have
been suggested including pressure and density-dependent mixing rules and those
based on excess Gibbs energy models [75]. Voros and Tassios [76] compared 6 dif-
ferent mixing rules: one and two parameter vdW, pressure- and density-dependent,
modified Huron–Vidal (MHV2) and Wong–Sandler. vdW mixing rules have been
shown to be the most accurate in conditions where only non-polar components were
involved and system pressures are relatively low. In the case of strongly polar sub-
stances (such as alcohol, water and acetone) [76] or strongly non-ideal high pres-
sure environments [75], vdW mixing rules are inadequate for predicting the equilib-
rium. Comparisons between different real-mixture property calculation techniques
and their applicability to supercritical water gasification can be found in literature.
Antal et al. [41] presented the first such comparison between experimental yield of
SCWG of real biomass and theoretical predictions. They used STANJAN and HYSIM
for two different sets of equilibrium predictions—in which STANJAN calculates the
thermodynamic properties on the basis of ideal gas law behaviour, while the HYSIM
uses Peng–Robinson EoS to account for non-ideal conditions. A comparison with
experimental data showed more accurate predictions while using PR-EoS and non-
ideal behaviour. Most thermodynamic equilibrium models for biomass gasification
do not account for inorganics present in the biomass. Yakaboylu et al. [77] accounted
for equilibrium partitioning of 12 elements during the gasification of cow manure.
They also presented a multiphase thermodynamic prediction model for gasification
of several biomass species [78].

Although models for gasification of real biomass are quite applicable to algae
gasification, only a few reports have been published which exclusively compare the
experimental results from the gasification of algal biomass with model predictions.
Freitas et al. [79] implemented a multi-component, multi-phase Gibbs free energy
minimisation function in GAMS (General Algebraic Modelling System) with the
CONOPT solver for simultaneously studying the chemical and phase equilibrium
in microalgae gasification. Microalgae was treated as a pseudo-component with a
generic chemical formula CaHbOcNd where the coefficients a, b, c, d are taken from
literature. The model employed the Virial equation of state, truncated at the second
Virial coefficient, for incorporating non-ideal behaviour. Figure 2.3 shows the com-
parison of their model predictions with experimental data obtained by Chakinala et
al. [80] and also the ideal mixture model. The Virial model shows close agreement
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with the experimental findings, whereas, the ideal mixture model, quite expectedly,
is inaccurate in comparison to the Virial model. The authors have also compared
their model with Castello and Fiori [43], who used the Peng-Robinson equation of
state (PREoS) for fugacity calculations. Both of the approaches yield quite similar
results over a wide range of temperature and feedstock concentrations.

Figure 2.3: (a) Comparison between experimental data obtained by Chakinala et al. [80] for the Ru/TiO2
[E] catalyst and the predictions from thermodynamic modelling. (b) Comparison between two models
using different equations of state: solid line and symbols correspond to the simulation results using the
Virial model by Freitas et al. [79] and PREoS by Castello and Fiori [43] (Figure redrawn from Freitas et
al. [79]).

In general, it can be stated that the Gibbs energy minimisation technique used in
conjunction with suitable equations of state (such as Virial, SRK and Peng–Robinson
with appropriate mixing rules) are capable in providing results which are in agree-
ment with the experimental data for the supercritical water gasification of algae.
Such models are a valuable tool for predicting the thermodynamic behaviour of the
species in SCWG process and aid in the design of SCWG systems, which will be
discussed in Chapter 3.

2.3.2.2 Kinetic modelling

Kinetics of supercritical water gasification of different biomass species has been
extensively reported, although only a few studies have focused on algal biomass
[45, 81–83]. This section will briefly illustrate the general modelling approaches used
for biomass SCWG, with primary focus on algae, followed by a discussion on their
shortcomings.

An important aspect of modelling the kinetics of a complex chemical reaction sys-
tem, such as supercritical water gasification, is to understand the reaction schemes.
The complexity and compositional variability of algae make this task extremely non-
trivial. Hence, the majority of the studies initially focused on either monomers or
model compounds for advancing our understanding of the system. Castello and
Fiori [81] have compared three models for the SCWG of methanol, using GRI-Mech
3.0 [84], Brock and Savage [85] and Webley and Tester [86]. The first model is based
on the combustion of an air/methane mixture which has a widespread usage for
gas-phase oxidative processes. It consists of a complete set of possible radical re-
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actions with different species. In their research, they used the combination of 215
reactions associated with 34 components. The second and third models have been
applied to SCWO of methane with only a few distinguishable differences in select-
ing the reactions and components. The model of Brock and Savage simulates the
process with 148 reactions and 22 components, whereas, the model of Webley and
Tester predicts the kinetics with 166 reactions and 17 components. Comparison with
experimental data elucidates that the model of Webley and Tester shows the best
agreement with experimental data, followed by the model of Brock and Savage and
GRI-Mech 3.0, respectively. The reason can be justified by the inherent characteristics
of each model. The GRI-Mech model doesn’t consider the reactions for methanol
as it is optimized for methane combustion. Webley and Tester assumed a first order
reaction with modified kinetic parameters by means of pressure, while the Brock and
Savage approach considers the same reactions with slower rates and higher reaction
orders. The mechanism proposed by Webley and Tester is depicted in Figure 2.4. The
limitation of these models is that they can only explain homogenous gas-phase reac-
tions whereas water-gas shift and methanation occur on the surface of the catalyst.
In order to make the model more comprehensive, the catalytic kinetic model should
also be incorporated.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 2.4: Reaction mechanism proposed by Webley and Tester [86], showing (a) initiation, (b) propa-
gation, (c) homogeneous water-gas shift, and (d) homogenous methanation reactions.
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Figure 2.5: The possible rate determining steps during the supercritical water gasification of glucose
if (a) Langmuir-Hinshelwood-Hougen-Watson (LHHW), and (b) Eley-Rideal (ER) mechanisms are fol-
lowed [82].

In a more recent study, Tushar et al. [82] modelled the Langmuir-Hinshelwood-
Hougen-Watson (LHHW), Eley-Rideal (ER) and Power Law (PL) mechanisms for
two types of biomass model compounds (glucose, phenol and HMF representing
cellulose and hemicellulose, lignin, and precursor of tar respectively). The study
attempted to identify the rate determining step (RDS) in SCWG of the model com-
pounds for which reaction pathways are relatively well understood. In the LHHW
model, both of the reactants must be adsorbed on the surface of the catalyst and
then react, whereas in the ER model, only one reactant (feedstock in this case) gets
adsorbed on the catalyst surface and the reaction progresses between the adsorbed
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reactant and the gas phase. The methodology used by Tushar et al. [82] was to
identify all the possible reactions using both LHHW and ER routes and evaluate the
kinetic parameters corresponding to the scenario when each reaction was indepen-
dently the rate-determining step (RDS). The results were then compared with the
experimental evidences and the best fit was concluded to be the RDS.

The first reaction step in both of these models is the Retro-Aldol cleavage reaction—
the decomposition of glucose into glycol aldehyde and erythrose; the follow up reac-
tions are different for LHHW and ER mechanisms (shown in Figure 2.5). Based on the
average absolute deviation (AAD%) between the experimental findings and model
predictions, the ER with Retro-Aldol condensation as RDS, and the power law mech-
anisms were most accurate (AADs of 10.6% and 4.6% respectively). Similar detailed
kinetic modelling has also been performed for tert-butylbenzene [87] and glycerol
[88] in supercritical water. Due to the lack of established mechanisms in the case
of an algal feedstock, such analysis has not yet been reported. An approach would
be to consider the breakdown of algae molecules into its monomers (amino acids,
monosaccharides such as glucose, glycerol and guaiacol, corresponding to proteins,
carbohydrates and lipid fractions respectively) almost immediately under supercrit-
ical conditions. Subsequently, the breakdown mechanisms of these monomers can
possibly be utilised to obtain the rate determining step for algae gasification.

Another approach for modelling the kinetics of SCWG of algae is using the
lumped intermediate approach. This technique has been utilised for a number of
simple sugar model compounds and real biomass, including glucose, fructose, sim-
ple sugars, xylose, guaiacol, and cellulose [83]. The only kinetic model for SCWG
of algae available in the literature predicting the yield of gaseous components was
developed by Guan et al. [45]. Figure 2.6 illustrates the schematic of the lumped
intermediate modelling approach used by the authors. Two lumped intermediates
(slow and fast reacting) were assumed during the gasification of algae. The possible
products considered were char, H2, CO, CO2, CH4 and C2Ha (the latter is referred
to as C2 gases including ethane and ethene lumped together), with each gas forming
through both decomposition and steam reforming of the two intermediates. Most
of the CH4 gas yield was attributed to the decomposition of slow intermediates for
short residence times and fast intermediates as residence time increases. In terms
of CO2 production, the contribution of fast intermediates is negligible, whereas, the
slow intermediates contribute more towards char formation.

Although this research provides a great tool for prediction of gas yields during
algae gasification, it has certain limitations:

1. Only first order reaction kinetics has been assumed.

2. Due to the nature of this approach, the composition of intermediates is un-
known. The complexity of the feedstock chemistry is the main hindrance to
using the stoichiometric approach

3. This kinetic model is only valid for the temperature range between 450–550◦C
in which the Arrhenius parameters are calculated. Model predictions at higher
temperatures will need validation.
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Figure 2.6: Lumped intermediate model for gasification of algal biomass in supercritical water, consid-
ering the pathways for fast (Int.1) and slow intermediates (Int.2) separately (after Guan et al. [45]).

4. A major limitation is that C2Ha is irreversibly produced from both intermedi-
ates with no further decay/dissociation. Therefore, at high temperatures and
high reaction rates, these species dominate. At high temperatures, in addition
to the equations considered by Guan et al. [45], reactions corresponding to the
decay of C2Ha, should be considered.

Additionally, under supercritical conditions, the autodissociation of the water
molecules into OH– and H+ is unlike that in subcritical conditions. Auto dissocia-
tion virtually does not occur at all, and the equilibrium is shifted heavily towards
H2O since is occupies less volume than multiple ions. Although these ions are in low
concentrations, the data for ionic reactions in supercritical conditions is well known
for glycerol via 15 different competing reaction pathways [88]. All of these reactions
are accompanied by a particular set of reaction kinetics. Further, the elementary re-
action equations are described with greater accuracy than that of classical Arrhenius
behaviour. Bühler et al. [88] have experimentally shown that supercritical conditions
render Arrhenius kinetic laws useless, and show that free radical mechanism reflects
the experimentally observed gas composition. This poses a problem for algae, which
is considerably more complicated than glycerol, and this type of model will need to
be investigated further. It also calls into question the work of Guan et al. [45] who
utilised Arrhenius kinetics for their model.

2.3.3 Experimental Studies

SCWG of algae is still in an early stage of research. Proof-of-concept demonstrations
have been established by a few researchers with the help of bench-top apparatus
[41, 80, 89–100]. Large-scale demonstration and long-term pilot plant data are quite
scarce. In Feb 2018, a 100 M-USD non-solar demonstration project was launched
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for a 50 MWth coal SCWG system to produce hydrogen [101]. This funding and
system scale suggests that the non-solar SCWG technology is clearly at TRL of 6–7. A
complete understanding of aspects such as the effect of process parameters, materials
compatibility and catalysis is important for industrial scale design of the gasification
process. The subsequent sections will discuss the different types of reactors used at
laboratory scale, catalytic and non-catalytic SCWG.

2.3.3.1 Types of reactors used for experimental studies on SCWG

Due to the extreme temperature and pressure requirements, sophisticated exper-
imental design and analysis techniques have to be employed for understanding
SCWG of algae. Precisely for this reason, we have included a broader range of
benchtop apparatus designs which have been used for other types of biomass and
may also be applicable to algae gasification.

Figure 2.7 shows the different reactors types that have been used for studying
SCWG, including quartz-capillary tube batch reactor, batch autoclave, continuous-
flow tubular reactor, continuous stirred-tank reactor (CSTR), fluidised bed and hy-
drothermal diamond anvil cell (HDAC) reactors. Amongst these, supercritical flu-
idised bed and continuous plug-flow tubular reactors are most suitable for larger
scale operation. Each type has its advantages and limitations, which will be dis-
cussed here.

The use of a quartz capillary tube as a means of performing supercritical water
gasification was suggested by Potic et al. [98]. An experimental study involves charg-
ing a capillary with an aqueous solution. Thereafter, the capillary is sealed at both

Supercritical	Fluidized	Bed

Quartz	Capillary Batch Autoclave

CSTR	micro-tank

Hydrothermal Diamond Anvil Cell

Continuous	Flow	Tubular

Figure 2.7: Different reactor types used for studying biomass gasification [100, 102–105].
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ends and heated to a reactor operating temperature. During the heating process, the
pressure of solution increases due to the evaporating water. After a certain contact
time, the capillary is rapidly quenched to stop all the reaction, and the produced
gases in the capillary is analysed in the Gas Chromatography (GC). This technique
was used for high-throughput screening based on conversion efficiencies of various
feedstocks. One of the primary advantages of this technique is the precise control
over reaction conditions including high heating rates, visual observation of char for-
mation, and most importantly isolating the catalysing effect of reactor walls that is
inevitable in metallic reactors. However, a major drawback is that the pressure is
indirectly inferred using the amount of reactant, reactor volume and temperature.
Although the system is isochoric, and the heating trajectories of the reactant would
be significantly different from a continuous isobaric system, the results seem to be
unaffected in any important way. This may be due to the fact that the authors used
a glucose model-compound for gasification; glucose is quite easily gasified and the
char formation is relatively low. In case of high charring compounds and high feed
concentration, the residual solid fraction will need to be taken into account while in-
directly determining the reaction pressure, especially near the critical point (thermo-
physical properties change significantly near the critical point). Another drawback
of the capillary tubes is their unsuitability for testing powder catalyst. Due to their
small inner diameter, a non-uniform distribution of catalyst may occur along the
reactor, causing a diffusion-limited reaction and variation in product yield [106].

A second type of batch reactor which has been quite frequently used is a batch
autoclave. Unlike quartz capillaries, the autoclaves have a metallic construction.
The isobaric nature of the process can be controlled using a combination of a pre-
pressurising gas and back pressure regulator. Real-time gas analysis is possible for
evaluating relative gas yields. Larger reactor volumes can lead to temperature inho-
mogeneity; for reactions with extremely fast kinetics, this may lead to reaction being
heat transfer limited. However, this can be easily circumvented by using continuous
stirring (to improve the effective heat transfer coefficient).

A Hydrothermal Diamond Anvil Cell (HDAC) enables in-situ visualisation and
other diagnostics during high pressure hydrothermal processes [107, 108]. This con-
cept was initially proposed for experimentation in ultra-high pressure range (>1
GPa). Recently, DAC systems have been utilised for fully understanding the differ-
ent stages in hydrothermal liquefaction processing [109]. HDAC has also been used
for studying SCWG of Ulva macroalgae [103]. The cell involves complex construction
using a piston-cylinder assembly with diamond seats. The heart of a DAC system is
its alignment and drive mechanisms for applying load to the piston. Finally, the sam-
ple is heated up by micro-heaters to reach the experiment temperature and controlled
cooling can be achieved using liquid nitrogen (Figure 2.7) [108].

The continuous tubular flow reactor concept has been demonstrated for SCWG
of algae as well as several other biomass species [80, 100, 110–114]. It is one of the
most promising technologies for scaling the SCWG to industrial sizes. The process
has been shown to have high throughput, continuous operation and to be easy to
build. Most importantly, the process engineering for tubular reactors is quite well
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understood. The ease of CFD and thermodynamic modelling is another benefit com-
pared to other reactor types. With the high ratio of heat transfer area to reaction
volume, heat transfer limitations are eliminated. However, a significant issue is re-
actor plugging due to charring, especially in the low-temperature sections of the
reactor. Char formation can be decreased through rapid heating of the feedstock and
using preheated supercritical water [115].

To overcome reactor plugging and char formation issues in tubular reactors,
Kruse and Faquir [116] proposed a continuous stirred tank reactor (CSTR) combined
with a tubular reactor. In a CSTR, reactants are fed into a reactor equipped with
an impeller, ensuring a uniform composition of the reagents, and the products are
discharged continuously. The process benefits from “active hydrogen” formation in
CSTR due to its backmixing (in statu nascendi hydrogen formed as an intermediate
during water gas shift reaction), and can suppress tar and coke formation reactions.
The tubular reactor helps in achieving complete conversion [117]. Alternately, similar
results can be achieved if CO or any other product gas is inserted in small quantities
along with the algae (or biomass), wherein, a CSTR-like effect is observed by shifting
the equilibrium in the backward direction.

Another promising design for eliminating the plugging and char formation ob-
stacles is the potential usage of a fluidised bed reactor in the SCWG process. Lu et al.
[118] showed experimentally that continual and stable gasification is possible using a
supercritical fluidised bed at 600◦C, 25 MPa, and high feed concentrations (up to 30%
glucose and 18% corn cob). In addition to preventing the plugging problem (even
at higher feed concentrations), a fluidised bed enhances the mass/heat transfer rates
in the reactor, can be made catalytically active, can be used to collect the minerals
(ash) and coke, and has the ability to remove solid particles from the reactor [100].
However, the high operating cost, complex design and thermal stresses are the main
issues and improvements are needed to achieve higher fluid temperatures [118].

2.3.3.2 Non-catalytic SCWG

One of the first studies on macroalgae gasification was performed by Antal in 1990 at
the University of Hawaii [119]. This was inspired by the fact that SCW was already
being used in chemical reactions and extraction processes on an industrial scale, for
example, oxidising organic wastes and destroying toxic substances (MODAR pro-
cess). Additionally, a combination of the learnings from pyrolytic gasification pro-
cessing and aquatic biomass being the largest available biomass feedstock, led to
the development of SCWG of macroalgae. Antal [119] showed that it was possible
to extract permanent gases (CO, CO2, H2, CH4) from a wet algal feedstock under
supercritical conditions.

It wasn’t until the end of the twentieth century that researchers were suitably
interested in the potential of using microalgae-based fuels via SCWG. It was widely
perceived that the fuel production process using microalgae would lead to a neg-
ative energy balance, which may not translate into a profitable industrial process.
In 1998, Hirano et al. [120], while gasifying a microalgae (Spirulina) and converting
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it to methanol, theoretically showed that the energy of the methanol produced is
higher than the total required energy for the process. This was the first investigation
claiming a complete conversion of algal biomass into gaseous products, although at
significantly high temperatures (850–1000◦C). The research also identifies that the
bulk of the required energy (around 80%) was being utilised by algae production,
essentially pointing toward the potential for either moving towards cheaper algal
feedstocks (macroalgae or microalgae naturally occurring in lakes and ponds, such
as, Anabaena or Microcystis) or improving the energy efficiency of micro-algae produc-
tion. Even though Hirano’s analysis was performed for a non-supercritical process,
it was sufficient to pique the interest in alternative algal fuels.

The most important hurdle to biofuel production using algae is the method of
cultivation [120]. To overcome this hurdle, Stucki et al. [121] designed a novel process
in 2009 for recycling the CO2 emissions from a fossil source, such as a power plant,
and using it for growth of algae (Spirulina platensis) in photo-bioreactors. The algae
thus produced was subjected to catalytic hydrothermal gasification at supercritical
temperature and pressure. A key finding of the work embodies that certain nutrients
added during the algae production stage (sulphates) can severely poison the Ru-
catalyst. Hence, a salt separation step is required not just to preserve the catalyst but
also to recycle the expensive nutrients in the process water. Catalysts and their effect
on SCWG are discussed in Section 2.3.3.3.

The results of Stucki et al. [121] were part of a much larger initiative for designing
a process for bio-synthetic natural gas from microalgae (SunCHem). Subsequent re-
search on the SunCHem process revealed that although nutrient recycling may seem
necessary from a cost point of view, the presence of Ni as a trace contaminant (even
1–10 ppm) in the recycled effluent adversely affects the growth of microalgae. At
around 25 ppm Ni concentration, complete inhibition of cell division was observed
in the case of Phaeodactylum tricornutum algae. However, the study was successful
in demonstrating the feasibility of catalytic supercritical gasification of microalgae
through experiments in a batch reactor at temperature and pressure of 400◦C and
30–35 MPa. The effects of algae concentration, reaction time and different catalysts
were reported along with a highest carbon gasification of 74% for methane produc-
tion. Further research on the SunCHem process extended the study on batch reactors
to continuous-flow reactors, and also investigated the toxicity of Al in reactor effluent
on algal growth [122]. Bagnoud-Velásquez et al. [122] observed that the gas yields
from the continuous system was different from the batch reactors and attributed it to
different mixing regimes prevalent in batch and continuous-flow reactors. Moreover,
the aluminium hydroxide in effluent adversely impacted the growth of microalgae.

A comprehensive parametric study of the SCWG of microalgae under different
operating conditions was presented by Chakinala et al. [80]. The authors investigated
the effect of temperature (400–700◦C), reaction time (1–15 min), feedstock concentra-
tion (2.9–7.3%), and catalysts (Ni, Inconel, Ru/TiO2, NiMo/Al2O3, PtPd/Al2O3, and
CoMo/Al2O3). A gasification efficiency of 84% with Ni catalyst, 600◦C temperature,
24 MPa pressure and 7.3 wt% algae concentration was achieved. When the temper-
ature was increased to 700◦C using Ru/TiO2 as a catalyst, complete gasification was
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achieved. Figure 2.8 shows the variation in product gas composition with tempera-
ture for non-catalytic SCWG of Nannochloropsis sp. Similarly, Cherad et al. [123] also
investigated the effect of feed concentration (3.33%, 6.66% and 13.3%.), hold time (0,
30, 60 and 120 min), temperature (400, 450, 500 and 550◦C), catalyst type (Ru/Al2O3,
Ni/Al2O3 and NaOH) and catalyst loading (5–20%) on the gasification efficiency,
energy recovery and gas yield. Carbon gasification efficiency (CGE) (see Eq. 2.1)
increased with an increase in temperature, hold time and catalyst loading while de-
clined with the feed concentration increment. Miller et al. [110], while using the
same microalgae, studied the non-catalytic SCWG in a plug-flow continuous reactor.
At temperatures between 550–600◦C and short residence times (4–9 seconds), they
obtained Arrhenius parameters (pre-exponential factor A and activation energy Ea

in the Arrhenius equation, k = Ae−
Ea
RT ) and reported much higher gasification rates.

Figure 2.8: Variation in product gas composition with temperature of non-catalytic SCWG of microalga
Nannochloropsis sp. Data taken from Chakinala et al. [80].

Complete gasification of algal feedstock at relatively low temperatures, as shown
by Chakinala et al. [80], was remarkable from two perspectives. Firstly, it established
that carrying out the process under supercritical conditions leads to significantly less
char formation as compared to the conventional gasification routes, primarily due
to the properties discussed in Section 2.3.1, and secondly, microalgae production—
which is usually focused on high lipid/fat content—could primarily emphasise on
photosynthetic efficiency and rapid growth rates. The potential to completely con-
vert carbonaceous feedstocks into gases, irrespective of their biochemical composi-
tion, also implies that SCWG can be used to supplement other incomplete conversion
techniques such as hydrothermal carbonization (HTC) followed by lipid extraction.
In 2015, Lu and Savage [124], for the first time, experimentally showed that lipid-
extracted hydrochar (a by-product of HTC-Lipid extraction, primarily containing
polysaccharides and proteins [125]) can be gasified using the SCWG process. The
HTC-extraction approach is a simple and efficient method for biodiesel production
and supplementing the process through SCWG for further energy recovery and nu-
trient recycling, as proposed by the authors, could have potential advantages. Com-
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paring the aforementioned combined HTC-SCWG operation vis-à-vis direct SCWG
of the feedstock from an energy efficiency and economic perspective can be a future
topic in this field.

Until the start of this decade, very limited information was available regard-
ing the intermediate products that are formed during SCWG of algae. Guan et
al. [45, 126] presented an insight into the intermediates that are formed during
non-catalytic SCWG of Nannochloropsis at 450–550◦C, 240 bar and different algae
concentrations (Figure 2.9). The nature and identities of the products change with
reaction time. At short reaction times (∼1–2 min), the major products at longer GC
retention times were compounds of higher molecular weight, presumably, nitrogen-
containing molecules that were formed from hydrolytic depolymerisation of proteins
in the feedstock. Hydrocarbons, including neophytadiene and long n-alkanes, were
also observed. At longer reaction times (∼30 min), the major products are lighter
compounds such as substituted benzenes, phenols, and indoles. Benzenes and phe-
nol formation can be attributed to the carbohydrates in the microalgae, as hydrother-
mal treatment of cellulose and glucose produces phenols. The intermediate products
can be apportioned into two groups, slow- and fast-reacting intermediates. Guan et
al. [45] modelled the kinetics of gasification reaction using this simple reaction net-
work wherein non-gaseous intermediates react at different rates to form either char
or gases (discussed in Section 2.3.2.2).

Figure 2.9: Effect of algae loading on gaseous product yields and energy recovery (Nannochloropsis sp.,
32 min, 500◦C, 240 bar and 0.087 g/cm3 water density) [126].

The difference in biochemical composition and cell structure can influence the
yield of product gases in SCWG. Figure 2.10 is compiled with data from different
sources [126–128] for SCWG of various algae strains under similar pressure, temper-
ature and algae loading conditions. The product gas yield (i.e. H2, CH4, CO and
CO2) and composition both vary substantially for different species. Onwudili et al.
[128] studied three different strains of micro and macro-algae (Chlorella vulgaris (5.9
and 7.0 wt.%), Spirulina platensis (7.8 and 7.6 wt.%), and Saccharina latissima (9.2 and
24.2 wt.%)) at 500◦C, 36 MPa pressure, 30 min reaction time and two different cat-
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alysts, namely, NaOH and Ni/Al2O3. The higher gasification efficiency in case of
Saccharina latissima was attributed to the possible decomposition of the macroalgae
into gasifiable intermediates, due to the presence of alkali.

Further research from the same group [127] focussed on understanding the effect
of algae growth conditions and harvest time on the gasification products, under the
same experimental conditions as the earlier work. Figure 2.11 shows the variation in
gas composition and calorific value of the gasification product of Saccharina latissima
macroalgae, harvested at 4 different times during the year. The seasonal variation in
temperature and sunlight results in higher carbohydrate and lower ash content in the
summer harvest, thus, improved gasification. The study corroborated the findings
of Stucki et al. [121] regarding the sulphur poisoning of Ru catalyst, however, in
contrast nutrient recycling was found to be beneficial to algae growth in this case.

Figure 2.10: Consolidated graph showing the effect of different types of algae on the product gas yields.
References: SL, LD, AE, LH — Cherad et al. [127]; SP, SL*, ChV — Onwudili et al. [128]; Ns — Guan
et al. [126].

Figure 2.11: Gas composition from the supercritical gasification of S. latissima at four harvest points
across the year. Temperature: 500◦C; pressure: 236–281 bar; residence time: 30 min; feed concentration:
6.66 wt.%. Calorific values (CV) are shown on the right axis [127].
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In a very recent research in 2016, Graz et al. [103] performed the SCWG of
macroalga, Ulva, in a batch reactor as well as Hydrothermal Diamond Anvil Cell
(HDAC). Hydrogen and methane rich product gas was obtained by SCWG at 400–
500◦C temperature, 23–25 MPa pressure, and up to 16.4% algae concentration. The
use of HDAC, for the first time, facilitated visual observation of various stages dur-
ing the gasification of algal biomass (although similar results have been shown for
other biomass species [129]). Various stages of transformation from initial state to
residue include loss of algae surface as the pressure increases, decomposition under
supercritical conditions, homogenisation and colour change, and residual gas bub-
bles during cooling. The visual observation is consistent with the findings of the
batch reactor experiments and that of several other researchers; the decomposition of
algae is immediate and the gasification rates are high when supercritical conditions
are employed [103].

Selected experiments on SCWG of algal biomass, reported in literature, is pre-
sented in Table 2.2. The reported gasification efficiencies for different algae vary
from 5–100%, and depend a lot on the experimental conditions and type of reactor.
A noteworthy fact is that not many studies have focussed on gasification in contin-
uous reactors (with or without catalysts). This is especially true when considering
solar-irradiated reactors for SCWG. We will discuss the challenges in solar integra-
tion later in Section 2.5.1.

2.3.3.3 Catalysts for low-temperature SCWG of algae

Although high gasification efficiency and circumventing the char formation can be
achieved through high-temperature SCWG, its Achilles heel seems to be the limited
availability of reactor materials for carrying out the gasification reaction at super-
critical temperature and pressures. A combination of cyclic stresses and corrosion
in high-temperature SCWG calls for use of more exotic (read expensive) materials.
In order to alleviate these concerns, the use of catalysts could be considered. As
catalysts accelerate the gasification process of the formed intermediates, they can po-
tentially limit the formation of char, even at low temperatures. Catalysts can also
be exploited to favour the production of certain product species. A small caveat
which must be mentioned while comparing catalytic and non-catalytic SCWG is that
there are very few studies which focus on truly non-catalytic intrinsic kinetics of the
gasification reaction in supercritical media [142], primarily because:

• Reactor walls act as heterogeneous catalysts,

• Algae contains a lot of inorganic alkali salts, especially marine algae, which act
as homogeneous catalysts,

• Corrosion products from the reactor walls (transition metal ions of Fe, Ni, Cr)
can catalyse the reaction.

A large number of researchers have reported an increase in gasification efficiency,
especially at lower temperatures, due to two types of catalysts: homogeneous alkali
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catalysts (for example, NaOH, KOH, K2CO3, CaCO3, Na2CO3 and KHCO3), and
heterogeneous metal catalysts (i.e., consisting of Ru, Rh, Ni, Cr, Co, Zn, Pd, Pt, Ti
and Mo) [143]. The literature available for catalytic SCWG of algae is quite limited
but several catalysts have been used for other biomass. A detailed account of catalysis
and associated issues is beyond the scope of this study. A detailed discussion on non-

Table 2.2: A partial list of experiments on the supercritical water gasification of algal biomass.

Algal Conc. Reactor
Catalyst

Reaction Temp. Pressure CGE
Ref.

feedstock (wt.%) type time* (min) (◦C) (MPa) (%)

Gracilaria 0.1–2.5 batch – 0.5 550 34.5 74–87 [119]

Spirulina
21 continuous – 90 850–1000 25 93–100 [120]

0.35–0.5 continuous – <1 550–600 25 8.3–95.2 [110]

Spirulina 2.5–21 batch Ru/C, Ru/ZrO2 30–360 400 30–35 18–100 [121]

platensis 6.6 batch NaOH, Ni/Al2O3 30 500 36 57.3–92.6 [128]

Phaeodactylum 2.5–13 batch Ru/C, Ru/ZrO2 12–67 400 30 4–74 [130]

tricornutum 6.5 continuous Ru/C 110–400 420 32.3 31 [122]

2.9–7.3 batch

Ni, Inconel

1–15 400–700 24 14–84 [80]
Ru/TiO2

NiMo/Al2O3

Chlorella PtPd/Al2O3

vulgaris
6.6 batch

NaOH,
30 500 36 57.3–92.6 [128]

Ni/Al2O3

5 batch
–

15–60 385 26
12

[131]
Ni/α-Al2O3 80–90

2.8–15 continuous Ru/C upto 100-h 400 25–30 50 [132]

21 batch – 60 400–500 35 6-42 [133]

Nannochloropsis 1, 4, 7,
batch – 1–77 450–500 24 22–60 [45]

sp. 10, 15

4.7, 4.8 batch
NaOH, KOH

40 450 24 35–50 [134]
Pd/C, Ru/C

Saccharina 6.66 batch NaOH, Ni/Al2O3 30 500 36 51.6-75.6 [128]

latissima 6.66 batch Ru/Al2O3 30-60 500 36 43-97 [123]

L. digitate 3.33,
batch

Ru/Al2O3,
30–120 400–550 36 43-97

[127]
A. esculenta 6.66, Ni/Al2O3,

L. hyperborea 13.3 NaOH [123]

Ulva rotundata,
7, 16.4 batch – 7–120 400–550 23–25 19.3–80 [103]

Ulva armoricana

Scenedesmus
5 batch

–
15–60 385 26

12
[131]

quadricauda Ni/α-Al2O3 80–90

Scenedesmus
2.5–5 continuous K2CO3 23–48 h 600–650 28 55–94

[135]

obliquus [136]

Acutodesmus
2.5–5 continuous – 8–50 h 600–650 28 57–98 [137]

obliquus

Nanochloropsis
3–5 continuous

K2CO3,
2 663 24 23.8–86 [138]

gaditana Na2CO3

Nanochloropsis – batch NiO/La-γAl2O3 15 400–500 28 – [139]

oculata 4.3 batch Ni, alkali salts 10 400 25 0.45–15.5 [140]

Botryococcus
4.3 batch Ni, alkali salts 10 400 25 0.45–15.5 [140]

braunii

Tetraselmis
4.3 batch Ni, alkali salts 10 400 25 0.45–15.5 [140]

chuui

Cyanobacteria** 4–6.6% batch – 30 400–500 22 10–40 [141]

*In case of continuous reactors, reaction time is the actual time for which experiments were run, not the residence time in reaction zone

**Includes Microcystin aeruginos, Microcystin ichthyoblabe, Microcystin viridis, Microcystin novacekii and Microcystin wesenbergii
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catalytic and catalytic SCWG of biomass has been represented in reviews by Kruse
[144], Azadi and Farnood [106], and Guo et al. [143]. The commonly employed
catalysts relevant for SCWG of algae are discussed here.

Alkali catalysts for SCWG have been actively studied as they have the potential
for splitting of C–C bonds, especially opening aromatic rings (phenols), and reducing
the tar formation [142]. They are especially attractive for hydrogen production appli-
cation as alkali(s) are known to catalyse the water-gas shift reaction, yielding higher
H2 and CO2 and lower CO [142]. In the case of cellulose gasification, reducing the
onset temperature of degradation has also been observed [100, 143, 144]. A major
drawback, however, is the difficulty in recovering the catalyst from the outlet stream,
which makes the process expensive [145].

Ni-based catalysts are the most commonly used heterogeneous catalysts for SCWG,
primarily because the tar formation is minimised and at the same time water-gas
shift, methanation, and hydrogenation reactions are facilitated [146]. The efficacy of
Ni or any other metal catalyst strongly depends on the catalyst surface area; and in
the SCWG process, Ni-catalysts are plagued by the high rate of sintering and deacti-
vation due to carbon fouling [143]. It has been suggested that catalyst activity of Ni
can be enhanced by adding some elements such as Ru [147] and Pt [148]. Ruthenium,
specifically on carbon support, is another active catalyst for low temperature SCWG
process which has greater stability than other metal catalyst like rhodium, palladium
and platinum because of its resistance to sintering and carbon poisoning as well as
the effectiveness in breaking C–C bonds [149]. It has been shown to have higher
efficiency of gasification in case of SCWG of formaldehyde, lignin and cellulose, as
compared to NaOH and Ni/Al2O3 [142].

Figure 2.12 illustrates the effect of different types of catalysts on SCWG of mi-
croalgae [80] and macroalgae [123]. In case of microalgae, the complete gasification
is reported for excess Ru/TiO2 catalyst, followed by powdered Inconel and Ni-wire
which showed close to 90% gasification efficiency. Although the authors have shown
that excess Ru/TiO2 catalyst has helped in complete gasification, yet surplus catalyst
may not always be beneficial as it may lead to sintering and deactivation. In case of
macroalgae, the most efficient type of catalyst was found to be 5% Ru/Al2O3, yield-
ing the highest carbon gasification efficiency. The H2 yield can be increased by using
alkali salts as catalyst to promote the water gas shift reaction [143, 150].

A consensus seems to be that Ruthenium is more resistant to oxidation and hy-
drothermal sintering as compared to Ni catalyst [106]. In addition to the high per-
formance of supported Ru-catalyst (Figure 2.12), its long term stability under SCWG
conditions has also been confirmed [102, 147]. However, the presence of S-containing
compounds, even in very low concentrations, can lead to a dramatic decrease in the
Ruthenium catalytic activity (S-poisoning) [147, 151, 152]. An often-suggested so-
lution is to incorporate a hydrothermal salt separator for S-removal [153–156]. As
discussed in Section 2.3.1, solubility of ionic salts in supercritical water is quite small
and can be used advantageously for removal of inorganic salts from the gasification
medium prior to the SCWG reactor. High efficiency continuous salt precipitation and
separation from supercritical water has been shown for several salts [154–156].
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Figure 2.12: Figure showing the influence of different catalysts on product gas distribution and the
gasification efficiency; (a) Chakinala et al. [80], and (b) Cherad et al. [123].

2.4 Reforming reactor

Reforming is a vital thermochemical pathway to convert the methane-rich gas output
from the SCWG process into syngas. In most cases, a reforming process occurs at
high temperature with the aid of catalyst. Depending on the reforming options, hy-
drocarbons react with steam, oxygen or CO2 to generate syngas, which can be further
treated to enhance the content of H2 via water gas shift reaction. The overall reactions
involved in the conversion of methane to syngas are summarised in Table 2.3. The
most investigated reforming alternatives include steam methane reforming (SMR),
autothermal reforming (ATR), and partial oxidation/dry reforming (PO/DR). The
main aspects of each technique will be discussed in detail in the following sections.

2.4.1 Steam Methane Reforming (SMR)

SMR is the reaction of methane with steam to produce a mixture of H2 and CO.
SMR is endothermic, as a result of the large amount of energy required to break
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Table 2.3: The overall reactions involved in the conversion of methane to syngas

No. Reaction Reaction Enthalpy

1 CH4 + H2O←→ CO + 3H2 ∆h̄◦ = 205.9kJ/mol

2 CH4 + CO2 ←→ 2CO + 2H2 ∆h̄◦ = 247.3kJ/mol

3 CH4 + 1/2O2 ←→ CO + 2H2 ∆h̄◦ = −35.6kJ/mol

4 CO + H2O←→ CO2 + H2 ∆h̄◦ = −41.2kJ/mol

the C-C and H-C bonds in CH4. An SMR reactor is normally arranged as banks
of externally-heated catalyst-filled tubes. The high selectivity of this process to the
formation of H2 reduces the need for large amounts of supplementary H2—to adjust
the H2:CO ratio for the downstream FT and MS units—compared to other reforming
options. The conversion efficiency of CH4 depends highly on the reactor operating
conditions; higher temperature and lower pressure lead to a greater reforming rate.
Conventionally, SMR reactors are used in methanol and ammonia production from
natural gas, in which case the energy for gasification is provided by burning 25%
or more of the incoming natural gas stream [157], with resulting high GHG emis-
sions. The alternative method, considered in this work, is to use CST to drive the
endothermic reactions. It should be noted that there is a trade-off between the cost
of feedstock to produce the heat as compared to the cost of solar field.

2.4.2 Partial Oxidation and Dry Reforming (PO/DR)

PO/DR is the combination of partial oxidation (PO), in which methane reacts with
O2 to produce syngas, and dry reforming (DR), in which methane reacts with CO2 to
form syngas. PO is exothermic, and provides the heat required to drive the DR reac-
tion forward. However, one should note that this comes at the expense of consuming
methane as the heat source to power the DR reaction. The required flow rate of O2

is set such that the reactor operates adiabatically, and requires no supply of heat
duty from the external heat source or CST. The CO2 for the DR reaction is already
present in the SCWG product gas, and the required O2 can be achieved from the air
separation unit or the anode of the PV-H2 electrolysis unit. As with SMR, catalysts
can be employed to increase the conversion of CH4 in a PO/DR reactor. The PO/DR
reactions produce relatively less H2 than SMR.

2.4.3 Autothermal Reforming (ATR)

ATR is an intermediate option halfway between SMR and PO/DR. In this reformer,
methane is converted into syngas via the combination of SMR, which consumes
steam, and PO, which requires the addition of oxygen [158]. Compared to PO/DR,
a reduced supply of O2 is used, and the remainder of the heat required for the en-
dothermic SMR reaction can be supplied using CST. Catalysts are used to accelerate
the kinetics of ATR reaction; the deactivation of the catalysts and the formation of
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hot spots can be prohibited by proper optimisation of the reactor temperature. For
this reactor, the supplied rate of O2 is set to one third of the molar flow rate of CH4.
The resulting rate of hydrogen production is also lower, but not as low as for the
PO/DR case. The lower CST heat duty for ATR may allow the ATR to be more com-
pact than the SMR reactor [157]. Small- or medium-scale syngas production could
be a possible target market for this process [159].

2.5 Solar-thermal integration and reactor design considera-
tions

Concentrated solar power has a huge potential in driving endothermic thermochem-
ical processes. One of the most suitable applications for this technology seems to be
the gasification/reforming process. Conventional autothermal gasification involves
using a part of the feedstock to supply the heat needed for the endothermic reactions,
affecting the profitability of the process. The potential benefits of using concentrated
solar energy are [160]:

• upgrading the calorific value of the feedstock because the product gas contains
the energy of the fuel as well as the supplied solar energy input,

• higher yield of syngas per unit of feedstock because the required heat duty of
the process is not provided by burning the feedstock/fuel,

• clean process and clear of any by-products from the feedstock combustion,

• prohibiting the release of pollutants into environments,

• sustainability of the process (depending on the feedstock), and

• storing the intermittent solar energy in a readily dispatchable form.

2.5.1 Solar-SCWG reactor

A major concern, however, is the reactor design for carrying out solar-thermal SCWG.
There have been several solar-thermal gasification reactors conceptualised for con-
ventional gasification of carbonaceous feedstocks such as directly-irradiated vortex
flow[163–165] and indirectly-irradiated entrained particle flow[166–169], directly-
irradiated fluidised bed[170, 171] and indirectly-irradiated packed bed[172–174]. Out
of these, only the indirectly-irradiated tubular reactors and fluidised bed concepts
will be of relevance to SCWG due to need for very high pressures. Beam-down
solar-thermal reactors, with fluidised bed configuration, have been studied for var-
ious thermochemical processes[96, 170, 175], including solar fuels[176], coal/coke
gasification[175], metal oxide reduction and CH4 reforming[177]. Recently, a 1 kW
packed-bed drop-tube solar reactor for conventional gasification of biomass was
demonstrated by Bellouard et al. [178]. Although, proof of concept for perform-
ing supercritical gasification in a fluidised bed reactor has been demonstrated at lab
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scale [179–183] and semi-pilot scale (50 kg/h of biomass) [184], integration with con-
centrated solar is a non-trivial challenge, especially when it comes to efficient heat
transfer into the fluidised medium [162].

Two SCWG systems driven by concentrating solar energy have been demon-
strated at Xi’an Jiaotong University, China with a maximal throughput capacity of
16 kg/h. The first system uses a multi-dish irradiated cavity reactor implementing
SCWG for hydrogen production [112, 161, 162, 186]. This reactor is a serpentine
tubular reactor inside a cavity receiver as shown in Figure 2.13. A secondary concen-
trator increases the concentration ratio and decreases the aperture size. The reactor
is composed of two zones: a preheater section, in which the pressurised water is
preheated to the supercritical temperatures, and a reaction section, in which the
feedstock is gasified. Using this methodology, the heating rate of feedstock is con-
siderably increased and uniform heat flux is attained in the reactor section, which
results in higher gasification efficiency. The second system implements a toroidal he-
liostat coupled with a fluidised bed reactor for SCWG [162, 182, 187]. Additionally,
a pilot scale facility has been established in the Ningxia Hui Autonomous Region
(shown in Fig. 2.14), with the following design parameters: feedstock slurry treat-
ment of 1.03 t/h, the design temperature of 800◦C, design pressure of 40 MPa, and
the peak concentrated solar power of 163 kW. Preliminary experimental results were
reported, showing a hydrogen production molar fraction more than 55% and thermal
efficiency of the reactor of 73.1% [185, 187]. The solar reactor designs alleviate some
challenges concerning the technical feasibility of SCWG process using concentrated
solar energy but detailed modelling and optimisation of such designs is desirable.

Figure 2.13: Schematic of a cavity receiver with tubular reactor for SCWG, designed at Xi’an Jiaotong
University [112, 161, 162].
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Figure 2.14: Figure showing the pilot scale solar-thermal supercritical water gasification facility built in
Ningxia Hui autonomous province, China [185].

A few studies have modelled a rather simplistic implementation of a tubular
plug-flow reactor for solar-driven SCWG [46, 188]. The model presented by Watson
et al. [188] is based on a one-dimensional pseudo-steady-state plug-flow reactor.
Although this is a good first step in understanding the complex system, this model
lacks the required sophistication because of ignoring the inefficiencies due to optical
and thermal losses along with a heliostat and solar receiver systems. Concurrently,
Venkataraman et al. [46] presented a more detailed one-dimensional steady state
model for a solar reactor at 20 MWth scale. However, the model lacked data on
kinetics of algae gasification and assumed a uniform flux distribution in the cavity
receiver. The external convective losses were based on empirical correlations rather
than CFD simulations. Nevertheless, the model highlighted a key concern which
has not been addressed so far—the limitation of current metallic alloys in terms of
mechanical stresses in irradiated tubes in a solar-SCWG cavity receiver.

The modelling of a continuous-flow solar gasification process would involve solv-
ing the mass and energy conservation equations for a two-phase reacting media, that
couples the heat transfer modes (conductive, convective and radiative) with the reac-
tion kinetics. Piatkowski et al. [172] and Z’Graggen et al. [189, 190] have explained
the steps required for the modelling of conventional gasification reactors; similar
algorithms can be used for modelling supercritical water reactor (noting that care
should be taken while solving the phase equilibrium and equations of state under
supercritical conditions): (1) Monte-Carlo and radiosity methods to determine the
flux distribution within the cavity, (2) coupling the two-dimensional conductive heat
transfer through the reactor tube, (3) calculating internal convective and radiative
heat transfer to the mixed supercritical phase while simultaneously accounting for
the reaction kinetics, and (4) accounting for the effect of variation in concentration of
different species, due to the gasification reaction, on thermal and transport proper-
ties along the reactor flow path. Modelling a solar gasifier in a more detailed manner
relative to that presented by Venkataraman et al. [46] is the scope of future research
in this field.
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2.5.2 Solar-reforming reactor

Within the last two decades, a great deal of effort has been dedicated demonstrating
the efficient use of concentrated solar thermal to drive the endothermic reforming
reactions [191–195]. Thermodynamically, the reforming reactor is favoured by high
temperature, and hence, the solar concentrator choice suitable for this application is
either central tower receiver or parabolic dish collector. There are two main configu-
rations for solar-reforming reactors: directly and indirectly heated. A comprehensive
review of solar methane reforming options was recently presented by Agrafiotis et
al. [196].

The initial study on the indirect concept was conducted by Chubb [197], who
proposed an indirectly-irradiated tubular reactor for CO2/CH4 reforming mecha-
nism over Ruthenium (Ru) catalyst. Thereafter, CSIRO designed a dual-coil reformer
at a large scale of 200 kWth [194, 195]. A 480 kW methane-reforming testing facility
developed and installed by the Weizmann institute capable of operating with both
steam and CO2 demonstrated a methane conversion efficiency of as high as 91% at
approximately 800◦C [198]. In this concept, it is also possible to decouple the per-
formance of a receiver and reactor using a heating agent such as air (e.g. ASTERIX
project with 170 kWth solar- thermal heat input, achieving 93% methane conversion
at 6 bar and 803◦C [192]), sodium (e.g. a solar reformer integrated with the sodium
reflux heat pipe at the Weizmann institute) and molten salt (Gemasolar solar tower
plant [199]) to transfer the absorbed heat to a separate reforming device. However,
this comes at the expense of more temperature losses as well as more cost associated
with pumping the secondary fluid. This design can be coupled with heat storage,
auxiliary electrical heating or fossil-firing to support a continuous operation at the
downstream end.

On the other hand, the directly heated reformer—which involves the direct expo-
sure of the working fluid to the solar beam—seems to be the most efficient approach
in enhancing the fluid temperature and, thus, fuel conversion. The first generation
proof-of-concept of solar CO2-methane reformer using this concept was designed by
“CAtalytically Enhanced Solar Absorption Receiver” (CAESAR) in 1990. They pro-
posed a multi-layered flat-disk absorber in which the front part is directly radiated by
the concentrated beam, yielding maximum methane conversion of 70% with the solar
power of 97 kWth [193]. The next generations of solar receiver/reformer at higher
CST inputs of 300 kW [200] and 400 kW [201] were developed in a joint project by WIS
and DLR companies with much higher conversion rate of 84–88% and 90%, respec-
tively. A main innovative improvement to CAESAR was a foam-based arrangement
of a receiver in a domed cavity shape. Researchers at WIS [202] later on suggested an
alternative methodology to achieve higher surface area based on a so-called “porcu-
pine”, ceramic pins, directly irradiated annular pressurised reformer (DIAPR) [203]
equipped with a secondary concentrator. They tested the prototype in 2010 and re-
ported the methane conversion of 85% at higher temperature of 1200◦C. This is a
promising technology with a great prospect to further improve the total CO2/CH4

reforming efficiency.
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The proper choice of direct- versus indirect-heating solar-reformer configuration
highly depends on which type can be cost-effectively deployed at a larger-scale ca-
pacity. Taken together, directly-irradiated reformers exhibit higher radiation effi-
ciency, which in turn increases the temperature of working fluid at the reaction sites
and improves the kinetics of such a process as compared to indirected ones. As such,
a cavity-type directly-irradiated reformer mounted at the top of a solar central tower
receiver is assumed in this research.

2.6 Fuel synthesis

Conditioned syngas can be converted into a marketable product through some post-
treatment steps. Figure 2.15 shows the pathways available for generating thermal-
based fuels from syngas [204]. The liquid fuels covered in this thesis include gasoline
and diesel via FT process and methanol via MS route, which will be discussed in the
next section.

Syngas

Carbon-based fuels

Hydrogen fuels/
transport vectors

Liquid fuels 

Chemicals Commodities

Gasoline/Diesel

Aviation fuels

Dimethyl ether

Ammonia

Methylcyclo-
hexane

Liquid hydrogen

Ammonia

Hydrogen

Hydrogen

Hydrogen

Methanol

Figure 2.15: A representative figure showing the solar fuels synthesis options: the downstream synthe-
sis processes hatched with orange lines are evaluated in this thesis (figure modified from [204]).

2.6.1 Fischer–Tropsch synthesis

The FT synthesis process involves the hydrogenation of CO over cobalt or iron based
catalyst to produce a wide spectrum of alkane hydrocarbons along with the small
amount of alkenes and alcohols. The general forms of FT reactions are as follows:
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Alkanes : nCO + (2n + 1)H2 −−→ CnH2n+2 + nH2O (2.9)

Alkenes : nCO + 2nH2 −−→ CnH2n + nH2O (2.10)

Alcohols : nCO + 2nH2 −−→ CnH2n+1OH + (n− 1)H2O (2.11)

The share of each reaction in the final FT-product composition highly depends on
the catalytic bed in which the synthesis is occurred [205]. The set of FT reactions can
take place in a low- or high-temperature reactor. The low-temperature FT (220–270◦C
with cobalt catalyst) favours long-chain wax products—which can be refined in a hy-
drocracking reactor to generate liquid transport fuels—, while high-temperature FT
(300–350◦C with iron catalyst) favours the undesired formation of methane and light
gases. As such, the temperature is usually kept at the low range region. However,
due to the strong exothermic nature of this operational mode, designing a reactor
capable of effective heat recovery and, as a result, a maintained temperature con-
trol is a crucial factor to avoid shifting the FT-product distributions to undesired
hydrocarbons. A number of low-temperature FT reactors have been developed to
overcome this challenge including multi-tubular fixed bed reactor (MTFBR), slurry
bubble column reactors (SBCRs) and microchannel-based reactors.

The concept of MTFBR is used at the commercial scale, wherein the catalyst is
packed into the tubes surrounded by water on the outside. The main leading fea-
tures of this configuration are high catalyst hold-up, easy catalyst separation from
the liquid products and relatively less difficulty in upscaling from single-bed to pilot
plant. However, this comes at the expense of high pressure drop, mass transfer limi-
tation and insufficient heat removal [206]. The issue with limited diffusion—arising
from the large catalyst particles incorporated to reduce the pressure drop across the
bed—can be alleviated in the presence of eggshell-based catalyst [207]. With respect
to the heat removal concern—which in turn may result in lower product selectivity
(i.e. methane formation) and faster catalyst deactivation—, the predominant mecha-
nism for addressing this issue, although applicable at the large scale, is to limit the
CO conversion rate per pass and recycle the untreated syngas back into the tubes.
However, this coincides with less flexibility in scaling up the reactor [206, 208].

In case of SBCRs, the well-blended slurry phase of catalyst and liquid products
tends towards nearly isothermal operation with better selectivity of products and
higher CO conversion rate per pass. The catalytic activity, per mass of catalyst, is
higher in SBCRs than MTFBR attributed to the smaller catalyst particle size used in
this system. Moreover, the pressure drop is four times lower than MTFBR, which
significantly reduces the costs associated with gas compression [209–211]. However,
the main shortcoming of this technology is the separation of FT-products from the
catalyst particles. In addition, the lower specific productivity makes it a preferable
candidate for large-scale production [208]. Another barrier is the long ramp time of
the current SBCRs which takes days or weeks to achieve steady state operation [204].

Nowadays, the use of microchannel-based FT reactors [212]—well-suited for small-
scale syngas-to-liquid plants (i.e. 175 barrels per day) [213]—attracted research atten-
tions as a result of intensifying chemical reactions, increasing the reaction rate, avoid-
ing unwanted side reactions (e.g. methane formation), lower capital cost and high
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conversion efficiency with no need for product recycling [214, 215]. The pressurised
water-filled coolant flowing inside cross-flow channels [213] is used to remove the
heat of reaction. However, this new concept is at the pre-commercial deployment
stage and takes a long time to replace conventional technologies. The integration of
SCWG unit with microchannel reactors under both steady-state and transient modes
of operation will be discussed in detail in Chapters 4 and 5.

2.6.2 Methanol synthesis

Another alternative downstream pathway is methanol production from syngas in
the presence of Cu/ZnO/Al2O3 catalyst. The MS reactions are highly exothermic
with high conversion rate over the low-temperature range of 220–270◦C and at high
pressures up to 100 bar. The main reactions taking place in a methanol reactor are as
follows:

CO + 2H2 −−→ CH3OH ∆h̄◦ = −91 kJ/mol (2.12)

CO2 + 3H2 −−→ CH3OH + H2O ∆h̄◦ = −41 kJ/mol (2.13)

Similar to the FT, a main challenge in designing the MS reactor lies in the efficient
removal of the heat generated by the exothermic reactions to maintain the maximum
syngas conversion per pass [216]. Numerous designs have been developed over the
past decades—among which fixed bed, fluidised bed and SBCRs are the most com-
monly used technologies.

Unlike FT, the MS process has the flexibility to consume both CO2 and CO for
methanol production. As a constraint, the CO2 content above 8% (on the molar
basis) in syngas can slow down the catalyst activity and, as a result, reaction rate
[217]. As such, the module number—defined as (H2-CO2)/(CO+CO2) of 2–2.1 [218]—
characterises the required syngas composition for methanol formation. MS plant also
offers a relatively faster steady-state operation, higher selectivity in carbon to liquid
product (i.e. as high as 99.9%), lower capital cost and smaller size per unit of inlet
syngas as compared to the FT plants [204]. These will be discussed further at a
system-level in Chapter 6.

2.7 Steps towards annual system design and techno-economics

As discussed earlier, the integration of concentrated solar power (CSP) heat with
SCWG-reforming is attractive in terms of significantly improving the overall sys-
tem efficiency and providing a pathway for carbon-neutral liquid fuel production.
However, there is a lack of understanding of the system-level model of solar-syngas
production via SCWG of algae. A proper model accounting for an optimal design
choice of this integrated approach through a comprehensive exergy-based parametric
study is a first step in an attempt to produce FT- and MS-based liquid fuels (Chapter
3). The next step (which is currently lacking in the literature) is the techno-economic
assessment of a proposed solar algae-to-FT-fuels process based on the steady-state
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operation. This necessitates a modelling and simulation of the downstream unit, eco-
nomic/cost calculations on component and sub-component levels of the whole pro-
cess chain and an initial parametric sweep to evaluate the trade-off between cost and
design variables—which will be discussed in Chapter 4. However, the steady-state
model neglects some important features of a real-world plant, highlighting a lack of
sophistication required for commercial evaluation. In this regard, Hinkley et al. [204]
discussed the challenges and opportunities of integrating solar-syngas processes with
FT liquid fuel production. The major issue with state-of-the-art FT SBCRs is a long
ramp time (i.e. up to few days) to achieve the steady-state performance—implying
that large amount of storage is required to ensure an un-interrupted operation of
the downstream process. There is a poor connection between the upstream CSP-
driven SCWG-reforming system, with daily/hourly fluctuations in solar resource
availability caused by day/night cycle as well as cloud cover, and downstream end.
As mentioned earlier in Section 2.6.1, a possible solution is the implementation of
microchannel reactors (Velocys Inc., [212]), capable of moving back to the desired
steady-state performance far more quickly. Another solution is the use of storage
buffer, either as molten salt or as syngas storage, downstream of the CSP plant to
mitigate the solar fluctuations. The current commercial molten salt storage systems
(with max ∼565◦C) cannot operate at the desired reaction temperature (above 600◦C)
for non-catalytic SCWG application. Further details on the sensible energy storage
options for CSP applications can be found in a recent review paper by Mohan et al.
[219]. On the other hand, the capital cost associated with the syngas storage is im-
mense. However, there still hasn’t been any annual system-level dynamic simulation
of CST-SCWG-storage-FT process—especially implementing robust control logic for
each of the key sub-components to monitor the ongoing performance of the plant—
along with a techno-economic optimisation of such systems to identify the optimal
configuration and overall LCOF of the plant. Chapter 5 will help in improving the
understanding of the system dynamics between a variable energy resource (i.e. sun)
and steady state thermochemical processes like gasification FT. The control strate-
gies and modelling methodology can be utilized for many other solar fuels systems.
Switching to methanol, as an alternative fuel synthesis route, is appealing for solar
applications because of relatively faster kinetics and ramping. Therefore, in order
to develop/examine a plausible algae-CST-SCWG process for methanol production
and ascertain a most suitable downstream process, Chapter 6 evaluates the dynamic
simulation and techno-economic optimisation of a solar-driven methanol production
plant. The future prospects of algae-to-methanol process and realistic approaches
to enhance the cost-competitiveness of the proposed technology will be discussed in
this chapter.



Chapter 3

Exergy Analysis of
Solar-SCWG-reforming Process1

Solar supercritical water gasification (SCWG) of biomass has attractive advantages
for liquid fuel production, but only very few system-level concepts have so far been
investigated. In this chapter, a solar SCWG reactor is integrated with a down-
stream solar reforming reactor and a supplementary hydrogen supply (assumed
from photovoltaic-powered electrolysis), to produce syngas at the H2:CO ratio re-
quired for liquid fuels synthesis. Three alternative reforming reactor options are
considered. The overall process, excluding the syngas storage and liquid synthesis,
is modelled as a steady-state process in Aspen Plus, with detailed heat transfer mod-
elling for most process units. Reactors are modelled as idealised equilibrium reactors,
due to the absence of available kinetics data in the case of SCWG. Optimal process
parameters are determined through parametric studies over the system-level design
variables. Finally, some important aspects of integrating the SCWG with different
reforming technologies are discussed in this chapter.

3.1 Introduction

As mentioned in Chapter 2, several lab-scale demonstrations and thermodynamic
models of the SCWG process with different biomass feedstocks, including algae,
have been reported in literature [80, 220]. However, very few studies have focused on
the system-level design. Process optimisation for producing fuel and/or electricity
through thermochemical conversion of waste streams, such as black liquor (using
conventional gasification [221] and SCWG [222]) and sugarcane bagasse [223], have
been reported. Similarly, design of fuel/electricity production pathways with real-
biomass [224] and coal-water slurry [225] via SCWG have also been studied previ-
ously. Brandenberger et al. [36] investigated the production of synthetic natural gas
(SNG) via SCWG and evaluated three different algae farming techniques, namely,
raceway ponds (RP), tubular photobioreactors, and flat-panel-airlift photobioreac-

1 The content of this chapter is based on the published paper "Energy and exergy analysis of concen-
trated solar supercritical water gasification of algal biomass" Applied Energy, 228:1669–1682, 2018.
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tors, and found RP-SCWG to be the most cost-effective route with an optimistic SNG
production cost of 53–90 e/GJ—as compared to natural gas with the selling price of
17.3 e/GJ in Switzerland. In some of the more recent studies on the system design of
a gasification process using algal biomass, Chlorella vulgaris [226, 227], seaweed Fucus
sp. [228, 229], and Spirulina sp. [230], the authors focused on two primary aims: ex-
ergy recovery and process integration. Exergy recovery was carried out through heat
recuperation to minimize exergy destruction. The unrecoverable energy/heat from
certain process was recovered and utilised in another process via process integration.
Most of these studies focussed on generation of hydrogen and/or electricity as the
final product. A system-level analysis with algae as feedstock and with the view of
producing syngas for downstream conversion to liquid fuels is not available.

An important observation from the aforementioned studies is partial consump-
tion of the product gas, needed to power the endothermic SCWG reactor, which
results in lower process efficiency. Integration of a concentrated solar-thermal (CST)
collector presents an opportunity to design a renewable and carbon-neutral alterna-
tive to conventional fuel production routes, offering higher syngas yield from con-
strained biomass feedstock (these aspects were discussed in Section 2.5). However,
the integration of concentrated solar-thermal energy with SCWG and the feasibility
of a solar-SCWG reactor for fuel production are relatively unexplored. Ganani et al.
[231] combined a SCWG reactor with a supercritical Rankine turbine and designed a
co-generation system for solar power and fuel production with 30% solar-to-electric
energy conversion efficiency at design point. Venkataraman et al. [46] modelled a
plausible design for solar SCWG reactor at 20 MWth scale, with emphasis on chal-
lenging material constraints and heat transfer limitations in a supercritical system.

Detailed modelling of each process unit, especially the solar-SCWG reactor, is
non-trivial. This is primarily due to the fact that the intrinsic kinetics of algae-SCWG
are not well understood (see Section 2.3.2.2). In the absence of reliable kinetics in-
formation, an equilibrium model based on Gibbs free energy minimisation has been
used in this work. This technique has been widely used in the literature for both
sub- and supercritical media, using different equations-of-state (EoS), such as Peng–
Robinson (PR) [232], Soave–Redlich–Kwong (SRK) [233] and Virial [79, 234] EoS, with
the focus on single-phase, complex two-phase (Castello and Fiori [43]) and three-
phase (Marias et al. [235]) non-stoichiometric models for SCWG.

Reviewing the preceding papers reveals that there has been no research up to now
attempting a detailed system-level model of solar-SCWG of microalgae aimed at sub-
sequent conversion to carbon-neutral transportation fuels, such as, gasoline/diesel,
methanol or dimethyl ether. Consequently, to accommodate the required H2:CO ra-
tio in the downstream processes and to maximise the utilisation of the carbon from
algae, a supplementary renewable H2 stream, from photovoltaic electrolysis or photo-
electrochemical route, is considered. The key challenges anticipated in such a pro-
cess are exergy destruction during phase separation, heat recuperation from the large
amount of water carrying the biomass, the impact of solar variability, the supercriti-
cal phase equilibrium and design of supercritical reactors/heat exchangers. Through
detailed modelling of each process unit and implementing an exergy-based optimi-
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sation of the heat integration network, this work investigates the trade-offs between
various system level parameters on the performance. A full sensitivity analysis has
been performed to identify the factors affecting the exergy efficiency. A parametric
study to understand the effect of gasification temperature, feedstock concentration
on product yield as well as exergy efficiency, is also presented. Three reforming op-
tions, including SMR, ATR and PO/DR, with different H2:CO ratio in the product
gas, are assessed with the view of maximising yield and process efficiency.

3.2 System description

A schematic of solar-SCWG-SMR process is shown in Figure 3.1. The gasification
process consists of a solar field, the algae feedstock as an input into the process (the
algae production pathway is not modelled in this research), the SCWG reactor, the
reforming reactor and the photovoltaic electrolytic water splitting (PV-electrolysis)
for H2 production. The thermodynamic properties and composition of each stream
at the operating condition, arising from the analysis presented later in this chapter,
are reported in Table 3.1.
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Figure 3.1: A schematic of the solar-driven SCWG-SMR of algae process (the specifications of the
numbered streams at the design point are provided in Table 3.1).

3.2.1 SCWG reactor

Simplistically, the SCWG of algae is comprised of simultaneous hydrolysis (Eq. 3.1),
steam reforming (Eq. 3.2–3.3), water–gas shift (WGS) (Eq. 3.4), methanation (Eq.
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3.5), and Boudouard (Eq. 3.6) reactions. The process converts the energy stored in
the feedstock into chemical energy in the product gases, which are mostly hydrogen
(H2), carbon dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4) and carbon monoxide (CO).

Table 3.1: Stream data for the solar SCWG plant, depicted in Figure 3.1, at the design point

Stream 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

T (◦C) 25 27 315 377 605 605 330 325

P (bar) 1 240 240 240 240 240 240 240

Mass
fraction*

0.25
algae
soln

0.25
algae
soln

0.25
algae
soln

0.15
algae
soln

Carbon

0.797
0.140
0.005
0.055
0.003

0.797
0.140
0.005
0.055
0.003

0.797
0.140
0.005
0.055
0.003

Stream 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

T (◦C) 251 120 120 120 122 595 120 96

P (bar) 240 100 100 100 240 240 100 1

Mass
fraction*

0.797
0.140
0.005
0.055
0.003

0.997
0.003
0
0
0

0.997
0.003
0
0
0

0.997
0.003
0
0
0

0.997
0.003
0
0
0

0.997
0.003
0
0
0

0.025
0.668
0.027
0.267
0.013

0.025
0.668
0.027
0.267
0.013

Stream 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24

T (◦C) 320 1040 1050 349 25 25 25 25

P (bar) 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Mass
fraction*

0.025
0.668
0.027
0.267
0.013

0.025
0.668
0.027
0.267
0.013

0.002
0.002
0.096
0.003
0.897

0.002
0.002
0.096
0.003
0.897

1
0
0
0
0

0
0.002
0.096
0.003
0.899

0
0
1
0
0

0
0.002
0.131
0.003
0.864

* The mass fraction values of streams 6 to 24 denote H2O, CO2, H2, CH4 and CO, respectively.

[
CxHy−2Oz−1

]
n + nH2O −−→ nCxHyOz (3.1)

CxHyOz + (2x− z)H2O −−→ xCO2 + (2x− z +
y
2
)H2 (3.2)

CxHyOz + (x− z)H2O −−→ xCO + (x− z +
y
2
)H2 (3.3)

CO + H2O −−→ CO2 + H2 (3.4)

CO + 3H2 −−→ CH4 + H2O (3.5)

2CO −−→ CO2 + C (3.6)

The on-sun SCWG reactor is assumed to be a cavity receiver. The gross thermal
input from the solar field of 50 MWth (before losses) drives the endothermic reactions
in both the SCWG and reforming reactors via two separate reactor/receivers running
at different temperatures. The yield gases from SCWG vary from those obtained
from conventional gasification because of the large amount of water, which pushes
the water–gas shift (WGS) reaction forward and leads to a negligible yield of CO.
Apart from this, the reactivity of algae in the supercritical regime is high and all
reactants are rapidly converted to gaseous products [236].
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3.2.2 Reforming reactor

At the outlet of the SCWG reactor, the gas products contain relatively large amount
of CO2 and CH4 which must be reformed to obtain a suitable syngas composition
for FT. Therefore, the high-pressure vapour phase stream (stream 15 in Figure 3.1)
is depressurised and sent to the reforming reactor. Various techniques have been
evaluated here, including SMR, ATR and PO/DR. The most appropriate method of
methane conversion to syngas depends highly on the downstream application and
on the economic considerations for the whole process. The three reforming pathways
studied in this chapter were discussed in detail in Section 2.4 of Chapter 2.

3.2.3 Balance of plant

The commercial production of algae is still in an early stage of research and the pro-
cesses of growing, harvesting and concentrating are energy intensive and expensive.
There are several techniques for growing algae (closed photobioreactors, open ponds
and hybrid systems) and harvesting (dissolved air flotation, flocculation, settling,
filtration, centrifugation and drying). For this study, the energy implications of cul-
tivating and concentrating the algae are omitted, and algae-in-water is simply taken
as an available feedstock.

As shown in Figure 3.1, the algae solution (∼25 wt%) is pressurised to 240 bar by
the algae pump. The pressurised solution is preheated in a heat exchanger (i.e. HX1)
and is mixed with a recirculated high-temperature water stream (stream 14) and
subsequently enters the SCWG reactor (operating at 240 bar and 605◦C) (see Section
5.2.3.1). A heat exchanger network is incorporated to preheat the feed stream to the
SCWG and reformer reactors, and simultaneously provide effective heat recovery
and minimise exergy destruction (see Section 3.3.2). The stream leaving HX1 (stream
9) is introduced into the high-temperature separator. The liquid phase is reintegrated
based on the specified fraction into the process. The high-pressure vapour phase
stream (stream 15) is depressurised and sent into the reforming reactor. The products
of the SCWG reactor, mainly composed of CO2 and CH4, are converted to syngas via
the reformer—where methane reforming and water gas shift reactions take place.

The gasification of algae, due to its inherent H:C ratio, results in syngas with a
H2:CO ratio much lower than what is required for downstream fuel synthesis routes.
This ratio can be adjusted by either discarding carbon in the form of CO2 through
the water–gas shift/reforming reactor, or through supplemental H2 from another
source. There are several methods for H2 production including hydrogen from fossil
fuels (SMR, ATR, PO and plasma reforming) as well as H2 from water (electroly-
sis, photoelectrolysis and thermochemical water splitting). Since this thesis aims at
producing syngas from a renewable process, H2 production via water electrolysis
using low-temperature PV was selected as the most commercially available zero-
carbon technology compared to other water-electrolysis pathways [237] with the aim
of maximising the use of the expensively-obtained carbon in the algal feedstock. The
renewable H2 from PV-electrolysis (stream 23 in Figure 3.1) is used to condition the
syngas (i.e. H2:CO ratio of 2.1:1) for a downstream process to produce liquid fuels.
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3.3 Modelling methodology

The syngas production via solar-SCWG of algae has been modelled in Aspen Plus
version 8.8. The modelling assumptions and the methodology for exergy analysis
and heat exchanger network optimisation are discussed in this section.

3.3.1 Assumptions required for Aspen flowsheet model

The standard thermodynamic data from the Aspen database are used for CO, CO2,
H2, H2O, CH4 and O2. However, modelling the algae feedstock is non-trivial. Algae
is a complex mixture of numerous biochemical constituents and appropriately mod-
elling its properties is crucial to develop a system-level model for SCWG. Instead of
simulating individual biochemical components, algae is modelled using an approxi-
mate chemical formula, C7H12O3, based on analysis reported in literature [45]. The
nitrogen and phosphorous contents in algae are not considered due to a complexity
induced by these elements in Aspen simulation. The heat of formation for algae is
obtained from empirical correlation reported by Eboibi et al. [7] for HHV of biomass.

The concentrated algae solution enters the gasification reactor modelled as an
equilibrium reactor wherein the product composition is predicted based on Gibbs
energy minimisation. The equilibrium model predicts zero char formation under
SCWG conditions, consistent with other models in literature [77, 78]. Practically, char
is irreversibly produced in the lower temperature sections of the reactor and is signif-
icantly dependent on the heating rate [238]. To account for char formation, modelled
as pure carbon/graphite, a combination of stoichiometric (RStoic) and equilibrium
(RGibbs) reactors has been used in the present study. The char is produced in the
RStoic reactor and after a char-separation process, the remaining products are re-
acted in RGibbs reactor with equilibrium prediction. The output products from the
RGibbs reactor consists of H2O, CO2, H2, CH4 and CO. The high-temperature phase
separation of the fluid phase is modelled in a ‘Flash2’ separator in Aspen, using a
rigorous vapour-liquid equilibrium. The reformer reactor is modelled as an RGibbs
reactor. The energy for endothermic reactions is supplied using solar-thermal energy.
The operational conditions for the individual units are summarised in Table 3.2.

3.3.1.1 Component property and mixture model

The thermodynamic and transport properties can be calculated via two techniques—
equation of state (EoS) and activity coefficient methods. The advantage of the EoS
method is that it covers a broader range of operating temperatures and pressures and
can predict the properties under supercritical conditions with reasonable accuracy.
The activity coefficient method has a much lower accuracy for working pressures
above 10 bar [239], and is therefore not considered here.

Several combinations of cubic EoS(s) (PR [43, 232, 235, 240], SRK [233, 240, 241]
and Virial [79, 234]) and mixing rules (van der Waals [43], modified Huron-Vidal
(MHV2) [233, 240], and two phase modelling [43, 235]) have been suggested in lit-
erature for accurately modelling the SCWG process. A comprehensive comparison
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Table 3.2: Modelling assumptions for the block units

Unit Type Assumption

Algae from ponds Tank 5.4, 8.5, 11.7 and 15.2% algae
concentration at SCWG inlet

Pump Pump 80% isentropic efficiency
HX Heat Exchanger 10◦C minimum temperature approach

SCWG reactor RStoic and
RGibbs

240 bar / 500, 550 and 600◦C / 20, 15 and
10% char

Mix Mixer Vapour-liquid phases
Char and water separator Separator Vapour-liquid phases
Water splitter Splitter 0.3, 0.4 and 0.5 water-split fractions
High-temperature separator Separator 7, 10, 13 bar / 100, 120 and 140◦C
Valve Valve Adiabatic flash for specified pressure
Reforming reactor RGibbs 1, 3, 5 bar / 850, 1050 and 1250◦C
PV-electrolysis Tank Balancing H2:CO ratio to 2.1:1
Total CST input — 50 MWth

between several EoS methods in predicting the H2 production via SCWG was car-
ried out by Withag et al. [239]. The authors concluded that the PR and SRK methods
were the most suitable methods for the supercritical condition. These cubic EoS(s)
can be used in conjunction with several available mixing rules (or α-functions) in
Aspen Plus, including, van der Waals, Boston–Mathias (BM), Wong–Sandler (WS),
modified Huran–Vidal (MHV2) and Gmehling. Despite the fact that cubic equations
of state cannot predict equilibrium with high accuracy near critical points, they can
reliably predict gas compositions in the supercritical region, away from the critical
point [240]. In this research, PREoS with van der Waals mixing rule was employed
for thermodynamic property calculations, as it has previously been implemented and
validated for modelling SCWG of biomass, glycerol and algae [43, 46, 78].

3.3.1.2 Equilibrium prediction

The model developed here is based on Gibbs free energy minimisation. The total of
partial molar Gibbs energy is written as [60]:

G =
n

∑
i=1

niµi (3.7)

where µi and ni are the chemical potential and mole number of each component.
The chemical potential as a function of temperature and pressure is formulated as:

µi(T, P) = µ◦i (T) + R̄T loge

(
f̄i

f ◦i

)
(3.8)

where µ◦i , R̄, and f ◦i are the standard molar chemical potential, universal gas
constant and reference state fugacity of component i respectively. Moreover, f̄i is
the fugacity of component i and is calculated using van der Waals mixing rule. The
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chemical potential at reference state is calculated as [60]:

µ◦i (T, P) = h̄◦f,i +
∫ T

298
c̄p,i(T)dT − Ts̄◦f,i − T

∫ T

298

c̄p,i(T)
T

dT (3.9)

The RGibbs reactor in Aspen Plus is used to implement the direct minimisation of
Gibbs free energy for predicting the equilibrium product composition during SCWG
of algae solution.

3.3.2 Exergy analysis

The exergy of materials is the sum of several terms: kinetic, potential and internal
exergy [60]. Some assumptions are made in this research. It is assumed that the
change in kinetic and potential exergy is negligible throughout the system. Further-
more, the pressure drop and heat losses in the pipes are neglected. The whole system
is analysed at steady state. Hence, the total exergy is the sum of physical (x̄ph) and
chemical (x̄ch) exergy.

x̄tot = x̄ph + x̄ch (3.10)

The physical or thermomechanical exergy quantifies the usable energy in the
stream relative to the reference conditions, without any compositional change. This
property is calculated using the enthalpy and entropy of each stream calculated from
the van der Waals mixing rule. The physical exergy (flow exergy) of gas mixture and
char is defined as:

x̄ph = (h̄− h̄0)− T0(s̄− s̄0) (3.11)

where h̄ and s̄ are the enthalpy and entropy of the mixture at the process condition
h̄0 and and s̄0 denote the same functions at environmental condition (25◦C and 1 bar).

The molar chemical exergy is calculated using the following equation [60]:

x̄ch = ∑
i

yi x̄◦ch,i + R̄T0 ∑
i

yi loge

(
f̄i

f ◦i

)
(3.12)

where yi and x̄◦ch,i are the mole fraction and molar chemical exergy of component i
respectively. For the sake of simplicity, mole fraction is considered instead of fugacity
in Eq. 3.12. The molar chemical exergy of gaseous components are taken from
literature [242]. For calculating the standard chemical exergy of algae at the reference
state, a statistical correlation given by Lu et al. [233] and Prins et al. [243]—originally
developed by Szargut and Styrylska [244]—is used.

x̄◦ch,algae = βLHValgae (3.13)

where,

β =
1.0412 + 0.216 (zH/zC)− 0.2499 (zO/zC) [1 + 0.7884 (zH/zC)] + 0.045 (zN/zC)

1− 0.3035 (zO/zC)
(3.14)
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In Eq. 3.14, zC, zH, zO and zN are the mass fraction of carbon, hydrogen, oxygen
and nitrogen, respectively. Since the assumed composition of algae considered here
is C7H12O3, weight fraction of nitrogen in the Eq. 3.14 is zero. The embodied exergy
(exergy inputs to the processes during the production of the species) for algae and
PV-H2 would be significantly more than the chemical exergy of the pure species, as
there is some exergy destruction in harvesting and concentration of algae or provid-
ing H2 from PV-electrolysis. This additional exergy requirement is not considered
because it is out of the system boundary of this work (see Figure 4.1).

For the exergy rate of concentrated solar radiation (Ẋsun) in this study, we use
the Petela equation (Eq. 3.15), a function of the ambient temperature Tref and the
black-body temperature of sun (Tsun) [245, 246].

Ẋsun =

(
1− 4

3

(
Tref

Tsun

)
+

1
3

(
Tref

Tsun

)4
)

Q̇sun (3.15)

where Q̇sun is the solar radiation energy rate. The use of Petela equation for
the exergy of sunlight applies to extraterrestrial radiation before being concentrated.
Concentration and atmospheric effects imply exergy losses which are not considered
in this analysis. The exergy balance for each unit operation is obtained using the
exergy values entering or leaving by:

∑ Ẋin = ∑ Ẋout + İ (3.16)

where İ represents the exergy destruction within the component due to thermo-
dynamic irreversibility. The overall performance of algae SCWG process is quantified
using carbon, energy and exergy (second law) efficiencies as:

ηcarbon =
nC,CO

nC,algae
(3.17)

ηI =
ṅsyngasLHVsyngas

∑ Ėinput
(3.18)

ηII =
Ẋsyngas − Ẋalgae

Ẋinput − Ẋalgae
(3.19)

where nC,CO and nC,algae are the number of moles of carbon in carbon monox-
ide and algae, ṅsyngas and LHVsyngas denote the mole flow rate and lower heating
value of syngas, and Ėinput is the total energy supplied to the system by algae, low-
temperature PV-electrolysis, solar and electricity. Ẋsyngas, Ẋalgae and Ẋinput are the ex-
ergy of syngas, algae and input (i.e. algae, low-temperature PV-electrolysis, solar and
electricity), respectively. Note that ηII is defined here as an “upgrade efficiency”—
ratio of the exergy transferred to the product stream to the total exergy absorbed in
the inlet stream.

The energy efficiency of the SCWG reactor is not explicitly calculated (as the de-
tailed reactor design was beyond the scope of this study), but instead is considered
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to be 90% according to a previous study [46], and is consistent with thermal effi-
ciency values for high-temperature central receivers [247]. Reforming reactor energy
efficiency is defined as the fraction of the energy absorbed on the solar concentrator
after accounting for radiative losses from a black body cavity [248], as follows:

η = 1− σT4
r

GdC
(3.20)

where Gd and C are the direct normal irradiance and the geometric solar con-
centration ratio, assumed to be 1000 W/m2 and 1000, respectively. Tr denotes the
reactor wall temperature, which is considered equal to the fluid temperature. Since
this is a high-temperature receiver, it is reasonable to assume that the radiative losses
dominate.

3.3.3 Heat exchanger network analysis

Optimising the heat exchanger network is a key factor to minimise the energetic
and exergetic losses in the gasification loop. For this purpose, the required thermal
information is extracted from the Aspen datasheet. The streams containing high-
and low-temperature flows are identified and the stream data, heat flows and fixed
temperatures are determined. The exergy of each stream, shown in Figure 3.1, is
calculated to identify the major exergetic losses within the system. To avoid these
losses, a heat exchanger network was implemented. Heat exchangers HX1–HX3 are
used to recover the waste heat in SCWG reactor products (including excess water)
and preheating the algae solution, recirculating water and product gases (after wa-
ter removal) respectively. The HX4 heat exchanger is used to recover heat from the
reforming reactor effluent and further preheat the inlet stream. The overall perfor-
mance of the system is iteratively calculated for different HX operating parameters,
until an optimal network is achieved using the pinch technology. The approach tem-
perature is limited to 10◦C during the optimisation. The same procedure is followed
for each flowsheet used in this work, including the different reforming technologies
and conditions used for sensitivity study (discussed in Section 3.4.2).

Figure 3.2 illustrates a representative composite and grand composite curve for
the SCWG plus SMR process. The hot and cold end overshoots indicate the minimum
hot and cold utility requirements, respectively. The hot utility signifies the high-
temperature stream while the cold utility indicates the low-temperature stream. The
hot utility, provided using the concentrated solar-thermal energy, is required for the
endothermic reactions in the SCWG and SMR processes, while the cold utility is
used to reduce the temperature of high-temperature separator inlet stream. In the
case shown here, the minimum external heating (q̇h,min) and cooling (q̇c,min) for the
process is 41.5 MW and 8.6 MW. The area in-between the hot and cold end overshoots
is the total heat recovery rate in heat exchangers (q̇recov, 45.1 MW). The pinch point
occurs at the temperature of 366◦C for low-temperature streams and 376◦C for high-
temperature streams.
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Figure 3.2: (a) Composite curves diagram for pinch analysis, (b) Grand composite curves (15.2% algae
concentration at SCWG inlet; 1050◦C/1 bar in SMR reactor and 605◦C/240 bar in SCWG reactor).

3.4 Steady-state solar-SCWG results

3.4.1 SCWG reactor model validation

The accuracy of the predictions of RGibbs reactor with C7H12O3 model compound
and implemented PREoS is checked with two published set of experimental results
[80, 220]. These studies have been chosen for validating the model because the range
of experimental conditions used are similar to those used in the present work (240
bar, 600◦C and 7.3% algae concentration). Chakinala et al. [80] reported complete
gasification using Ru/TiO2 catalyst, while Withag [220] reported carbon efficiency
between 33–73% in the temperature range of 450–650◦C, respectively. The gasification
temperature and heating rate strongly affect the carbon efficiency and the product
gas composition. The amount of char formed depends on the reactor design and heat
transfer constraints in individual systems, hence, in this study, three scenarios with
10, 15 and 20% char formation (modelled as pure carbon/graphite), are investigated.

The variation in dry gas composition with temperature for both the Aspen Plus
model and experiments is shown in Figure 3.3. There is a reasonable agreement be-
tween the gas compositions obtained from this model and the experimental findings
with R2 = 91.4%, R2 = 93.6% and R2 = 94.7% for 10%, 15% and 20% char formation,
respectively. For the SCWG of algae, the equilibrium CH4 and CO2 match very well
with the experimental data [80], specifically when 20% char formation is assumed
in the reactor. In the case of Withag [220], the Aspen data with 10% char formation
better conforms to the experimental trend. The main source of inconsistency in the
CH4 value at 550◦C is due to the higher char formation rate at lower operating tem-
perature of this reactor. As a consequence, it can be stated that PREoS accurately
predicts the thermodynamic trend in SCWG systems.
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Figure 3.3: Validation of the Aspen Plus model with the experimental data from [80, 220] (Broken, solid
and dotted lines correspond to simulation results for 10%, 15% and 20% char).

3.4.2 Optimisation of process parameters

After a process of optimising the various design parameters, the baseline configura-
tion is adjusted—for solar-SCWG-SMR process as a representative case—as follows:
50% water recirculation ratio, 120◦C and 10 bar in high-temperature separator, 605◦C
gasification temperature, 15.2% algae concentration at SCWG inlet and 1050◦C/1 bar
in SMR reactor. The other parameters are assumed constant as listed in Table 3.2. A
number of factors affect the exergy efficiency of the whole cycle—the water recircula-
tion ratio (defined as the mass flow ratio of stream 12 to 10 in Figure 3.1), the working
temperature and pressure of the high-temperature separator, the gasification reactor
temperature and the amount of char, the algae concentration as well as the SMR re-
actor temperature and pressure. A sensitivity analysis—based on changing a single
parameter while keeping the others constant—is performed to understand the effect
of varying these parameters on the exergy efficiency of the system. Figure 3.4 illus-
trates the sensitivity of the aforementioned variables on the exergy efficiency in order
to determine the optimum designed point for the gasification flowsheet. The effect
of each variable is discussed in the following subsections.

3.4.2.1 Water recirculation ratio

The product stream from the gasification reactor contains ∼80% water by mass in
the supercritical phase (Table 3.1). The stored energy in the water stream is par-
tially recuperated in heat exchangers and then the product gases are separated in the
high-temperature separator (120◦C/10 bar). Stream 10 in Figure 3.1 is then partly re-
circulated into the system and the remainder is sent back to algae ponds after cooling
and depressurising. A range of water recirculation ratios (i.e. ṁ12/ṁ10) from 30–50%
were investigated. It was observed that the exergy efficiency increases with increas-
ing water recirculation in the system due to reduced exergy destruction in the heat
exchangers and SCWG reactor. However, it is impracticable to increase this fraction
beyond 50%, as it also requires more algae to keep the algae concentration at SCWG
reactor at 15.2%. For 50% water recirculation, a 25% inlet algae concentration must
be fed into the system. There are three challenges with using higher concentration
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Figure 3.4: Sensitivity of the gasification loop exergy efficiency on different process parameters for
identifying the optimal performance. The baseline configuration is adjusted as follows: 50% water
recirculation ratio, 120◦C and 10 bar in high-temperature separator, 605◦C gasification temperature,
15.2% algae concentration at SCWG inlet and 1050◦C/1 bar in SMR reactor.

algae—the energy required for concentration, the parasitic losses during transport
in pipes and the risk of clogging the reactor. Due to these practical issues, it was
deemed that 50% water recirculation represents a reasonable operational limit.

3.4.2.2 High-temperature separator

The working condition of the high-temperature separator considerably influences
the exergy efficiency. The product gases, which include H2, CO, CO2 and CH4, are
separated from the reaction medium (H2O) in this unit. At high pressure and tem-
perature, the solubility of CO2 in water is quite high. Operating the separator at high
temperature and pressure leads to carbon loss from the system in the form of CO2.
On the other hand, operating the flash separator at ambient pressure and tempera-
ture leads to large exergy destruction in the inlet fluid stream. The high-temperature
separator operating conditions are also dependent on the steam-to-methane ratio re-
quirement of the downstream SMR process. An incorrect steam-to-methane ratio
in SMR can lead to either (1) incomplete conversion of methane, due to insufficient
water or (2) excess water which increase the heat duty for the SMR reactor. After con-
sidering these cascade effects, the high-temperature separator operating conditions
were optimised. The highest exergy efficiency was obtained at 10 bar and 120◦C.
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3.4.2.3 SCWG reactor

The gasification temperature has a significant effect on the product gas composition
and yield, which in turn impacts the process efficiency [83]. Figure 3.5a illustrates
the role of reactor temperature on the dry gas composition of the SCWG at 15.2%
algae concentration, 240 bar and 10% assumed char formation. High temperature
favours the endothermic reactions (Eq. 3.2–3.3) and the reverse Boudouard reaction
(Eq. 3.6) forming more CO and H2 while lower temperature favours the products of
exothermic reactions, such as, CH4 and CO2 due to decarboxylation reactions [80].
Increasing the reactor temperature to 605◦C increases CO and H2 while decreases
CH4 and CO2 content in the product gas. However, it is quite difficult to operate at
temperatures above 605◦C in on-sun SCWG reactors due to material constraints [46].

Char, an undesired product, is considerably influenced by the SCWG reactor tem-
perature and a few studies have addressed this issue. Chuntanapum and Matsumura
[55] explored char formation mechanisms in glucose (1.5–3.0%) in both subcritical
and supercritical regions. During SCWG, a large amount of char can be produced at
low temperatures due to the condensation reactions [106] whilst higher temperature
can initiate the char oxidation process. Castello and Fiori’s model [43] suggests that
char formation at 500◦C and 250 bar is not thermodynamically stable for algae con-
centrations <48%. However, this value is based purely on equilibrium calculations
and does not include the kinetic effects. Char has been shown to form under condi-
tions used in this work; however, in seeking the literature to incorporate reasonable
assumptions, it was found that there is the lack of sufficient reliable experimental
data. Therefore, this chapter assumes char formation in the range of 10–20%. Figure
3.5b shows a strong dependence of the exergy efficiency on the assumed char forma-
tion. The figure also shows the effect of temperature on efficiency, at different char
rates. Each point in the figure represents a separate process with its own optimised
heat exchanger network.

The exergy efficiency for the overall process decreases when increasing the re-
actor temperature at a constant char rate. This can be explained from the fact that

(b)(a)

Figure 3.5: (a) Effect of reactor temperature on dry gas composition of the gasification reactor, (b) Effect
of reactor temperature on exergy efficiency of SMR process.
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the solar-thermal energy (50 MWth) is split between the endothermic gasification and
SMR reactors. The SMR reactor is more exergetically efficient compared to the gasi-
fication reactor. Increasing the temperature implies a lower amount of methane in
the gasification products, and as a result, a lower share of solar energy is allocated
to the more efficient SMR reactor (from a fixed-size solar field), which leads to lower
exergetic efficiency of the entire system. However, it should be noted that this is only
true if a constant char rate is assumed. As discussed previously, the impact of tem-
perature on char formation is quite significant and less char is produced at higher
temperature. Therefore, it is assumed that 20, 15 and 10% char is formed at 500, 550
and 605◦C respectively, as a design operational condition. A combined trend (solid
blue line in Figure 3.5b) shows the exergy efficiency increases with increasing the
gasifier temperature.

3.4.2.4 Algae concentration at SCWG inlet

The effect of algae concentration on the carbon, energy and exergy efficiencies is
shown in Figure 3.6a. As the algae concentration in the reactor increases, all of these
go up. This is a result of higher CH4 yield in the gasifier at higher algae concen-
tration, due to increased methanation (Eq. 3.5). This excess methane is converted
to CO and H2 in the relatively more efficient SMR reactor, leading to a remarkable
improvement in the amount of syngas from the same solar energy input. This ob-
servation indicates that operating the process at high algae concentration is vital to
attain the high efficiency, although due to difficulties with pumping a thick slurry
(see Section 3.4.2.1), this would be challenging. Hence, in this study, the higher end
of algae concentration is limited to 15.2% (w/w) at the SCWG reactor inlet.

Figure 3.6b illustrates the effect of algae concentration on the molar gas compo-
sition for the SCWG of algae at 240 bar and 605◦C. It is observed that the large
amount of water at low concentration pushes the water–gas shift reaction Eq. (3.4)
in the forward and methanation reaction Eq. (3.5) in the backward direction based

(a) (b)

Figure 3.6: (a) Effect of algae concentration at SCWG inlet on carbon, energy and exergy efficiencies in
SMR process, (b) Effect of algae concentration at SCWG inlet on dry gas composition of the gasification
reactor.
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on the Le Chatelier’s principle. Thereby, increasing the algae concentration increases
CH4 while decreasing H2. The CO mole fraction is the lowest amongst gases at all of
the analysed concentrations.

Figure 3.7 illustrates the contribution of each process unit in the total exergetic
loss, at different feedstock concentrations. The most significant contribution is at-
tributed to the reactors, separators and heat exchangers. The exergy destruction in
the reactors is mainly due to the solar absorption, radiative heat loss and chemical
irreversibility. It should be noted that since the Petela equation was used for calculat-
ing the exergy rate of concentrated solar radiation, this exergy destruction does not
include the losses implied by the concentration and atmospheric effects. The lower
chemical exergy content of the product stream from the reactor is due to the forma-
tion of low standard chemical exergy components such as CO2 and H2O. This exergy
destruction increases from 53.9% (19.4 MW/36 MW) to 61.7% (17.7 MW/28.7 MW)
as algae concentration is increased from 5.4% to 15.2% (Figure 3.7). Exergy loss in
separators occurs in both the high-temperature separator and water separator (Fig-
ure 3.1). In the high-temperature separator, the exergy loss is due to the heat transfer
between the high- and low-temperature streams. In the water separator, the water
stream exiting the separator accounts for a large amount of low-temperature physi-
cal exergy, which is not usable. The exergy loss in the water separator is negligible
compared to that in the high-temperature separator. Understandably, the losses are
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Figure 3.7: Exergy destruction attribution of each unit to the total exergy loss as a function of algae
concentration at SCWG inlet in SMR process.
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higher in the case of dilute algae solutions (decreasing from 22.3% (8 MW/36 MW)
to 16.1% (4.6 MW/28.7 MW) over the same range of algae concentration). The main
cause of irreversibility in the heat exchangers is associated with the heat transfer be-
tween the high- and low-temperature fluids. Similar to the separators, the exergy
loss in heat exchangers reduces, from 16.9% (6 MW/ 36 MW) to 12.2% (3.5 MW/28.7
MW), by increasing the algae concentration. The exergy loss in the valve and pumps
occurs due to the pressure difference between the inlet and outlet streams. In case of
mixers, the exergy destruction is due to the mixing streams at different temperatures.

3.4.2.5 SMR reactor

Thermodynamically, the SMR reaction is favoured by high temperature and low pres-
sure. Moreover, at lower temperatures, the water–gas shift reaction is favoured, lead-
ing to a higher CO2:CO ratio. Even with CO2 recirculation, this manifests in lower
exergy efficiency of the whole process. So, higher operating temperature for SMR
is desirable. However, the radiative losses in the on-sun reactor also increases as
function of temperature (Q̇rad,loss ∝ T4

r ). It should be noted that the maximum tem-
perature of SMR reactor (i.e. 850◦C, 1050◦C and 1250◦C) is used to evaluate the
thermal efficiency. The highest exergy efficiency is observed at 1050◦C (Figure 3.4).
Increasing the pressure, at a fixed temperature of 1050◦C, results in higher methana-
tion, and hence, more unreacted methane and lower amount of syngas and exergy
efficiency (Figure 3.4). The maximum operating temperature of on-sun reforming re-
actor is limited to 1100◦C due to the challenges associated with chemical and thermal
stability of the catalysts [202].

3.4.3 Integration with different reforming technologies

The SMR reforming pathway was assumed in all the earlier results. The focus of this
section is to compare other reforming techniques (ATR and PO/DR) in terms of in-
tegration with the SCWG process. Heat exchanger network and exergy optimisation
was carried out similarly as for the SCWG-SMR process. Figure 3.8 depicts the ex-
ergy accounting for all the three processes for a fixed solar energy input (50 MWth).
The total exergy flow, including thermomechanical and chemical exergy, in PO/DR,
ATR and SMR are 189, 139 and 124 MW, respectively. The rate of syngas production
from the same solar energy input is highest in the PO/DR followed by ATR and SMR
which indicates that PO/DR might be the best possible option from exergetic point
of view. However, this process also requires more algae and H2 from PV-electrolysis
(see Table 3.3). As seen in Figure 3.8, the main cause of exergy loss is associated with
the reactors as a consequence of irreversibility in chemical reactions as well as heat
transfer. The total loss in the reactor corresponds to approximately 13% of the total
exergy input and 60% of the total exergy destruction in all processes. A large part
is attributed to the exergy destruction while transferring heat from a 5800 K thermal
source (sun) to solar reactors, which is unavoidable. The other primary exergy loss
is in the heat exchangers and separators due to heat transfer irreversibility.
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Figure 3.8: Exergy accounting for optimised processes incorporating different reforming technologies.

For a visual indication of the results of exergy analysis, the detailed Sankey di-
agrams are shown in Figure 3.9. These diagrams illustrate the performance of each
unit and its effect on the overall behaviour of the system. It also emphasises the im-
portance of an optimised heat exchanger network. A summary table with the energy
fluxes for each reforming case can be found in the supplementary information (see
Appendix A).

Table 3.3 summarises the fraction of CST to SCWG and reforming reactors, the
carbon, energy as well as exergy efficiencies, H2:CO ratio and the make-up H2 pro-
vided by PV-electrolysis for the three reforming processes considered here. The car-
bon conversion efficiency is approximately the same for all three processes. Carbon
efficiency depends on the sources of carbon loss from the system. Since all processes
were optimised to minimise the carbon loss during phase separation and reforming
processes, the primary mode of carbon loss is char formation in the gasification re-
actor, which is independent of the reforming technology chosen. Additionally, the
CO2 capture and recirculation is assumed the same (90%) for the ATR and PO/DR
reforming reactors, leading to similar carbon efficiency for the processes.

Table 3.3: Performance-related results of reforming processes in the SCWG plant

Process

Fraction
of CST

used for
SCWG

(%)

Fraction of
CST used

for
reformer

(%)

ηcarbon
(%)

ηI
(%)

ηII
(%)

H2:CO
ratio

Make-up
PV-H2

required
(kmol/hr)

SCWG+SMR 65 35 88.8 71.2 45.2 1.47 267
SCWG+ATR 73 27 88.5 71.6 44.9 1.33 366
SCWG+PO/DR 100 0 87.1 72.7 44.9 1 704
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Figure 3.9: Sankey diagrams for exergy flow in SCWG-SMR (top), SCWG-ATR (middle), and SCWG-
PO/DR (bottom).
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The energy efficiency of the three reforming techniques is essentially constant.
This is a result of the same running temperature of the SCWG and SMR reactors and
the same input and output stream temperature to these reactors, which results in the
constant thermal losses in all the reforming options. Moreover, the CST input is 50
MWth in these processes. Among these reforming alternatives, the PO/DR is slightly
more efficient than the other techniques in terms of energy. This can be attributed
to the PO/DR being an exothermic reaction which eliminates the need for a high-
temperature (lower efficiency) solar reforming receiver leading to a reduced total
losses. In terms of exergy efficiency, the SMR process is a slightly better downstream
reforming process compared to the other two. This is because the CO2 produced per
mole of methane is more in case of PO/DR and there are exergy losses associated
with recirculation of CO2.

Finally, the rates of make-up hydrogen required in the ATR and PO/DR pro-
cesses, to obtain a Fischer–Tropsch-compatible H2:CO ratio of 2.1:1, are approxi-
mately 1.4 and 2.6 times more than that of the SMR process, respectively. This can
be understood by accounting for H2 elemental-balance at each stage of the process.
Figure 3.10 depicts the breakdown of H2 production in SMR, ATR and PO/DR pro-
cesses. It is noteworthy that under the assumed operating conditions, the hydrogen
in algae is not directly converted to molecular H2 at all, instead stays as part of CH4.
The H2 produced in the SCWG reactor is completely comprised of hydrogen coming
from supercritical water. The share of SCWG in the final cumulative H2 production,
expectedly, is same for all the three scenarios. The main difference is attributed to the

Figure 3.10: H2 production breakdown at SMR, ATR and PO/DR processes (RR stands for the re-
forming reactor and the colours blue, red, and green correspond to SCWG, reforming process and
PV-electrolysis, respectively).
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reforming process. The endothermic reactions in the SMR reactor are powered by the
solar-thermal input. However, the required heat duty in the ATR and PO/DR pro-
cesses is, partially and completely, provided by the combustion of CH4 which leads
to the consumption of the portion of H2 in these reactors. This explains why more
PV-H2 is required for the PO/DR process. Although, the integration with PO/DR en-
tails a higher syngas throughput, the cost of renewable make-up H2 is not accounted
for in this analysis. A technoeconomic assessment would be needed in order to fully
evaluate the trade-off between higher throughput and the cost of additional H2.

3.5 Conclusion

This chapter presented an analysis of a full-scale supercritical water gasification pro-
cess for syngas production from algae using a fixed-sized 50 MWth solar-thermal
concentrator, including detailed sizing calculations for most process units, but so far
without costing/economic considerations.

Following system-level parametric studies, the optimised conditions for max-
imised syngas production for the process were identified. The SCWG reactor should
be operated at 605◦C and 250 bar, or the upper limit permitted by reactor materials,
to minimise losses due to char formation. Algae should be supplied at high concen-
tration, 15.2 mass% in water, or the upper limited of pumping. The high-temperature
separator should be operated at 120◦C and 10 bar. To maximise syngas production, a
reforming reactor is required to convert CO2 and CH4 to additional CO. To balance
performance and thermal losses, a downstream SMR reactor should be operated at
1050◦C and 1 bar.

The formation of char in the SCWG was a major factor determining system effi-
ciency. Based on limited experimental data, it is understood that elevated tempera-
tures will reduce char formation significantly, however this is poorly quantified and
the mechanisms of char formation are poorly understood; this requires substantial
additional work before detailed reactor designs can be established. It must be noted
that adequate kinetic models do not exist for the SCWG process, with the result that
detailed reactor design calculations were not possible, and this process unit had to be
modelled in terms of assumed char formation rates (i.e. RStoic reactor) and thermo-
dynamic equilibrium (i.e. RGibbs reactor) only. Further work is required to develop
such kinetic models.

Variation in the algae concentration was another parameter strongly affecting sys-
tem efficiency. The system exergy efficiency drops from 45% (for 15.2 mass% algae
in water), down to 33% (at 8.5%). This variation is due to the significant increase in
the amount of water that must be heated and cooled with the algae, and the exergy
destruction that arises in the associated heat transfer and separation processes. Tech-
niques to concentrate and pump algae in a cost-effective manner will be important
in the further development of this system concept.

Three reforming technologies including SMR, ATR and PO/DR were evaluated
for production of syngas suitable for downstream liquid-fuel processing (H2:CO ratio
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2.1:1). The system-level carbon, energy and exergy efficiencies (88%, 71% and 45%,
respectively) were essentially unaffected by the reformer choice, since the solar field
size, the SCWG and SMR reactor conditions and the SCWG char production rate re-
mained constant in each case. The important variation however was that the PO/DR
(and to a lesser extent the ATR) reactor partly consumes CH4 and H2 (rather than
solar-themal heat) in order to drive the conversion of CH4 and CO2 to CO; the sys-
tem then requires additional H2 from PV-electrolysis to restore the H2:CO ratio. The
result was a very large variation in the amount of make-up H2 required by the dif-
ferent reforming processes, relative to the solar-thermal energy input. Only through
a more detailed techno-economic analysis will it be possible to identify a preferred
process. Given the rapidly developing area of renewable electrolytic H2 production,
this trade-off will need careful examination, and it presents interesting opportunities.



Chapter 4

Algae-to-FT Liquid Fuel:
Steady-State Modelling and
Techno-economic Assessment1

This chapter is focused on the techno-economic analysis of algae-to-liquid fuel pro-
duction via solar-driven SCWG-reforming process, based on the model presented in
Section 3.2 of Chapter 3, and Fischer–Tropsch (FT) synthesis. A detailed steady-state
physical model of the plant is developed in Aspen Plus software. There is an on-
site syngas storage acting as a buffer between the intermittent SCWG-reforming and
continuous FT units. The techno-economic evaluation of the system is carried out
for an nth plant design for commercial units considering a plant lifetime of 30 years.
The total cost of the plant includes capital investment, (fixed and variable) operating
costs as well as a penalty cost for CO2 emissions. The sensitivity analysis is carried
out over the key economic variables including the feedstock cost, the discount rate,
the capital cost of the FT, syngas storage, receiver unit and solar field size. At the end
of this chapter, a futuristic scenario and roadmap is introduced to further understand
the prospects for economic success of the proposed solar fuel plant.

4.1 Introduction

The solar syngas produced in Chapter 3 can be converted to transportation fuels via
a range of downstream processes. The FT synthesis route is known as the most es-
tablished process at larger and smaller scales [249]. The commercial FT plants using
natural gas are operating in Qatar, Malaysia, and South Africa [250]. An earlier at-
tempt to explore the cost of FT-liquids was made by Tijmensen et al. [251]. They
proposed a system-level model for the FT-diesel2 production from biomass gasifi-
cation with the estimated production cost of 0.76 AUD/L (16 USD/GJ)3 and 0.43
1 The content of this chapter is based on the published paper "A solar fuel plant via supercritical water

gasification integrated with Fischer–Torpsch synthesis: steady state modelling and techno-economic
assessment" Energy Conversion and Management, 184:636–648, 2019.

2 The LHV of diesel fuel is 42.6 MJ/kg.
3 The cost data in the parenthesis is coming from the exact values reported in the literature. The AUD

to USD exchange rate is 0.7619.
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AUD/L (9 USD/GJ) (in 2001) for a system with 367 MWth input to the gasifier in
short- and long-term perspectives, respectively. Hamelinck et al. [252] from the same
research group necessitated more refinements and improvements on both technical
and economical aspects of Tijmensen’s work [251]. Their FT-diesel fuel costed 0.84
AUD/L (16 e/GJ) and 0.47 AUD/L (9 e/GJ) (in 2003) for 400 MWth power input in
shorter and longer terms.

Several related studies have been reported by the National Renewable Energy
Laboratory (NREL) research group. Swanson et al. [253] simulated low- and high-
temperature gasification of corn for FT-gasoline production. They estimated the fuel
cost in the range of 1.39–1.73 AUD/L (1.06–1.32 USD/L) with the total capital in-
vestment of ∼650–850 M-AUD (500–650 M-USD) for 2000 Mg of corn stover per day.
In a subsequent research, Anex et al. [254] extended the work proposed by Swan-
son et al. [253] to analyse more sophisticated biomass-to-liquid conversion pathways
including gasification, pyrolysis and biochemical platforms for the same plant size
and feedstock reported by [253]. The capital cost of these three technologies varied
from ∼260–800 M-AUD (200–610 M-USD) with the product value of 0.7–1.9 AUD/L
(0.53–1.45 USD/L) of gasoline equivalent. The lowest and highest product values
were reported for pyrolysis and biochemical, respectively. It should be noted that
the pyrolysis scheme is the least mature process with the high degree of uncertainty.
Focusing on the downstream synthesis application, Michailos et al. [255] compared
the production cost of liquid fuel from the gasification-FT (G-FT) and fast pyrolysis-
hydroprocessing (FP-H) of sugar cane. They estimated higher cost of FP-H products
than G-FT products, contributing to 0.58 AUD/L (12.5 e/GJ) and 0.53 AUD/L (11.5
e/GJ) in the most optimistic scenario, respectively. The main remark from their work
was that the G-FT is more efficient than FP-H due to the remarkable economic return,
higher performance as well as lower risk.

To the best of author’s knowledge, no previous study has been conducted on the
cost-benefit assessment of algae-to-liquid fuel production via solar-driven SCWG-
reforming integrated with downstream FT synthesis route. As such, this chapter
aims at simulating a steady-state physical model of the FT synthesis route down-
stream of the solar-SCWG-SMR process developed in Section 3.2 of Chapter 3, where
the whole process design and performance as well as the economic/cost calculations
at component level are presented in detail. As discussed in the previous chapter,
make-up H2 from expensive renewable PV-electrolysis source accounts for a large
fraction of H2 elemental balance in the end syngas product. In this chapter, the
H2:CO ratio required for downstream FT process is adjusted through discarding car-
bon in the form of CO2 using MgO-based high-temperature CO2-removal technology.
It should be noted that this scenario is referred to as that CO2-dumping/discarding
scenario, but the CO2-rich stream as a product of the CO2-capture, implemented
here, is envisioned to be used for partially satisfying the CO2 needs of the algae pro-
duction process. The conditioned syngas enters the syngas storage acting as a buffer
between the intermittent SCWG-SMR sub-plant and the continuous FT process. The
dispatched syngas from the storage tank enters the FT plant for drop-in-fuel pro-
duction. This unit is equipped with the secondary SMR and hydrocracking units
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to further convert the light gases and wax to more transportation liquid fuels. The
levelised cost of fuel (LCOF) is then calculated—a key parameter for system opti-
misation. The syngas storage size and the solar multiple are determined through a
parametric sweep of a simplified dynamic model to obtain a minimised LCOF of the
plant. A sensitivity analysis is also performed to analyse the effect of a number of
process and economic parameters on the LCOF. A futuristic scenario is presented in
the end to speculate the circumstance at which the proposed solar fuel system can
become more cost-competitive.

4.2 Modelling and simulation

Figure 4.1 shows the schematic diagram of liquid fuel production via solar-powered
SCWG-SMR of algae. The whole process is composed of the following units: the solar
collectors, the dual solar receiver (including the on-sun SCWG and SMR reactors
mounted at a top of a single tower), the syngas storage and the FT synthesis. The
design thermal power for the solar field is assumed to be 50 MWth, providing the
heat duty to the SCWG and SMR processes. In this research, the energy required for
cultivation and concentration of algae is neglected and algae-in-water is considered
as the feedstock. The algae solution is then gasified in the SCWG reactor and the
products are further reformed in the solar reforming reactor. A syngas storage is
placed as a buffer between the dual receiver and FT units to handle the fluctuations
in the syngas production—due to the solar intermittency—and thus supply a nearly
constant syngas input to the downstream plant. The storage unit is sized through a
parametric sweep such that a minimised LCOF of the plant is achieved. The stored
syngas is dispatched to the catalytic FT reactor to generate liquid fuels. The resulting
SCWG-SMR and FT models are discussed in the following sections.

Figure 4.1: A schematic diagram of FT-based liquid fuels production via solar-SCWG-SMR of algae.
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4.2.1 Solar field design

The solar field is based on central tower technology using an array of heliostats to
reflect concentrated sun rays onto the receiver mounted at the top of the tower. The
heliostat field design/layout is modelled by the SolarPILOT [256] optical simula-
tion tool. SolarPILOT is capable of identifying the trade-off between higher optical
efficiency and heliostat field cost through an in-depth optimisation of key system pa-
rameters. There are two solar receiver classifications: cavity and external receivers.
Since the crucial elements for SCWG and reforming reactors, operating at 605◦C and
1050◦C respectively, are the low radiative loss and high concentration ratio, a cavity-
type receiver with a polar field layout (better suited for cavity designs) is selected
due to the higher thermal efficiency for both receiver-reactors [257]. It is assumed
that the total aperture area of the receiver is divided for SCWG and reforming reac-
tors, such that the respective nominal operating temperature is achieved. The total
CST input is set at 50 MWth in SolarPILOT, but detailed flux distributions—required
for designing the dual receiver—are out of the scope of the present work. A suitable
concept for this dual receiver may be that of Kribus et al. [258] in which cavities of
different temperatures are arranged in a honeycomb-like arrangement.

Figure 4.2 illustrates the optimised solar field layout for a CST plant with a
rated capacity of 50 MWth. The technical inputs for the solar field design are sum-
marised in Table 4.1. As seen, this field with the total area of 69661 m2 requires 1872
heliostats—with each being approximately 6.1×6.1 m2 area size, reflective surface
ratio of 0.97, mirror reflectivity of 0.95, soiling factor of 0.95 and, as a result, overall
reflectivity of 0.875—around a tower with 100 m height at a DNI design value of 1000
W/m2. The receiver target size is 7.0×7.0 m2. It is noted that the optical efficiency of
the solar field at the design point is 72%.

Figure 4.2: Optimised solar field layout from the SolarPILOT ray-tracing tool
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Table 4.1: Technical inputs used for the solar field design.

Parameter Unit Value
Field design power MWth 50
Tower height m 100 [256]
Design DNI W/m2 1000 [259]
Heliostat dimensions m 6.1× 6.1 [260]
Number of heliostats - 1872
Afield m2 69661.2
Reflective surface ratio - 0.97
Mirror reflectivity - 0.95
Soiling factor - 0.95
Heliostat overall reflectivity - 0.875
Optical efficiency at the design point - 0.72
Receiver type - Cavity [46]
Concentration ratio suns 1000 [260]
Receiver dimensions m 7.0×7.0

4.2.2 SCWG-SMR process

The process flow diagram of solar-SCWG-SMR of algae is illustrated in Figure 4.3.
The PREoS with the van der Waals mixing rule is employed for thermodynamic prop-
erty calculations. As mentioned earlier, PREoS has been successfully implemented
and validated for modelling the SCWG for various feedstocks [43, 78].

During this process, a 25 wt% of algae-in-water mixture (equivalent to 15.2%
algae concentration at the SCWG reactor) is pressurised to 240 bar. This mixture
is then preheated using HX1 and mixed with the high-temperature water releasing
from HX2 and consequently fed into the SCWG reactor, operating at 605◦C and 240
bar. To accommodate char formation in the gasifier, a combination of stoichiometric
(RStoic) and equilibrium (RGibbs) reactors are employed in this research [261]. The
10% un-reacted char (see Section 3.4.1) produced in the RStoic reactor is separated
from the products and the remaining mixture enters the RGibbs reactor acting on the
basis of Gibbs energy minimisation. It should be noted that the current model for
algae gasification doesn’t account for the inorganic present in the algae. The stream
leaving the RGibbs reactor goes through the heat exchanger network (HX2, HX3
and HX1) and enters the high-temperature separator modelled as a ‘Flash2’ unit in
Aspen. A fraction of the liquid phase is recirculated back into the process for heating
the algae solution in a mixture.

Since the ratio of H2 to CO for biomass components including algae is less than
the 2.1 value required for downstream FT process, this hydrogen deficiency in the
syngas can be corrected either via the addition of supplementary H2, or through
upstream dumping a fraction of the feedstock carbon in the form of CO2. In this
chapter, CO2 discarding scenario using MgO sorbent-based CO2-removal [262] is
adopted, with assumed 95% separation efficiency at 20 bar and 350◦C. To implement
this, the vapour phase leaving the high-temperature separator is expanded to 20 bar
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and ∼40% CO2 is removed from this stream to condition the H2:CO ratio in the
syngas. The excess CO2-rich stream can either be recirculated to algae ponds or be
sequestered using carbon capture and storage (CCS) [263]. However, this is out of the
scope of current analysis due to the assumed system boundary. The remaining high-
pressure products are depressurised and processed in the SMR reactor (modelled
using an RGibbs module), operating at 1050◦C and 3 bar for optimal conversion
of the CH4 to H2 and CO. After the SMR process, the conditioned syngas is cooled
down to discharge the water. The integration methodology and optimisation strategy
are based on minimising exergy destruction and pinch point analysis similar to that
of previous chapter (Section 3.3.3 of Chapter 3). The resulting syngas is stored in the
storage tank upstream the FT unit at 3 bar and 75◦C.
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Figure 4.3: Flow diagram of the solar-SCWG-SMR of algae.

4.2.3 FT synthesis process

Figure 4.4 illustrates the schematic layout of the FT synthesis route. Based on the
solar multiple (SM) of the plant, the flow rate of syngas fed to the FT process is de-
termined, and the rest of the syngas produced from the SCWG-SMR unit is stored in
the syngas storage tank. The FT process is composed of six main sub-units: a com-
pressor, an FT reactor, a distillation column, a hydrocracking reactor, an SMR reactor
and a steam-Rankine turbine/generator. The conditioned syngas contains some con-
taminants which are separated through a monoethanolamine-based acid gas removal
(AGR) system [264]. The clean syngas from the AGR process is recompressed to the
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operating pressure of catalytic FT reactor (20 bar). The exothermic reactions in FT
producing paraffins are as follows [265]:

nCO + (2n + 1)H2 → CnH2n+2 + nH2O (4.1)

The production of paraffins from C1 to C20 is modelled in an RStoic reactor in
Aspen Plus. The product distribution of different hydrocarbons is obtained based on
the Anderson-Schulz-Flory distribution. Figure 4.5 illustrates the weight fraction of
the hydrocarbon (Mn) yields as a function of chain growth probability (α).

Mn = nαn−1(1− α)2 (4.2)

The conversion of pressurised syngas can be carried out in a low-temperature
or high-temperature FT. The low-temperature FT (220–270◦C with cobalt catalyst)
favours long-chain wax products, while high-temperature FT (300–350◦C with iron
catalyst) produces mainly methane and light gases. For maximising the diesel and
gasoline production, the FT operating conditions in the current work (220◦C and 20
bar with cobalt catalyst), are selected to achieve a chain growth probability (α) equal
to 0.9 [253]. The total conversion of CO in the cobalt-based FT reactor is assumed to
be 90% [266]. The heat released from exothermic FT reactions is recovered (consider-
ing 90% heat recovery efficiency) and used to generate electricity through a Rankine
bottoming cycle, accounting for a part of the compressor power requirement.
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Figure 4.5: Product distribution as a function of the chain growth factor based on the Anderson-Schulz-
Flory (ASF) model.

The FT-products (n-alkanes) are cooled down to 35◦C in HX2 and then separated
in the atmospheric distillation column into the light gases C1 – C4, gasoline C5 – C11,
diesel C12 – C20, and wax C20+. The light gases are depressurised and converted
to syngas in a reformer, modelled as a RGibbs reactor. The required heat duty is
provided by burning ∼23% of the light gas products using ∼30% (on a molar basis)
of O2 generated as a by-product of the PV-electrolysis unit. The SMR products are
cooled down and the excess water is vented using ‘SEP’ component in Aspen. The
drained stream from the separator is recirculated back to the compressor and from
there to the FT reactor.

Decomposition of long chain hydrocarbons (wax) into more desirable products
is achieved through hydrocracking. A platinum-based catalyst is more selective to
gasoline and diesel at 330◦C, 35 bar, weight hourly space velocity (WHSV) of 1 h−1

and H2/wax ratio of 10% (on the mass basis) [267]. Increasing the temperature of
the condensed wax to 330◦C occurs in HX2. Based on Suarez et al. [267], the car-
bon distribution of hydrocracking product under similar condition is implemented
in an RStoic reactor in Aspen. The excess H2 is assumed to be provided using a
renewable photovoltaic electrolytic water splitting (PV-electrolysis). The wax conver-
sion efficiency in the hydrocracking unit is considered 92% [267]. Decomposed wax
components are separated in the distillation column. The stream data and modelling
assumptions for the FT unit can be found in the supplementary information (see
Tables B.1 and B.2).

4.2.4 Techno-economic analysis

Techno-economic analysis is a vital tool to assess the technical and economic fea-
sibility of a new process. TEA methodology in this study takes into account the
capital, variable and fixed costs (see Sections 4.2.4.1 and 4.2.4.2 for further details).
The first step is to size each unit in the process flow. The capital investment includ-
ing purchased-equipment, land and construction costs are then evaluated. Finally,
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the variable costs (utilities, feedstocks and catalysts), and operation and maintenance
costs are calculated for the whole process in order to evaluate the levelised cost of
fuel (LCOF) as follows (based on real discount rate):

LCOF =
∑N

n=1
(CTCI,n+Cop,n)

(1+r)n

∑N
n=1

FPYn
(1+r)n

(4.3)

where CTCI,n, Cop,n and FPYn are the total capital investment, total operational
costs and fuel production for the nth year of the plant operation, r is the discount rate
and N is the lifetime of the solar fuel plant, respectively. It should be noted that the
annual sale price of the excess oxygen produced from the plant is deducted from the
plant total annual operational costs.

4.2.4.1 Total capital investment

The total capital investment (CTCI) of a chemical plant is the one-time expenditure
for the construction and design of the plant. It is calculated here using the nth plant
scenario—a plant designed based on the same technologies employed by the previ-
ous commercial systems—with 30 years plant life. In this section, the methodology
for sizing and cost analaysis of each unit in the SCWG-SMR and FT flowsheets is
explained. The cost of minor sub-components (i.e. BOP) such as instrumentation
and control, piping, material erection, electrical and insulation has been taken into
account when estimating the total bare module factor of the main components [268].

Purchase cost of commonly used units:
Design and costing of the commonly used chemical plant equipment including pumps,
compressors, turbines, mixers, splitters, heat exchangers and storage is performed ac-
cording to the methodology proposed by Seider et al. [268] for 2006 USD cost year
basis. However, cost correlations for other units are not given by Seider et al. [268],
hence, the equipment cost of the these components (except for the solar field, SCWG
and SMR reactors, syngas storage and CO2 separator which will be explained later)
are obtained from the literature as shown in Table 4.2.

Table 4.2: The information for the purchase cost calculation of the FT reactor, AGR, and hydrocracking
and distillation column, based on data from NREL [253]

Item Base cost (C0) Scale factor (n) Base scale (S0) Year

FT reactor 13.78 M-AUD 0.72 2.52 MMcf/hr 2003

AGR unit 7.15 M-AUD 0.65 332910 lb/hr 2005

Hydrocracking and distillation 131.28 M-AUD 0.65 25000 bpsd 2007

Since these components have a different size from the base cost, their unit costs
are scaled to the new size using the following equation:

C = C0

[
S
S0

]n

(4.4)
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where C, C0, S, S0 and n are the new equipment cost, base quoted cost, new
equipment size, base quoted size and scale factor, respectively.

Purchase cost of solar field components:
In this research, a fixed solar thermal energy input of 50 MWth drives the endother-
mic reactions in solar-SCWG and solar-SMR reactors. The key cost components in
the solar field are heliostats, installation, and a central tower. The same costing as-
sumption provided by NREL as inputs for their heliostats, installation, and towers
(i.e. 120 AUD/m2, 15 AUD/m2 and 51 AUD/kW [259, 260], respectively) is used.

Purchase cost of the SCWG reactor:
The complexity of the solar-SCWG reactor design is due to the lack of reliable re-
action mechanism as well as heat transfer limitations. Venkataraman et al. [46]
developed a one-dimensional model for on-sun tubular plug-flow reactor with solar
input of 20MWth. Inconel 625 alloy was selected for the tube material because it can
resist the corrosion, handle the extreme temperatures of the reaction and withstand
the stresses of the pressurised process stream. Since the design solar-thermal heat
input of this system differs from that of Venkataraman et al. [46], the total volume of
the reactor needs to be scaled up from 20 MWth to the new capacity size. The same
code was used to model the scaled-up reactor and calculate the required cavity di-
mensions. After sizing, the solar-SCWG reactor is costed as an Inconel 625 pressure
vessel with the unit cost of 60,000 AUD/tonne [269].

Purchase cost of the SMR reactor:
Sizing of the reforming reactors, required for the present techno-economic analysis,
needs a more detailed model of the reforming reactors than the equilibrium (RGibbs)
model used in the Chapter 3. As such, a one-dimensional reactor kinetics model is
developed in Matlab software and used to evaluate the performance of the reforming
reactor. The temperature profile of the reactor is used to assess the thermal efficiency
of the receiver. However, the kinetic model in this chapter is not integrated with
the RGibbs model in Chapter 3. The reaction mechanism and kinetic expressions
for SMR, adapted from Abbas et al. [270], are given in Table 4.3. The kinetic rate
constants (ki), adsorption coefficients (Kj) and equilibrium constants (KI, KII and KIII)
of the gases are given by:

Table 4.3: The SMR reactions and kinetics expressions

No. Reaction Kinetics expression

1 CH4 + H2O↔ CO + 3H2 R1 =
k1

P2.5
H2

(PCH4 PH2O − P3
H2

PCO/KI)

D2

2 CO + H2O↔ CO2 + H2 R2 =
k2

PH2

(PCOPH2O − PH2 PCO2 /KII)

D2

3 CH4 + 2H2O↔ CO2 + 4H2 R3 =
k3

P3.5
H2

(PCH4 P2
H2O − P4

H2
PCO2 /KIII)

D2

where, D = 1 + KCOPCO + KH2 PH2 + KCH4 PCH4 + KH2OPH2O/PH2
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ki = k0,i × e−Ei/R̄T i ∈ {1, 2, 3} (4.5)

Kj = K0,j × e−∆Hi/R̄T j ∈ {CO, H2, CH4, H2O} (4.6)

KI = e(
−26830

T +30.114) (4.7)

KII = e(
4400

T −4.036) (4.8)

KIII = KIKII (4.9)

The pre-exponential factors (k0,i), activation energy (Ei), pre-exponential factor
of adsorption (K0,j) and enthalpy of adsorption (∆Hi) are listed in Table 4.4. The
component mass balances are thus given by the following equations:

dṅCH4

dz
= (−R1 − R3)ρcat Aflow

dṅH2O

dz
= (−R1 − R2 − 2R3)ρcat Aflow

dṅCO2

dz
= (R2 + R3)ρcat Aflow (4.10)

dṅCO

dz
= (R1 − R2)ρcat Aflow

dṅCO

dz
= (3R1 + R2 + 4R3)ρcat Aflow

where z is the axial reactor coordinate. The reactor energy efficiency is expressed
as the fraction of the energy absorbed on the solar receiver after taking into account
the radiative losses from a black body [248], as follows:

η = 1− σT4
ext

GdC
(4.11)

where Gd and C are the direct normal irradiance and the geometric solar concen-
tration ratio, assumed to be 1000 W/m2 and 1000, respectively and Text denotes the
external wall temperature of the reactor. The absorbed solar radiation on the external
surface of the tube is assumed to be uniformly distributed on each tube. The heat
balance equation, neglecting the external convective heat loss, is written as:

dT
dz

=
(Q̇sun − Q̇loss,rad − Q̇reaction)

c̄pṅtotL
(4.12)
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Table 4.4: Pre-exponential factor (k0,i), activation energy (Ei), pre-exponential factor of adsorption (K0,j)
and enthalpy of adsorption (∆Hi)

Parameter k0,i (mol bar0.5 kg-1 s-1) Ei (kJ kmol-1)

k1 5.19×1012 257010

k2 9.9×106 bar-1.5 89230

k3 1.32×1013 236700

K0,j (bar-1) ∆Hi (kJ kmol-1)

CO 8.25×10-5 -70650

H2 6.12×10-9 -82900

CH4 6.65×10-4 -38280

H2O 1.77×105 bar 88680

The internal convective heat transfer is determined by forced convection in the
turbulent regime. Since the thermal conductivity, density, viscosity and heat capacity
of the fluid are strongly dependent on the temperature and composition, a multi-
variable statistical regression is required. To achieve an acceptable approximation,
Aspen Plus is used to calculate the transport properties for different gas compositions
and temperatures. A set of polynomials are then derived to calculate the transport
properties for the fluid mixture at the local temperature and composition as follows:

ρ = 1.3− 4× 10−4 T − 0.28
ṅH2O

ṅtot
+ 0.45

ṅCO2

ṅtot
− 0.74

ṅH2

ṅtot
− 0.34

ṅCH4

ṅtot

µ = 7.90× 10−6 + 2.38× 10−8 T + 1.83× 10−5 ṅH2O

ṅtot
+ 2.25× 10−5 ṅCO2

ṅtot

+ 6.65× 10−6 ṅH2

ṅtot
− 7.95× 10−6 ṅCH4

ṅtot
(4.13)

kfluid = −0.09 + 1.45× 10−4 T + 0.078
ṅH2O

ṅtot
− 0.11

ṅCO2

ṅtot
+ 0.33

ṅH2

ṅtot
+ 0.11

ṅCH4

ṅtot

The local heat transfer coefficient is calculated using the Dittus–Boelter equation
as [271], where properties are evaluated at bulk temperature:

Nu =
hdi

kfluid
= 0.023(Re)0.8(Pr)0.4 (4.14)

The internal convection heat transfer then becomes Q̇conv = hA(Tint − Tfluid). To
calculate the outside wall temperature, conduction is only assumed in the radial di-
rection with constant thermal conductivity coefficient. After conducting a sensitivity
analysis on the tube diameter and number of tubes, it was determined that 300 tubes
of ASTM pipe size 1” NPS (Sched.40), with di=0.02664 m and do=0.0334 m, would
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lead to sufficient conversion (98%) of methane to products, where the heated length
of the tubes is taken as 15 m with two passes. Figure 4.6 illustrates the molar flow
rates, extent of reaction and temperature profiles as a function of axial position. As
shown in this figure, 30 m length of the tube is adequate for 98% conversion of CH4.
The molar flow rate of H2 and CO becomes stable within the initial length of the
reactor and then increases gradually reaching the maximum values. The fluid tem-
perature suddenly decreases due to endothermic reforming reactions and then goes
up by the external uniform concentrated solar heat flux. The temperature difference
between the fluid and exit surface is constant because the thermal conductivity of
the reactor is not a function of temperature. The sized reactor is costed as an Inconel
625 pressure vessel with the unit cost of 60,000 AUD/tonne [269].
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Figure 4.6: (a) Composition profile along the length of the tube (b) Temperature profile along the length
of the tube.

Purchase cost of syngas storage:
It is assumed that the produced syngas is stored at 3 bar and 75◦C in horizontal
cylindrical pressure vessels with elipsoidal heads (2:1 semi-elliptical heads), which
are widely used in chemical processing plants [268]. The cost of storage vessels (for
carbon-steel construction) is estimated based on the weight of the shell and two 2:1
elliptical heads [272], and also includes an allowance for platforms, ladders, and a
nominal number of nozzles and manholes [268, 273]. The purchase cost of the vessel
can be estimated by:

CST = fM ×CV + CPL (4.15)

where fM is the material factor (1.2 for low-alloy steel), CV is the purchase cost of
the empty vessel including nozzles, manholes, and supports based on the weight of
the shell and the two heads, and CPL is the added cost of the platforms and ladders.
More details on the calculation of CV and CPL are given by Seider et al. [268].

Purchase cost of CO2 separator:
The packed-bed reactor is used to model the CO2 separator. The operating temper-
ature range and pressure of this unit are 300–350◦C and 20 bar, respectively. The
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chemical reactions for CO2 removal are:

MgO + CO2 → MgCO3 (Absorption Reaction, ∆Hrxn ≈ −100 (kJ mol−1)) (4.16)

MgCO3 → MgO + CO2 (Regeneration Reaction, ∆Hrxn ≈ 100 (kJ mol−1)) (4.17)

The typical void fraction (ε) of this reactor is considered to be 40% with the space
velocity (SV) of 200 h-1 [262]. The total volume (V) of the reactor is obtained as
follows:

V =
V̇

ε SV
(4.18)

where V̇ is the volumetric flow rate. The total number of tubes is then related to
the volume by:

V =
1
4

π d2
i NT L (4.19)

The internal diameter and length of the tubes are assumed to be 0.11 m and 20
m, respectively. The reactor is made of stainless steel 316 and its cost is estimated
from the total weight of the reactor with the unit cost of 3.9 AUD/kg [274] in 2016
cost year basis. It should be noted that the energetic consumption required for this
unit is not taken into account.

Cost index:
The cost index technique is implemented for scaling the costs taken from different
years to the 2016 basis year. The cost indices, extracted from the Chemical Engineer-
ing Plant Cost Index (CEPCI), for different years including 1999, 2005, 2006, 2007 and
2016 are 390.6, 468.2, 500.0, 525.4, and 541.7, respectively [275].

Current cost = Original cost
Current index
Original index

(4.20)

Bare module cost and other investment costs:
Bare module factor includes all the direct and indirect expenditures including pip-
ing, insulation, instrumentation and controls, electrical systems, construction and
contractor engineering fees. In order to calculate the bare module cost, the purchase
cost of each equipment is multiplied by the bare module factor, given in Table 4.5.
Total bare module investment (CTBM) is calculated from the purchase cost of the
aforementioned components. Apart from the bare-module costs, there are other in-
vestment costs as a percentage of (CTBM) including site preparation (15%) and service
facilities (20%). These costs are added to CTBM to give the direct permanent invest-
ment (CDPI). The total depreciable capital (CTDC)is determined by the addition of
18% contingencies and contractor’s fee to CDPI. On the top of these costs, the cost
of land and start-up accounts for 2 and 10% of (CTDC). These costs plus CTDC yield
the total permanent investment (CTPI). Finally, the total capital investment (CTCI) is
estimated by adding 15% of CTPI as a working capital cost. Table 4.6 presents the
process of estimating the CTCI. The annualised capital cost (CACC) of the whole plant
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can be calculated from the CTCI as follows [255]:

CACC = CTCI
r.(1 + r)N

(1 + r)N − 1
(4.21)

Table 4.5: Bare module factor of various components in the solar fuel plant

Parameter Bare module factor
Shell and tube heat exchangers 3.17 [268]
Reactors 3.17 [268]
Pumps 3.30 [268]
Horizontal pressure vessels 3.05 [268]
Compressors and turbines 2.15 [268]
Splitters and mixers 2.03 [268]
Storage 1.83 [260]
Acid gas removal 1.56 [260]
Heliostat field and Towers 1.25 [260]

Table 4.6: Methodology for estimating the TCI for nth plant scenario

Parameter Value

Total bare module cost CTBM

Site preparation (Csite) 15% of CTBM

Service facilities (Cserv) 20% of CTBM

Direct permanent investment CDPI CTBM+Csite+Cserv

Contingencies and contractor’s fee (Ccont) 18% of CDPI

Total depreciable capital (CTDC) CDPI+Ccont

Cost of land (Cland) 2% of CTDC

Cost of startup (Cstartup) 10% of CTDC

Total permanent investment (CTPI) CTDC+Cland+Cstartup

Working capital (CWC) 15% of CTPI

Total capital investment (CTCI) CTPI+CWC

4.2.4.2 Variable and fixed cost

The operating costs of the plant are divided into variable and fixed costs. The variable
costs refer to the costs of feedstocks (algae, hydrogen and water), electricity and
catalysts. It is assumed that the algae cost incorporates a carbon credit for embedded
negative emissions during the growth of algae. As such, there is and must be a
penalty cost for CO2 re-emissions (“dumping”) from the proposed plant. The fixed
operating cost is associated with the wages and benefits of the operators as well as
the maintenance cost of a chemical plant. The main assumptions for evaluating the
operating costs are summarised in Table 4.7. All estimated variable costs are inflated
to 2016 AUD cost index.
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Table 4.7: Summary of the variable and fixed costs

Parameter Cost

Variable

Algae 0.61 AUD/kg

Hydrogen 9.72 AUD/kg

Water 2.6 AUD/m3 [276]

Oxygen 115.57 AUD/tonne [277]

Electricity 0.25 AUD/kWh [278]

Nickel catalyst 44.76 AUD/kg [253]

Cobalt catalyst 44.76 AUD/kg [253]

Hydrocracker catalyst 72.68 AUD/kg [279]

Carbon tax for CO2 emissions 25.4 AUD/tonne [280]

Fixed

Number of operators 1 for 10–100 ton/day of product [268]

Annual wages 139,000 AUD

Insurance and local taxes 2% of CTCI [268]

Operational and maintenance 2% of CTCI [281]

The production cost of algae highly depends on the cultivation method and mois-
ture content. The MSP of algae for 20 wt% ash-free dry weight (AFDW) basis—the
dried material is oxidised (ashed) at high temperature and re-weighed; the mass
lost during this process is referred to as the AFDW—varies from 593–715 AUD/dry
ton (average 644 AUD/dry ton) for 10-acre and 514–550 AUD/dry ton (average 533
AUD/dry ton) for 50-acre pond designs as reported by NREL [38]. Further dewater-
ing of algae from 20 wt% to 25 wt% has been accounted for by using a centrifuge,
resulting in a final cost of 610 AUD/ton for 25% (AFDW) algae concentration.

Several recent cost estimates are available for renewable and zero-carbon produc-
tion of hydrogen using PEM-electrolytic water splitting [282–284]. A key observation
from these studies is that high electrolyser utilisation is required to keep the cost of
hydrogen to a minimum. The economic model for the electrolyser assumes a capital
cost of 2285 AUD/kW capacity, specific electricity consumption of 50 kWh/kg-H2,
and all the other financial assumptions listed in Table 4.6. The electricity is assumed
to be available from a renewable grid at 9 cAUD/kWh. The hydrogen demand from
the hydrocracking process is extracted as a time-series based on the availability of
solar resource and an optimisation is performed to evaluate the trade-off between
under-utilising the electrolyser vis-à-vis high pressure gas storage. Proton exchange
membrane (PEM) electrolysers offer very quick ramp-up and a wide load range—
cold start to full power in less than 10 seconds and the dynamic range of 0–100% load,
with higher loads possible over short bursts [285–287]. Consequently, the penalty for
startup and turndown of the electrolyser is assumed to be negligible. Based on this
analysis, the cost of a clean H2 supply matched to the FT demand profile is calculated
to be 9.72 AUD/kg.
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4.3 Steady-state solar-SCWG-SMR–FT results

4.3.1 Annual results

The modelled SCWG-SMR process has a capacity of 16.8 kt/year dry algae and 19
kt/year syngas product under 50MWth solar power input. The yields of transporta-
tion liquid fuels from the FT process for gasoline and diesel are 4.2 kt/year and 3.8
kt/year (with a capacity factor (CF) of ∼70%) contributing to 24.9% and 22.9% of
the dry algae input and 21.9% and 20.2% of the syngas on the mass basis. The mass
losses associated with the conversion of algae to fuel are due to the CO2 dumping
(37%), char formation (∼6%) and emissions from the FT unit as shown in Figure 4.4
(11.5%)—leading to an overall algae-to-gasoline mass conversion efficiency of 45.5%,
which is in agreement with the results reported by Okeke and Mani [277].

The feasibility of the proposed algae-to-liquid-fuel process has been assessed
through a detailed TEA analysis as outlined above. To take into account the effect
of intermittent solar energy, a correlation was developed for the key performance
metrics of the receiver plant (e.g. the produced syngas flow as a function of the in-
put solar radiation) by running the receiver model in Aspen Plus at different direct
normal irradiances (DNIs) ranging from 300–1200 W/m2. Similarly, through steady-
state runs of the FT model in Aspen Plus at various syngas flow feed, performance
curves (e.g. the liquid fuel produced and capital/operational costs as a function of
the syngas supply) for the FT plant were obtained—which were then used to simu-
late the whole solar fuel plant throughout the year using weather data for Geraldton,
Australia due to the high average DNI and access to water for algae production. The
design choice of the system is determined through a parametric sweep of a simplified
dynamic model to obtain an optimal techno-economic performance of the proposed
solar fuel plant, where the LCOF levels are minimised. A detailed description of the
system-level annual simulation of the whole integrated plant can be found in Chap-
ter 5. As such, Figure 4.7 illustrates the variation of LCOF as a function of the solar
multiple and syngas storage capacity. As seen in this figure, the optimal values of
solar multiple and syngas storage are 3.5 and 15 hours, respectively.

Figure 4.7: Parametric sweep to determine the plant optimal techno-economic design.
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CTCI of the incorporated units is calculated using the nth plant scenario with 2
years construction time (evenly split across the construction years) and 30 years plant
lifetime during which the plant is assumed to be fully operational. The real discount
rate in this study is assumed to be 5%, a value consistent with a de-risked nth plant,
and matching the value used in a range of other studies in the CSP community
using the SAM software [259]. The total investment of the solar fuel plant with
50MWth solar input as the capacity size is ∼160 M-AUD. Figure 4.8 represents the
breakdown of the CTCI on a system level and component level in the receiver and FT
processes. The highest cost contribution is attributed to the FT process, accounting
for 32.2% of the CTCI. The estimated capital cost of this unit exhibits a reasonable
agreement with that of Swanson et al. [253]—after adjusting a scale of these two
systems using a power-law scaling factor of 0.65 (See Eq. 4.4) to ensure a valid like-
for-like basis comparison. The remainder is split between syngas storage, receiver
and solar field contributing 25.8%, 22.8% and 19.2% of CTCI, respectively. It can be
observed that the main equipment cost in the SCWG-SMR unit is associated with
the SMR reactor accounting for 35% of the CTCI. This is attributed to the high-
priced material (Inconel 625) chosen for this reactor. Heat exchangers are the second
most expensive units in the receiver (32%) followed by the SCWG reactor (18%).
There is a 15% additional cost for other units including pumps, splitters/mixers and
separators. In the FT process, the highest share of capital cost is devoted to the
hydrocracking and distillation column (45%). The compressor and heat exchangers
and FT reactor are the next contributors to the equipment cost with the targeted share
of 29% and 10% and 9%, respectively. Other units including turbine, splitters/mixers,
SMR reactor and separators contribute to 7% of the FT cost.

Figure 4.8: Capital cost breakdown (of the total ∼160 M-AUD) for the solar fuel plant as well as the
dual receiver and FT components.

Using the capital costs described above, the LCOF analysis is completed by incor-
porating the operating and maintenance costs as per Eq. 4.3. Figure 4.9 illustrates the
breakdown of annualised cost of the solar fuel system including capital, variable and
fixed costs. The major portion of the annualised cost of fuel consists of variable cost
accounting for 43.7% followed by the capital and fixed costs with each contributing
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to 30.8% and 25.5%. The discounted cash flow analysis suggests an LCOF of 3.2 AU-
D/L (2.44 USD/L) of gasoline equivalent at zero net present value and 5% discount
rate. The share of variable cost in the LCOF is 1.4 AUD/L, with algae and hydrogen
accounting for 0.98 and 0.33 AUD/L respectively. It should be noted that the cate-
gory “other” is referred to the cost of other variable parameters excluding algae and
H2 (see Table 4.7). This implies that the high cost of algae and renewable hydrogen
production, using the currently best available technologies, pose a probable risk in
commercialisation of algae-based SCWG-SMR–FT synthetic fuels. It should be noted
that although the algae supply considered in this analysis is a pure variable cost,
the capital cost constitutes 55–60% of the algae MSP based on data from NREL [38].
The anticipated technological developments in the production of renewable hydro-
gen and algae are expected to drive down the cost of this technology. In the next
section, the sensitivity of the LCOF to major cost and process assumptions will be
reviewed.

Figure 4.9: Breakdown of total annualised cost of the plant including capital and operational costs.

4.3.2 Sensitivity analysis

Figure 4.10 illustrates the sensitivity of the plant LCOF (assuming a SM of 3.5 and
storage hours of 15) to various economic parameters including variable and capital
costs as well as the discount rate. These parameters are varied by ±50% based on
the assumption that changing one parameter is accompanied by holding other pa-
rameters constant. It is found that the cost of algae has a significant effect on the
LCOF. If the algae production cost decreases by 50%, the LCOF drops to 2.7 AU-
D/L (2.05 USD/L). Varying the discount rate from 2.5% to 7.5% results in an LCOF
ranging between 2.9 and 3.6 AUD/L (2.21 and 2.74 USD/L). The cost implications of
the capital investment required for process sub-units indicate that the LCOF is most
sensitive to the cost of FT followed by the syngas storage, receiver and solar field; a
±50% variation in the cost of these units impacts the LCOF by ±8.2%, ±6.5%, ±5.8%
and ±4.9%, respectively. The cost of renewable hydrogen production from electrol-
ysis in the present process has only a minor effect on the LCOF of the proposed
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plant, since only relatively small amount of hydrogen is required for the hydrocrack-
ing process. As described in Section 3.4.3 of Chapter 3, the quantity of required H2

was significantly higher since H2 was added to achieve the required syngas compo-
sition and maximise carbon efficiency. Instead, in this chapter, the excess CO2 has
been dumped. This reduces the amount of required hydrogen by a factor of 3 to 5
compared to the previous chapter, depending on which of the earlier configurations
is compared. Although this change has reduced the carbon efficiency of the overall
process, the increased emissions here are biogenic and short-term. More importantly,
the change reduces the LCOF due to lower dependence on currently expensive H2

from electrolysis.

Sensitivities (-50% to +50%)

2.6 2.82.7 2.9 3 3.1 3.2 3.3 3.4 3.5 3.6 3.7
LCOF (AUD/L)

Solar Field (M-AUD)                                                          15.4                 30.7                        46.1

Supply of H  (AUD/kg) 2

SCWG-SMR (M-AUD)                                                      18.2                     36.5                            54.7

Syngas Storage (M-AUD)                                                   20.7                        41.3                               61.9                              

FT Unit (M-AUD)                                           25.8                                51.5                                      77.3                 

Discount Rate (%)                                       2.5                                         5                                                     7.5

Algae (AUD/kg)              0.3                                                                0.6                                                                     0.9  

                                                            4.9                   9.7                        14.6

3.8

Figure 4.10: Sensitivity analysis of the LCOF to main economic parameters (i.e. capital and variable
costs and discount rate).

4.3.3 Futuristic scenario

Under the above circumstances, the solar-powered SCWG-SMR with FT synthesis
route, running at a fixed-sized 50 MWth solar thermal input and a design point of 3.5
SM and 15 hours syngas storage, is not economically viable as compared to the con-
ventional non-solar gasification routes where the FT-product value range is 0.57–0.92
AUD/L (0.75–1.21 USD/L) [277]. However, cost-reduction opportunities are foreseen
in the longer term. The actual prospect of the algae-to-liquid fuel technology can be
determined by scaling up the size of the plant. Figure 4.11 shows the synergy of an
economy of scale by depicting the LCOF versus the CST input. The scaling analysis
here was conducted in a modular manner (e.g. four 50MWth solar fields representing
a 200MWth field). In this research, the pressure drop in the solar reactors, as well as
the impact of decreased optical efficiency of the solar field at an increased size (e.g.
due to atmospheric attenuation), are not considered. The cost of the heliostats was
scaled linearly (i.e. n=1 in Eq. 4.4), while a non-linear scaling factor (i.e. n=0.65 in
Eq. 4.4) was considered to adjust the cost of other components at an increased size.
It should also be noted that the pipe pressure drop and the effects of reduced over-
all optical efficiency of the field (at larger scales) were not taken into account here.
As illustrated in Figure 4.11, increasing the design thermal power of the receiver to
600 MWth, at the same SM and storage hours, could bring the LCOF to below 2.4
AUD/L (1.83 USD/L). As mentioned earlier, the high cost of algae is a significant
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concern for the prospective contribution of this technology. Further improvement in
algae production pathways, resulting in 50% cost reduction, can decrease the LCOF
to 1.9 AUD/L (1.45 USD/L). Reviewing the technological advancement in hydrogen
production through PV-electrolysis predicts a drop in the levelised cost of hydrogen
in the near future [204, 282]. A 50% reduction in the cost of hydrogen would lead to
an LCOF of 1.7 AUD/L (1.29 USD/L). Finally, if the capital cost could be reduced
by half (as a result of e.g. technological learning),this would further help with the
commercialisation of this process by a 15% decline in the LCOF to 1.5 AUD/L (1.14
USD/L). However, supplying a large volume of algae, with the same quality and mi-
crobial activity, next to the plant is challenging [31] which is why biofuel plants have
so far been limited to smaller scales. Based on the current market, the production
of green fuel through a solar-driven SCWG-SMR process with algae as a feedstock
could potentially be competitive at the scale of present-day commercial CSP system
and through more involvement of international algae market in producing cheaper
algae feedstock. The developed carbon-neutral drop-in-fuel process is feedstock neu-
tral and can be expanded to cheaper alternative feedstocks/waste streams.

Figure 4.11: The effect of solar fuel plant size on the LCOF.

4.3.4 Towards economic feasibility and environmental benefits

It has been demonstrated through this study that the technological feasibility of
algae-based liquid fuel stands at a levelised cost of 3.2 AUD/L (2.44 USD/L) of
gasoline equivalent (producing ∼145 bbl/day) at the 50 MWth scale. The cost of
feedstocks (algae and hydrogen) contribute a large fraction of this LCOF. At a quick
glance, the cost seems significantly higher than fossil-based liquid fuels. However,
the comparison is not strictly valid without accounting for the embedded costs of
associated GHG emissions generated by fossil-based fuel production. One of the
main advantages of algae-based biofuels is the high rate of biological CO2 capture,
between 1.6–2 kg-CO2/kg-algae [288, 289]. One should note that the GHG footprint
of growing algae is ∼0.73 kg-CO2/kg-algae. A recent report on the life cycle analy-
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sis of algal biofuel using anaerobic digestion and HTL indicated a ∼50% reduction
in the overall GHG emissions through the algae biofuels process [290]. Taken to-
gether, the potential cost saving in the form of carbon tax rebate is in the order of
22.1–32.3 AUD/tonne by photosynthetic organisms. In comparison to other tradi-
tional biomass-to-fuel routes (non-solar related processes), solar-SCWG-SMR liquid
fuel cost is still quite high. It should be noted that conventional gasifiers are pow-
ered by partial combustion of the final product, whereas integration of the process
with CST can upgrade the calorific value of feedstock through a renewable, and al-
most completely carbon-free route. Currently, renewable fuels produced from algal
biomass are not competitive with either fossil or conventional gasification FT fuels.
A short-term alternative is through blending of renewable and fossil fuels in dif-
ferent concentrations, and can be considered as a bridging pathway towards 100%
renewable liquid fuels. A voluntary policy on carbon credit can definitely reflect and
reward the environmental benefits of algae-based biofuels, and increase its potential
competitiveness [291].

4.4 Conclusions

The present chapter investigated a solar fuel production plant using an SCWG-SMR
system and a downstream FT unit. A steady-state model of the FT process was
developed in Aspen Plus software downstream of a solar SCWG-SMR unit devel-
oped in Section 3.2 of Chapter 3). The conditioning of the syngas composition was
achieved by dumping ∼19% of the biogenic carbon from the algae in the form of
CO2 using MgO-based sorbent technology before the syngas enters the FT unit. This
CO2 could either be recirculated to algae ponds or be sequestered through CCS. The
overall carbon conversion efficiency of 71% was achieved at the syngas outlet, with
two main sources of carbon losses: char formation and CO2 removal. The main
sub-components of the FT unit consisted of a low-temperature FT reactor (operating
at 220◦C and 20 bar), a distillation column, a hydrocracking reactor, and an SMR
reactor—the last two were used to convert the produced wax and light gases to gaso-
line and diesel, respectively. The overall efficiency of the plant was enhanced by
recovering waste heat from the extothermic reactions in the FT reactor via a bottom-
ing Rankine cycle.

A detailed techno-economic assessment was conducted in order to analyse the
technical and economic viability of the proposed plant. The total costs of the sys-
tem consisted of the capital investment, operating costs and pollution cost of CO2

emissions. The results of this analysis suggested that the conversion rate of algae to
gasoline-equivalent fuel is ∼45.5% (on a mass basis). The energy efficiency of this
process (i.e. Ėsyngas/(Ėalgae + Ėsun)) is 17.6%. The minimum LCOF obtained from
the techno-economic analysis of the plant was 3.2 AUD/L (2.44 USD/L), achieving a
capacity factor of ∼70%. The total capital cost of the system was found to be ∼160
M-AUD, with the FT unit having the highest share of 32.2%, followed by the syngas
storage and receiver unit. The results also revealed that the fixed and variable operat-
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ing costs of the plant contributed ∼70% to the total LCOF, whereas algae accounted
for the largest operating costs (i.e. ∼31%). It should be noted that the algae supply
is considered to be a pure operating cost.

Overall, the economic results indicated that the proposed solar fuel plant is not
yet economically profitable compared to conventional petroleum-based fuels. Given
the current market, a realistic approach to enhance the cost-competitiveness of the
proposed technology may be to blend the produced renewable liquid fuels with fossil
fuels such that emissions reduction can be balanced with the consumer willingness
to pay for cleaner fuel. Other opportunities for further cost reduction of the plant in-
clude switching to alternative cheaper feedstock, re-using the CO2 waste to increase
the growth rate of algae, and considering other types of reforming processes to pro-
duce syngas. If the size of the plant were increased to 600 MWth (i.e. solar thermal
power input), followed by a 50% decrease in the algae feedstock, hydrogen and cap-
ital costs, then this technology could potentially become economically competitive,
achieving an acceptable LCOF of 1.5 AUD/L (1.14 USD/L).

Since the presented steady-state model neglects some of the aspects of a real-
world plant such as operational cut-off points and transient periods, further develop-
ments of this research will include exploring the dynamic behaviour of the presented
solar fuel plant through storage dispatch dynamics, and component-based operating
control states and ramping phases in order to represent the annual system perfor-
mance in a more realistic manner. Moreover, a comparative system-level dynamic
simulation to estimate the trade-off between liquid fuel throughput and levelised
cost of fuel (LCOF) achieved from methane-reforming options will provide valu-
able insights into which technology is more likely suited for algae-to-fuel production
pathway.
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Chapter 5

Alternative Methane-Reforming
Techniques: A System-Level
Dynamic Simulation

This chapter aims at evaluating the system-level transient performance and techno-
economic feasibility of solar reforming options—downstream of the solar-driven su-
percritical water gasification (SCWG) reactor—to produce carbon-neutral FT trans-
portation fuels. The methane reforming techniques considered in this chapter are
SMR, ATR and PO/DR. Renewable-derived hydrogen is used in all the captured con-
figurations to condition the H2:CO ratio of 2.1:1 for downstream FT plant—excluding
the SMR-with-dumping scenario, at which a fraction of carbon from the algae is
discarded in the form of CO2 to balance this ratio. Detailed steady-state physical
models of the solar-SCWG-reforming and FT units were developed in Aspen Plus
in Section 3.2 of Chapter 3 and Sections 4.2.2 and 4.2.3 of Chapter 4. To explore
the dynamic behaviour of the plant under the variable solar resource throughout
the year, a system-level energy model is developed using polynomial performance
curves of the gasification/FT units along with a set of controllers—e.g. operating
states, ramp-up/ramp-down losses, syngas storage dynamics and a predictive dis-
patch. A techno-economic genetic algorithm based optimisation assessment of the
annual performance of the proposed plant configurations is conducted via minimis-
ing the levelised cost of fuel (LCOF), assuming the plant solar multiple and syngas
storage capacity as design variables. A thorough sensitivity analysis is carried out to
speculate the circumstance at which any of the captured solar fuel plant configura-
tions can become more cost-competitive. The critical role of economies of scale and
receiver/FT ramping time on the techno-economic success of solar-gasified FT fuels
has been recognised in this chapter.

5.1 Introduction

Although a great deal of research has been dedicated to the implementation of G-FT
technology for drop-in replacement fuel production (see Section 4.1 of Chapter 4),
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there is a paucity of literature on the annual dynamic simulation of CST-powered
gasification with FT processing. In a recent review paper by Saw et al. [249], the
authors highlighted the impact of solar variability on the overall performance of the
solar-driven gasification process coupled with the FT route. To accommodate the
solar fluctuations and ensure an uninterrupted syngas feed to a downstream during
cloudy days and nights, hybrid syngas production—via burning a fraction of feed-
stock or syngas—and syngas storage are proposed as the possible approaches by
the authors. To date, numerous system-level models have been developed for solar
hybrid gasifier concept. Kaniyal et al. [292, 293] employed a quasi-steady-state dy-
namic model to evaluate the transient behaviour of the hybridised solar gasification
of coal and its blend with biomass and natural gas for FT-liquid fuel production. The
authors found a 21–22% improvement in the energy productivity per unit feedstock
and a 30% reduction in the CO2 emission compared to that of the reference non-solar
autothermal coal-to-liquid system. The model developed by Kaniyal et al. [292, 293]
was further extended by Guo et al. [266] to obtain the annual performance of the
solar-hybrid dual fluidised bed gasifier by considering the time-dependent optical
losses of one of the heliostats as a representative to the solar field. They further en-
hanced the annual output of the plant by ∼33% and decreased the mine-to-tank CO2

emission by ∼34% compared to the non-solar coal-to-liquid systems, assuming a so-
lar multiple of 3 and a storage capacity of 16 hours. In a more recent research, Guo
et al. [294] optimised the performance of their proposed solar hybrid system [266] by
including the char separation process, blending biomass with coal as the feedstock,
taking into account the CO2 removal unit along with tail-gas recirculation from FT
products. The authors reached well-to-wheel CO2 emissions target (i.e. equivalent to
diesel generated from mineral crude oil) through incorporating 58% biomass fraction
in the non-solar system, which could be further decreased to 17% by accommodating
the solar energy and CO2 removal unit—the high cost of biomass production was
a major driver for reducing the biomass content. Although the GHG emission tar-
get could be obtained by coal-biomass blend, increasing the biomass fraction led to
a decrease in the annual FT-fuel output. Moreover, Hathaway et al. [295] investi-
gated the role of thermal storage and solar hybridisation on the performance of the
solar-powered biomass gasification with FT synthesis through hourly direct normal
irradiance (DNI) forecast simulation with a nominal optical efficiency. Their anal-
ysis indicated that increasing the degree of the hybridisation is associated with the
decrease in the syngas yield and thermal efficiency of the plant. In light of the afore-
mentioned studies, there is an apparent ambiguity in the environmental footprint of
the hybridised system relative to the completely renewable and carbon-neutral fuel
generation technologies. Moreover, the authors didn’t investigate a system-level op-
timisation of their chosen systems from a techno-economic standpoint, leading to the
optimal size of storage capacity and solar multiple.

The peer-reviewed literature seems to have focused on the hybridised CST pro-
cess to reduce the dependency on the on-site syngas storage and a robust dynamic
model implementation for moderating the solar intermittency flow-on impact on the
continuous FT operation. This in fact comes at the expense of lower syngas output
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and energy efficiency [295]. In a more recent research, Kaniyal et al. [296] investi-
gated a system-level transient performance of a stand-alone 150 kWth solar-powered
packed-bed coal gasifier coupled with the FT process. A key finding of Kaniyal’s
work embodies the necessity of 64 days of storage to avoid any unscheduled shut-
down of the FT plant throughout the course of a year—as the main constraint induced
in their proposed system. The authors suggested that the storage size can be further
decreased to 35 days if the heliostat field collection area is increased by 50%. In the
proposed scenario by Kaniyal et al. [296], the authors did not determine an optimal
design of the modelled plant from a techno-economic perspective.

After carefully reviewing the preceding papers, it is apparent that the importance
of various reforming schemes (i.e. SMR, ATR and PO/DR) on the techno-economic
evaluation of drop-in-fuel production via solar-driven SCWG of algae is relatively
less understood. In the earlier study presented in Chapter 3, the upstream solar-
SCWG-reforming plant was not integrated with the important downstream FT pro-
cessing for production of a saleable end product, and hence, the associate need for
storage upstream of the FT unit and the optimal size of the key design variables
(i.e. solar multiple and storage capacity) were not considered through a detailed
techno-economic optimisation of the plant. Moreover, an unresolved question from
Chapter 4 was how the overall performance of the proposed system—solar-driven
FT liquid fuel through SCWG with SMR (dumping) scenario—would be affected by
the real-world transient response of the whole plant.

To bridge this knowledge gap, this study examines the alternative reforming
techniques—aiming for a subsequent conversion of the gasifier output product to
syngas—for solar drop-in-fuel production through a detailed system-level annual
simulation and techno-economic optimisation. To achieve this, a solar-powered gasi-
fier is coupled with different reforming alternatives—i.e. SMR, ATR and PO/DR—
and the make-up hydrogen from PV-electrolysis to condition the syngas (with the
H2:CO ratio of 2.1) for downstream FT application. The CO2 discarding scenario
is also modelled in case of SMR configuration (i.e. SMR (dumping) scenario). The
steady-state process model of the SCWG and FT units was earlier studied in Section
3.2 of Chapter 3 and Sections 4.2.2 and 4.2.3 of Chapter 4. In order to mitigate the in-
fluence of solar fluctuations, there is an on-site syngas storage serving as a buffer be-
tween the two units. To frame the system-level transient model in OpenModelica, the
quasi-steady-state design and off-design performance curves were attained from the
Aspen-based models of the SCWG and FT units. A comprehensive component-wise
control algorithm is adapted to monitor the ongoing performance of the system and
alleviate solar variability. The dynamic model is equipped with time-dependent opti-
cal losses, startup/transitioning/shutdown losses and a 24-hour-beforehand weather
forecast-based scheduler. The total capital investment of the integrated units is es-
timated using the nth plant scenario with a 30-year plant lifetime. The LCOF is
calculated as a function of the storage size and solar multiple for all the reform-
ing scenarios. A single-objective optimisation approach is adopted to minimise the
plants LCOF, and determine the optimal design variables of the proposed solar fuel
plants. A thorough sensitivity analysis is conducted over the key economic variables
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to speculate under what circumstances either of these reforming alternatives could
potentially become economically competitive.

5.2 System modelling

In this study, the system modelling is achieved using a dynamic high-level model in
Modelica, which incorporates results from separate steady-state models of the two
chemical processes in Aspen Plus: firstly, the solar SCWG and reformer process, and
secondly the FT synthesis process. The chemical processes are treated as quasi-steady
processes, but with start-up and shut-down transients modelled as fixed-duration
periods where useful output is reduced. The major dynamics at the process level
relate to the daily and seasonal variability of the solar resource, and the filling and
emptying of the syngas storage unit which couples the two chemical processes.

Figure 5.1 illustrates the schematic diagram of the algae-to-liquid fuel production
through solar-SCWG–reformer process. Two scenarios are evaluated here: discarding
a fraction of the biogenic carbon from algae in the form of CO2 (i.e. Figure 5.1a)
and supplying the make-up renewable-derived H2 from photovoltaic electrolysis (i.e.
5.1b). As shown in this figure, the main components of this process are the solar
field, the dual solar receiver (SCWG and reformer reactors), the syngas storage tank,
the FT synthesis route and the dispatch controller unit. The SCWG-reformer reactors
are mounted at the top of the tower surrounded by the heliostats that reflect the
indirect solar rays back to the receiver consisting of two separate reactors, one for
SCWG and one for reformer. The outlet syngas of the reformer is redirected to the
on-site storage tank as a buffer to downstream FT process. A sufficient large storage
tank would be able to continuously charge the FT unit throughout the course of a
year. The dispatch controller unit is coupled with the scheduler algorithm to allocate
the dispatch rate of syngas according to the daily and nightly operating hours. The
dispatched syngas enters the FT unit to produce the liquid fuels. OpenModelica is
coupled with Python scripts for post-processing the results and system optimisation.

5.2.1 Weather data

In this research, a weather component is modelled in order to read weather data at
each time-step from a data file and pass it to other components of the solar fuel plant
as time-varying forcing functions. The weather component is also equipped with a
Sun position computing sub-component to determine the solar angles (e.g. elevation,
azimuth, hour, declination and zenith angles) based on the latitude, longitude and
time zone of a given location. The ‘CombiTable1D’ interpolating class from the Mod-
elica Standard Library (MSL) is used to read and interpolate the weather data file.
The case study provided in the present work is based on one year of hourly TMY3
weather data for Geraldton [297], a coastal city in Western Australia. This site was
chosen due to the high annual average of solar resource (i.e. 2415 kWh/m2year) and
easy access to sea water, which facilitates a high microalgae growth rate and ensures
a continuous supply of the feedstock next to the plant.
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Figure 5.1: The schematic diagram of the dynamic model for green liquid fuel production through
solar-SCWG–reformer process (a) syngas conditioning via CO2 dumping, (b) syngas conditioning via
make-up carbon-free-H2 supply from PV-driven electrolysis plant.
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5.2.2 Solar field design

As mentioned in Section 4.2.1 of Chapter 4, the optimised solar field layout was
generated using the SolarPILOT ray-tracing tool. After identifying the layout, the
annual optical efficiency of the solar field as a function of sun positions is calculated
over the entire range of sun angles (i.e. azimuth and elevation angles varying from
0–360◦ and 0–90◦, respectively) to generate the lookup table (i.e. resulting in 1296
optical efficiency values), which is used for the annual performance simulation. The
solar field efficiency map as a function of solar position is illustrated in Figure 5.2.

Figure 5.2: Solar field net efficiency map as a function of sun position

5.2.3 SCWG-plant process description

The proposed solar-assisted algae-to-syngas systems investigated in this chapter is
based on the models developed in Section 3.2 of Chapter 3 and Section 4.2.2 of Chap-
ter 4, in which the H2:CO ratio was balanced using the make-up carbon-free H2 from
an external source and CO2 dumping scenario, respectively. The methodology for ex-
ergy analysis and pinch-based heat exchanger network optimisation was previously
discussed in Chapter 3. As mentioned earlier, the syngas production unit consists of
three main subsystems: pressurisation and gasification of algae in supercritical wa-
ter, reforming process (either SMR, ATR or PO/DR) and syngas conditioning. The
following section briefly describes these components.

5.2.3.1 Pressurization and gasification of algae in supercritical water

The algae solution with 25 wt% is pumped into the system, which is then preheated
by means of heat exchanger HX1 and mixed with the hot recirculated stream from
HX2, following the rationale explained for Figure 3.1 of Chapter 3 or Figure 4.3
of Chapter 4. The resulting pre-heated mixture, at 15.2 wt% algae, subsequently
enters the gasifier, modelled in two-step RStoic and RGibbs reactors at the specified
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temperature and pressure, 605◦C and 240 bar. The heat exchanger network (HX2,
HX1 and HX3) capture the heat from high-temperature products of the gasifier. The
outlet stream from HX3 is connected to a gas-liquid separator working at 120◦C and
100 bar. A fraction of separated liquid (50%) is recycled back into the gasifier. The
gaseous products are depressurised to 3 bar in a valve and sent to a reforming reactor.

5.2.3.2 Reforming reactor

Downstream of the SCWG reactor is the reforming reactor, for which three alternative
reactor configurations are considered, all of which are assumed to operate at 1050◦C
and 3 bar. For process design and optimisation, these reactors are simulated using the
RGibbs model in Aspen Plus. For sizing, a one-dimensional reactor model is used.
A heat exchanger (HX4) is used to recover the waste heat in the product stream of
the reformer and preheat the feed stream (see Figure 3.1 of Chapter 3 or Figure 4.3
of Chapter 4). Further details of the reforming reactors are given below.

Steam Methane Reforming (SMR):
SMR is the reaction of methane with steam to produce a mixture of H2 and CO
(syngas). SMR is endothermic, as a result of the large amount of energy required
to break the C-C and H-C bonds in CH4. An SMR reactor is normally arranged as
banks of externally-heated catalyst-filled tubes. The high selectivity of this process
to the formation of H2 reduces the need for large amounts of supplementary PV-H2

compared to other reforming options (See Table 3.3 of Chapter 3). The conversion
efficiency of CH4 depends highly on the reactor operating conditions; higher tem-
perature and lower pressure lead to a greater reforming rate. Conventionally, SMR
reactors are used in methanol and ammonia production from natural gas, in which
case the energy for gasification is provided by burning 25% or more of the incom-
ing natural gas stream [157], with resulting high GHG emissions. The alternative
method, considered in this work, is to use CST to drive the endothermic reactions.
The required CST heat duty for reformer is calculated using the RGibbs component
in the flowsheet. Since the solar field size is fixed in all scenarios, variation in the
reformer size required some iterative refining of the SCWG reactor size to maintain
the constant CST input. This calculation was done by considering the heat duty of
each reactor, together with the SCWG and reformer thermal losses.

Partial Oxidation and Dry Reforming (PO/DR):
PO/DR is the combination of partial oxidation (PO), in which methane reacts with
O2 to produce syngas, and dry reforming (DR), in which methane reacts with CO2

to form syngas. PO is exothermic, and provides the heat required to drive the DR re-
action forward. Following the approach of the Section 3.2 of Chapter 3, the required
flow rate of O2 is set such that RGibbs reactor operates adiabatically, and requires
no supply of heat duty from CST. The CO2 for the DR reaction is already present in
the SCWG product gas. A sufficient supply of O2 is available from the anode of the
downstream PV-H2 electrolysis unit, which in fact provides more than double the
amount required for the PO/DR reformer. As with SMR, catalysts can be employed
to increase the conversion of CH4 in a PO/DR reactor. The PO/DR reactions pro-
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duce relatively less H2 than SMR (See Table 3.3 of Chapter 3). In order to keep the
temperature within the PO/DR reactor, it was necessary to introduce the O2 supply
in three stages.

Autothermal Reforming (ATR):
ATR is an intermediate option halfway between SMR and PO/DR. In this reformer,
methane is converted into syngas via the combination of SMR, which consumes
steam, and PO, which requires the addition of oxygen [158]. Compared to PO/DR,
a reduced supply of O2 is used, and the remainder of the heat required for the en-
dothermic SMR reaction is supplied using CST, making this reactor again a kind of
solar receiver, as in the SMR case. Catalysts are used to accelerate the kinetics of
ATR reaction; the deactivation of the catalysts and the formation of hot spots can be
prohibited by proper optimisation of the reactor temperature. The resulting required
CST heat duty, calculated from the RGibbs component, is less than that required by
the SMR reformer. The resulting rate of hydrogen production is also lower, but not
as low as for the PO/DR case (See Table 3.3 of Chapter 3). The lower CST heat duty
for ATR may allow the ATR to be more compact than the SMR reactor [157].

Reformer sizing:
Sizing of the reforming reactors, required for the present techno-economic analysis,
necessitates a more detailed model of the reforming reactors than the equilibrium
(RGibbs) model. As such, a one-dimensional reactor kinetics model was devel-
oped here and used, with minor changes to the boundary conditions, to evaluate
all through reformer options. The set of reaction mechanisms used in this research is
summarised in Table 5.1 [270, 298]. Among the possible reaction mechanisms, a set
of two reactions for steam reforming of methane (R1 and R3), water gas shift (WGS)
(R2) and combustion (R4) have the significant reaction rates as reported by Halabi
et al. [298] and Smet et al. [299]. Only reactions R1–R3 are required for modelling
the SMR reactor (since no O2 is present), while all the four reactions are required to
model the ATR and PO/DR reactors. The Arrhenius kinetic parameters (ki), reac-
tion equilibrium constants (KI, KII and KIII) and species adsorption parameters are
adapted from Abbas et al. [270], for the first three reactions, and Halabi et al. [298],
for the last reaction. The reaction rates and energy equation, are written as follows:

Table 5.1: SMR, ATR and PO/DR reactions and kinetic expressions

No. Reaction Kinetics expression

1 CH4 + H2O↔ CO + 3H2 R1 =
k1

P2.5
H2

(PCH4 PH2O − P3
H2

PCO/KI)

D2

2 CO + H2O↔ CO2 + H2 R2 =
k2

PH2

(PCOPH2O − PH2 PCO2 /KII)

D2

3 CH4 + 2H2O↔ CO2 + 4H2 R3 =
k3

P3.5
H2

(PCH4 P2
H2O − P4

H2
PCO2 /KIII)

D2

4 CH4 + 2O2 → CO2 + 2H2O R4 =
k4aPCH4 PO2

(1 + KC
CH4

PCH4 + KC
O2

PO2 )
2
+

k4bPCH4 PO2

(1 + KC
CH4

PCH4 + KC
O2

PO2 )

where, D = 1 + KCOPCO + KH2 PH2 + KCH4 PCH4 + KH2OPH2O/PH2
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dṅCH4

dz
= (−R1 − R3 − R4)ρcat Aflow

dṅH2O

dz
= (−R1 − R2 − 2R3 + 2R4)ρcat Aflow

dṅCO2

dz
= (R2 + R3 + R4)ρcat Aflow (5.1)

dṅCO

dz
= (R1 − R2)ρcat Aflow

dṅH2

dz
= (3R1 + R2 + 4R3)ρcat Aflow

dṅO2

dz
= (−2R4)ρcat Aflow

dTfluid

dz
=

(Q̇sun − Q̇loss,rad − Q̇reaction)

c̄pṅtotL
(5.2)

In the energy equation, a uniform distribution of the solar radiation is assumed
on each tube. The radiative loss is assumed as the predominant heat loss mechanism
at the working temperature of this reactor. The convective heat transfer coefficient
is estimated by the Dittus-Boelter equation (see Eq. 4.14 of Chapter 4). The internal
convection heat transfer becomes Q̇conv = hA(Tint − Tfluid). In order to calculate the
outside wall temperature, the conduction is only assumed in the radial direction with
a constant value of thermal conductivity.

Figure 5.3 shows the mole flow rate and temperature profiles along the axial
position for SMR, ATR and PO/DR. In all cases, ASTM pipe size 1 1

2 ” (Sched. 40),
with di = 0.04094 m and do = 0.0483 m, were chosen for the reactor. As shown
in Figure 5.3a, the endothermic SMR reactions and reverse WGS occur within the
initial length of the tube (i.e. 0–2 m), which results in the conversion of CH4 to
CO and H2, with steam as the oxidant agent, as well as a rapid reduction in the
temperature profile. By proceeding along the reactor, the constant solar heat flux
becomes equal and greater than the heat of reforming reaction. Therefore, the fluid
temperature starts increasing gradually and CH4 is converted to syngas along the
axial direction of the reformer. The temperature difference between the fluid and
inside wall keeps on decreasing with the distance from the reactor entrance. Since
the thermal conductivity of the wall is considered constant and the uniform solar-flux
distribution is assumed on the outer surface of the absorber tube, the ∆T between
the inside and outside wall doesn’t change along the tube.

Figure 5.3b illustrates the mole flow rate and temperature profiles in the ATR
reactor. As seen in the magnified figure (during the first 2% of the reactor length),
the exothermic oxidation kinetics are faster than the endothermic reforming kinet-
ics, leading to a rapid reaction of CH4 with O2 and a sudden increase in the fluid
temperature. After consuming the O2 in the reactor, the endothermic reforming re-
actions take place and the temperature suddenly decreases to its minimum value.
Afterwards, the same increasing trend in fluid temperature is observed due to the
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Figure 5.3: Composition profile and temperature versus axial position (a) SMR (b) ATR (c) PO/DR

supplied external solar heat flux. Similarly, the kinetics reach the equilibrium condi-
tion within 30 m length of the tube.

Figure 5.3c illustrates the mole flow rate and temperature profiles in the PO/DR
reactor. The high concentration of O2 leads to a sharp increase in the temperature
due to the domination of the exothermic oxidation reaction to the endothermic steam
methane reforming reactions. As such, it is assumed that O2 is injected at three sepa-
rate positions inside the reactor. As shown, the temperature goes up to 1200◦C in the
entrance of the reactor (magnified plot) and then decreases due to the endothermic
reactions. Meanwhile, 56% of CH4 is converted to syngas within the initial length of
the tube (i.e. 0–2 m). At the distance of 2 and 4 m, the remaining O2 is injected into
the cylinder and, as a consequence, there is a rapid increase in the temperature and
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more conversion of CH4 with O2. The same turnaround in the temperature profile is
noticed due to the endothermic reactions. This reforming pathway requires a smaller
reactor vessel (with 6 m length) than the other reforming options. The sized reactor
is costed as an Inconel 625 pressure vessel with unit cost of 60,000 AUD/tonne [269].

CO2 removal from syngas
The performance of the downstream FT fuel synthesis process is hampered by the
presence of CO2 in the syngas supply, so it is important to separate the CO2 from that
stream. In this study, an acid gas removal (AGR) system based on monoethanolamine
(MEA) [300, 301] is incorporated to capture CO2. The AGR system is employed for all
reforming options, and the extracted CO2 is recycled back to the reformer, ensuring
that the carbon conversion efficiency of the process remains high. In the process
modelling, perfect CO2 separation is assumed. Component costing is conducted on
the basis on the total syngas flow rate (see Table 4.2 of Chapter 4). Heat duty, cooling
duty and pumping work are assumed to be negligible.

5.2.3.3 Syngas conditioning

The product stream from the reformer is cooled down to allow separation of excess
water. As a result of the assumed chemical composition C7H12O3 of the algae [126],
this product gas stream has a lower H2:CO ratio than that required for downstream
FT processing, namely a H2:CO ratio of 2.1:1. This hydrogen deficiency in the syngas
can be corrected either via upstream dumping a significant fraction of the feedstock
carbon in the form of CO2, or through the addition of supplementary H2. In the
Chapter 4, the case of CO2 dumping was evaluated under the steady-state opera-
tional condition. In this chapter, noting the ongoing reductions in the cost of both PV
electricity and water-splitting electrolysers [302], it is decided to analyse the case of
PV-H2 and to compare/contrast the two options through annual simulations of the
plant. The PV-H2 system is sized similarly to that presented in the Section 4.2.4.2
of Chapter 4 for all the reforming options. The integration of PV-H2 allows for a
greater production of final product for a fixed algae supply as compared to the CO2

dumping scenario, but at the additional cost of the PV-H2 infrastructure. A beneficial
synergy, however is that water electrolysis provides the O2 required for the ATR and
PO/DR reformer options, eliminating the need for a dedicated air separation unit.
After the addition of supplementary H2, the conditioned syngas is directed to the
syngas storage tank and from there to the FT unit.

5.2.4 Syngas storage

The dispatched syngas is stored at 75◦C and 3 bar—requiring relatively smaller syn-
gas storage volume as compared to storing at 1 bar—downstream of the SCWG-
reforming plant in the horizontal cylindrical pressure vessels with ellipsoidal heads.

5.2.5 FT Synthesis Process

The FT model developed in Section 4.2.3 of Chapter 4 is used in this chapter.
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5.3 Control strategies

The proposed solar fuel plant is equipped with robust control strategies to simu-
late the real-life performance of the key components in the system and overcome
the challenges arising due to solar intermittency in order to regulate the liquid fuel
production to a stable rate. Figure 5.4 depicts the control logic implemented for dif-
ferent subcomponents in the system including solar field, receiver, FT plant, dispatch
controller and forecast scheduler. The key control parameters incorporated in the
transient simulation of the proposed solar fuel plant configurations are summarised
in Table 5.2. In the following subsections, the considered control strategies for each
unit are explained in detail.

Table 5.2: Key control-related input parameters for the transient simulation of the proposed solar fuel
plant configurations

Parameter Unit Value

DNIstart and DNIstop W/m2 300 [259]

Min part-load ratio at RC - 0.3

Min part-load ratio at FT - 0.2

Initial syngas fraction at storage % 10 (of storage capacity)

Min fraction of syngas dispatch % 2 (of storage capacity)

Critically empty lb/ub trigger % 0.1/2 (of storage capacity)

Empty lb/ub trigger % 1/2 (of storage capacity)

Full lb/ub trigger % 98/99 (of storage capacity)

∆ton,SF and ∆toff,SF sec 30 [303, 304]

∆ton,RC and ∆toff,RC minutes 30 [249]

∆ton,FT, ∆ttrans,FT and ∆toff,FT h 2 [305]

5.3.1 Solar field

The heliostat field has five operating control states. During the morning when DNI
is greater than 300 W/m2 [259] (assuming the storage is not full), the heliostats are
switched on from state 1 (off) to state 2 (ramp-up). Once DNI is below the minimum
threshold (i.e. DNI < DNIstop), the field is switched off. Once the ramp-up dura-
tion of ∆ton (30 seconds [303, 304]) is over, the operation of the field shift to state 3
(operating at full load). When the storage tank becomes full, proceeding to state 4
(operating at part-load), a signal is transmitted from the dispatch controller unit to
adjust the target solar radiation power (i.e. Q̇df) by means of heliostat defocusing
away from the receiver. The system remains at this state until the energy-saturated
storage tank is discharged and the solar field can revert to the full-load capacity (state
3). During states 3 and 4, whenever there is no adequate collected power by the solar
field (DNI < DNIstop, assuming DNIstop=300 W/m2 [259]) due to sudden environ-
mental changes, the control state of the solar field switches to state 5 (ramp-down)
for the duration of ∆toff (30 seconds [303, 304]) before being shut down (state 1). The
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solar radiation output (Q̇SF) from the field is obtained as follows:

Q̇SF =



fr,SF ηoptic Gd ASF where fr,SF =

{
|( t−tru

∆ton
)n| if s = 2

|1− ( t−trd
∆toff

)n| if s = 5
if s = 2 or 5

ηoptic Gd ASF if s = 3

min(Q̇df , ηoptic Gd ASF) if s = 4

0 otherwise
(5.3)

where fr,SF is the solar field ramping transition fraction, ηoptic is the field optical
efficiency, ASF is the heliostats field aperture area, n is the ramping filter order and s
is the field control operating state.

5.3.2 Receiver

The control paradigm considered for the receiver consists of four states. A minimum
pre-defined set-point of 30% of nominal thermal power is required (Q̇RC > Q̇min) to
allow shifting the receiver from the off state (state 1) to the ramp-up phase (state 2)
with a delay time step of ∆ton (30 minutes [249]) to ensure a smooth and gradual
transition of the receiver (a potential risk of thermal shock) to the continuous full-
capacity production of syngas at state 3. A ramp-down planning framework (state 4)
is incorporated (when Q̇RC < Q̇min) to gradually coast down the receiver at the time
interval of ∆toff (30 minutes [249]) and avoid thermal stresses induced on the tubes.

5.3.3 FT plant

The FT reactor is a non-linear system due to its non-isothermal characteristic and
complex kinetics. Tackling with this non-linearity challenge expects an aggressive
control strategy to establish a continuous FT operation throughout the year. To ad-
dress this complexity, a control scheme with five states is employed for the FT unit.
FT cycle ramp-up (state 2), from the off state (state 1), takes place when the stor-
age level satisfies the minimum threshold of 20% of nominal syngas storage size
(ṁsg,FT > ṁsg,min). The FT reactor must complete a ramp-up time period constraint
(assumed here to be ∆ton=2 hours [305]) before generating the useful liquid fuel
throughput (state 3: on). The transitioning state (state 4) with the time duration of
∆ttrans (2 hours) is assumed as a surrogate for re-stabilisation of fuel production due
to the fluctuations in the dispatched syngas flow rate from the storage tank. Once the
syngas supply is less than the nominated cut-off level (ṁsg,FT < ṁsg,min), the system
goes to the ramp-down phase (state 5) with ∆toff (2 hours [305]) time step duration
to gradually cool the FT plant, avoiding thermal stress and mechanical failure risks.

5.3.4 Dispatch controller

The objective of a dispatch control algorithm is to fulfil the syngas demand for the
downstream FT process through controlling the incoming syngas and instantaneous
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syngas level of the tank as well as the syngas dispatch target flow (discussed in Sec-
tion 5.3.5). This is governed through four controlling states of the tank either criti-
cally empty, empty, nominal or full. The dispatch rate of the storage tank is regulated
by the scheduler component in either nominal or full state. A heliostat defocusing
command is activated to avoid overcharging/overflowing the syngas storage at the
full-load operation. In case of the empty state, the syngas is discharged at the mini-
mum of inlet and target flow. As soon as the tank level reaches the critically empty
mode, there is no effluent syngas from the tank to a downstream application.

5.3.5 Scheduler

The predictive scheduling of the syngas dispatch is crucial for minimising the num-
ber of the FT reactor shutdowns given its long and costly start-up. As such, a one-
day-ahead solar availability forecast is implemented to estimate the syngas dispatch
target value. The scheduler component is connected to a pre-recorded data file of the
daily syngas production rate (Esg,prod,fcst) throughout the year. For more efficient use
of unconsumed syngas from the next day (Esg,excess,fcst), daily and nightly schedule
states are embedded on this model. The night-time schedule constraints are:

Esg,remain,n =

{
Emin,n − Esg,excess,fcst if Esg,excess,fcst < Emin,n

0 otherwise

(5.4)

Ėsg,disp =

min
(

max
(

EST−Esg,remain,n
∆tsch,n

, Ėsg,FT,min

)
, Ėsg,FT,des

)
if EST > Esg,remain,n

Ėsg,FT,min otherwise

(5.5)

where Esg,remain,n is the remaining syngas in the tank by the end of next day, Emin,n

is the minimum allowable limit for FT operation, EST is the energy level of the tank,
Ėsg,FT,min is the minimum capacity of the FT plant to start, Ėsg,FT,des is the nominal
capacity of the FT plant at design point, Ėsg,disp is the syngas dispatch energy flow
rate and ∆tsch,n is the nightly schedule duration. In case of the day-time schedule,
the following controlling logics are incorporated in the model:

Ėsg,disp =



Ėsg,FT,des if
(
EST + Esg,excess,fcst

)
> Emin,n

min
(

max
(

Ėsg,FT,des −
Emin,n−(EST+Esg,excess,fcst)

∆tsch,d

, Ėsg,FT,min

)
, Ėsg,FT,des

)
otherwise

(5.6)
where ∆tsch,d is the daily schedule duration.
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5.4 Optimisation

The optimal design point of the stand-alone solar fuel plant indicates the interplay
between the investment cost and the size of the major sub-components in the sys-
tem. Among various optimisation techniques, Genetic algorithm (GA)—as a search
heuristic based on natural selection [306]—is mostly suitable for complex non-linear
objective functions, with a main advantage of jumping from a local minimum to ob-
tain the global optimum value [307, 308]. In this research, a single-objective optimi-
sation is formulated to minimise the LCOF using GA. This algorithm is constructed
from distinct sub-components including: a random generation of initial population,
a fitness function unit (evaluating the population based on the objective function), se-
lection operator from a population with the better fitness for reproduction, crossover
probability to generate new offspring aiming for higher fitness values and mutation
probability to maintain genetic diversity in a new generation. This process will be
repeated until a termination criterion is met. In this research, an open-source Python
library Pyevolve [29] was used as a wrapper around the OpenModelica simulation to
perform the process optimisation using GA. The design variables considered in this
optimisation were the size of the syngas storage and solar multiple of the plant.

5.5 System-level techno-economic optimisation results

The steady-state and dynamic performance results along with the techno-economic
optimisation, sensitivity analysis around LCOF and deeper insight into futuristic
decision-making paradigms of the proposed plant are discussed in the following
sections.

5.5.1 Aspen model results

An empirical, energy-based model of the SCWG-reforming units is developed through
design and off-design simulations of the Aspen-based physical models (presented
above) as a function of incoming solar power delivered to the unit. Figure 5.5 illus-
trates the polynomial performance curves as a function of DNI for mass flow rate of
algae solution, mass flow rate of H2 from PV-electrolysis, mass flow rate of syngas
and energy efficiency of the SCWG unit. As seen in this figure, although integrating
the SCWG with PO/DR reformer entails the highest syngas production through the
entire range of DNI (300–1200 W/m2), this process is the largest consumer of algae
and make-up H2. The energy efficiency of PO/DR is higher than the other reforming
options due to the exothermic nature of this reaction which eliminates the demand
for a low efficiency solar-reforming reactor.

To account for the dynamic behaviour of the FT unit, the performance curves
are developed based on the steady-state runs of the physical FT model. Figure 5.6
illustrates the mass flow rate of gasoline and diesel as a function of syngas supply.
The polynomials obtained from the SCWG and FT units along with the controlling
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strategies (explained earlier in Section 5.3) are used to form an energy-based system-
level model in OpenModelica.

Figure 5.5: (a) Variation of the algae solution mass flow rate as a function of Effect of DNI, (b) Variation
of the PV-derived H2 make-up as a function of DNI, (c) Variation of syngas mass flow rate as a function
of DNI, (d) Variation of energy efficiency of the SCWG unit as a function of DNI

Figure 5.6: Variation of liquid fuel flow rate as a function inlet syngas flow rate
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5.5.2 Dynamic results

In order to assess the dynamic behaviour of the microalgae biofuel production,
the key performance variables are presented in this section. In OpenModelica, the
DASSL solver and homotopy simulation method were used. The time required for
each annual simulation case was ∼20 seconds, assuming a time-step of five minutes,
and the time required to run each optimisation case was 4–6 hours. Figures 5.7 and
5.8 illustrate the dynamic simulation results of the proposed solar fuel plant con-
figurations (i.e. SCWG-SMR-dumping–FT, SCWG-SMR–FT, SCWG-ATR–FT, SCWG-
PO/DR–FT, referred to as SMR (dumping), SMR, ATR and PO/DR, respectively,
from now on) for three representative days in summer (from 10 to 13 January) and
winter (from 11 to 14 July), assuming a solar multiple of 3.5 and 15 hours of stor-
age as well as a step ramping order during the ramp time of both the receiver and
FT reactors—no useful product during the startup and transitioning times. It is
observed that the on-site syngas storage mitigates the solar intermittency, and the
24-hour-ahead predictive scheduler can minimise the FT shutdown times by adjust-
ing the target rate of syngas dispatch. As seen in both figures, the syngas output (i.e.
Figures 5.7i and 5.8i) and, as a result, drop-in-fuel production (i.e. Figures 5.7ii and
5.8ii) from the same solar energy input is highest in case of PO/DR followed by ATR,
SMR and SMR (dumping) processes, meanwhile consuming more algae and H2 from
the renewable PV-electrolysis source. This became problematic for PO/DR process
in the summertime at which the nominated storage capacity and solar multiple are
comparatively small and cannot manipulate the large amount of incoming syngas
from the receiver, leading to a frequent switch in the FT operation from full-load
to transitioning states (see the operating control states of PO/DR in Figure 5.7iii).
The overall algae/H2 consumption and syngas/gasoline/diesel production rates are
significantly lower in the wintertime due to the shorter days and lower sunlight in-
tensity. Since the energy level of syngas at the storage tank is below the minimum
desired cut-off value for the FT operation during the assumed representative days in
winter, this unit shifts to the ramp-down state before being completely turned off in
all the captured technologies. Tackling with the high daytime solar power in sum-
mer and the lack of sufficient syngas output in winter reveals the urge of choosing
the right size of syngas storage and solar multiple to maintain the continuous and
stable operation of the downstream FT unit with the aim of minimising the fluc-
tuation/shutdown times. As such, a rigorous optimisation algorithm is employed
to determine the optimal size of the storage capacity and solar multiple from the
techno-economic perspective (see Section 5.5.3 for further details).

5.5.3 System optimisation results

Single-objective GA optimisation was employed to minimise the LCOF for variable
solar multiple and syngas storage capacity, for each of the considered process config-
uration. Table 5.3 summarises the annual performance simulation results of the plant
configurations at the resulting optimal design points. Among the considered alter-
natives, the solar multiple and storage hours of PO/DR is slightly higher than ATR
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(iii) Operating control states

Figure 5.7: Dynamic performance of the solar fuel plant configurations over three representative days
in the summertime (10 January-13 January) assuming a solar multiple of 3.5 and storage hours of 15:
(a) SMR (dumping), (b) SMR, (c) ATR, and (d) PO/DR

and SMR and SMR (dumping) processes, which is mainly due to the higher syngas
throughput as compared to other configurations. The annual performance results re-
veal that for the same solar power of ∼95 GWh supplied to the receiver, the required
algae from the PO/DR and ATR processes are ∼1.6 and 1.1 times more than the
SMR with and without dumping scenarios, while the required renewable H2 from
PO/DR, ATR and SMR configurations is ∼9.1, 4.8 and 3.5 times more than the SMR
(dumping) process. This has a flow-on impact on the annual syngas production rate
with a ∼99.4%, 35.4% and 21.5%, gasoline with a 94.7%, 36.8% and 21.1%, and diesel
with a 94.3%, 37.1% and 20.0% increase in case of PO/DR, ATR and SMR compared
to SMR (dumping). Discarding ∼19% biogenic carbon from algae in the form of CO2,
as a pathway to eliminate the H2 input into the upstream unit, is the reason as to why
the SMR (dumping) scenario entails the lowest H2 consumption as well as the lowest
syngas and liquid fuel throughput. Moreover, the higher drop-in-fuel production
of the PO/DR and ATR processes relative to the SMR (i.e. with or without dump-
ing scenario) is a consequence of these two reforming alternatives being a partially
and completely exothermic reaction which diminishes the need for a lower-efficiency
solar reforming reactor. The operational time of the solar fuel plant is assessed in
terms of the capacity factor of the receiver and FT units with each contributing to
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(iii) Operating control states

Figure 5.8: Dynamic performance of the solar fuel plant configurations over three representative days
in the wintertime (11 July-14 July) assuming a solar multiple of 3.5 and storage hours of 15: (a) SMR
(dumping), (b) SMR, (c) ATR, and (d) PO/DR.

20% and 72% at the design point, respectively. The total capital and operational costs
are ∼160.7 M-AUD and ∼22.9 M-AUD/year for SMR (dumping), ∼176.6 M-AUD
and ∼31.9 M-AUD/year for SMR, ∼201.2 M-AUD and ∼38.6 M-AUD/year for ATR,
and ∼259.9 M-AUD and ∼62.1 M-AUD/year for PO/DR—leading to an LCOF of
∼3.49, 3.76, ∼3.98 and ∼4.24 AUD/L (∼2.65, 2.86, ∼3.03 and ∼3.23 USD/L) for
SMR (dumping), SMR, ATR and PO/DR, respectively. The higher LCOF of PO/DR
process underlines that the cost associated with the sub-components in the system
overcomes the additional generated liquid fuels.

The annual operation/control-related results of the solar fuel configurations at
the optimal conditions are given in table 5.4. As seen in this Table, the solar field,
receiver and FT units are operating in the productive mode for ∼35%, ∼30% and
∼77%, respectively, for all the configurations throughout the course of a year—with
PO/DR experiencing the highest share of transitioning duration as compared to other
alternatives. A main piece of evidence—apart from the operational hours of the FT
unit—to endorse the effectiveness of the storage buffer in mitigating the solar fluctu-
ations and predictive scheduler functioning in minimising the FT cycling is the total
number of shutdowns of this component, which is in the range of 69–82 times per
year for various configurations (the least is corresponding to the PO/DR process)
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Table 5.3: Annual performance simulation results of the solar fuel plant configurations at their optimal
design points from the GA optimisation.

Parameter Unit
SMR

SMR ATR PO/DR
(dumping)

System design
Solar multiple - 3.99 4.04 4.08 4.11
tST h 19.69 19.81 20.14 21.22
ṁsg,RC,des kg/s 3.00 3.65 4.11 5.93
ṁsg,FT,des kg/s 0.75 0.91 1.01 1.45
VST m3 48919 59113 67148 101235
NST - 7 8 9 14

Annual performance
CSP delivered to RC GWh/year 95.8 95.5 94.5 94.6
Algae consumption kt/year 16.6 16.2 18.2 26.6
H2 consumption kt/year 0.34 1.19 1.62 3.10
Electricity consumption MWh/year 2927 3340 3748 5469
CO2 emissions kt/year 6.9 0.8 0.9 1.3
Syngas produced kt/year 18.1 22.0 24.5 36.1
Gasoline produced kt/year 3.8 4.6 5.2 7.4
Diesel produced kt/year 3.5 4.2 4.8 6.8
CF for receiver % 20 20 20 20
CF % 72 72 72 72
Total operational cost M-AUD/year 22.9 31.9 38.6 62.1
Total capital cost M-AUD 160.7 176.6 201.2 259.9
LCOF AUD/L 3.49 3.76 3.98 4.24

in comparison to those of 415 and 395 for solar field and receiver, respectively. An-
other key message delivered from this table is the longest duration of a shut-down
occurring in early August and early July for the solar field (due to the overnight and
cloudy-day period) and FT unit (due to the limited syngas availability in the storage
tank to trigger the start-up of this unit), each contributing to ∼67 and ∼118 hours.
Assuming the step ramping order during the start-up and transitioning times—being
the worst case scenario—results in algae waste at the receiver as well as H2 and syn-
gas at the FT unit. The fraction of this waste has been accounted for all the captured
technologies and found out that the highest wasted algae and syngas take place in
the PO/DR configuration—with 4.1% and 6.0% per year consumption/production,
respectively. However, an opposite trend is observed in case of H2 with the lowest
1.3% waste for PO/DR followed by 1.5% for ATR and 1.8% for SMR. As mentioned
earlier, the make-up PV-H2 at the receiver—to condition the syngas for a downstream
FT application—is supplied after the reforming process, and thus, its consumption
rate is not affected by the ramping behaviour at this unit. This implies that the only
waste occurs at the FT unit as a part of the hydrocracking process. It is observed that
the fraction of this waste to the supply rate at this unit is higher in case of PO/DR as
compared to other scenarios. Given PO/DR as the largest consumer of the PV-H2 at
the receiver (see Figure 5.5b) leads to the smallest relative wasted H2 in this case.
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Table 5.4: Annual operation/control-related results of the solar fuel plant configurations at their optimal design points from the GA optimisation.

Parameter Unit
Solar Field Receiver FT

SMR
SMR ATR PO/DR

SMR
SMR ATR PO/DR

SMR
SMR ATR PO/DR

(dumping) (dumping) (dumping)

Total duration of shut-downs h 5761.0 5761.0 5761.0 5761.0 5790.5 5790.5 5790.5 5790.5 1438.0 1427.4 1398.1 1334.3

Total duration of ramp-ups h 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 199.4 199.4 199.4 199.4 196.0 184.0 167.9 158.0

Total duration of productive operation h 2992.1 2992.1 2992.1 2992.1 2575.1 2575.1 2575.1 2575.1 6684.3 6711.5 6756.4 6763.2

Total duration of defocused operation h 573.7 592.8 623.8 591.2 - - - - - - - -

Total duration of ramp-downs h 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 195.0 195.0 195.0 195.0 194.0 182.0 164.0 156.0

Total duration of transitioning h - - - - - - - - 247.7 255.2 273.7 348.4

Number of periods of shut-downs - 415 415 415 415 395 395 395 395 82 77 75 69

Number of periods of ramp-ups - 414 414 414 414 404 404 404 404 98 92 84 79

Number of periods of productive operation - 569 574 578 568 390 390 390 390 219 215 211 249

Number of periods of defocused operation - 163 170 177 165 - - - - - - - -

Number of periods of ramp-downs - 414 414 414 414 404 390 390 390 97 91 82 78

Number of periods of transitioning - - - - - - - - - 127 135 147 178

Longest shut-down duration h 66.8 66.8 66.8 66.8 66.4 66.4 66.4 66.4 118.7 118.6 118.8 116.8

Longest duration of productive operation h 11.9 11.9 11.9 11.9 11.3 11.3 11.3 11.3 470.0 470.0 470.0 470.0

Fraction of algae wasted (per year) % - - - - 3.8 3.8 3.9 4.1 - - - -

Fraction of make-up PV-H2 wasted (per year) % - - - - - - - - - 1.8 1.5 1.3

Fraction of syngas wasted (per year) % - - - - - - - - 5.4 5.3 5.2 6.0
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A major determining quantifiable metric to asses the financial viability of the pro-
posed configurations as well as to enable the projection of the location-specific con-
cerns for their readiness level to effectively engage in the global market is the LCOF
estimated from the capital and operational cost components. To this end, Figure 5.9
displays the breakdown of the LCOF for the considered scenarios. The significant
exclusive finding of this figure is the major contribution of the variable cost in the
achieved LCOF (see Table 5.3) followed by the capital and fixed costs—with each
accounting for 43.5–60.7%, 21.4–31.4% and 17.9–25.1% of the LCOF, respectively. The
largest incurred variable costs for all the scenarios are the hydrogen and then algae
purchase costs—except for the SMR (dumping) scenario in which the variable cost
is mostly dominated by the algae cost. In this work, the purchase of the required
algae feedstock was treated as a simple variable operating cost. However, the source
used here for algae costing [38] makes it clear that this supply of algae is in fact
very capital intensive, with approximately 55–60% of the selling price representing
annualised capital costs. A significant portion of the total capital investment is also
devoted to the syngas storage—with FT, SCWG and solar field units as the next most
expensive components, respectively. Finally, O&M and tax represent the same share
of the fixed cost. Comparing the cost breakdown of the examined solar fuel plant
configurations reveals that the hydrogen cost contributes to 38.2%, 30.4%, 26.8% and
9.9% and algae contributes to 20.5%, 21.4%, 22.8% and 30.4% of the total LCOF in
case of PO/DR, ATR, SMR and SMR (dumping) processes, respectively.

It must be acknowledged that the LCOF identified here is significantly higher
than the values reported in Refs. [251–255]. In those previous works, low-priced
biomass feedstocks (nearly free) were fed into the gasification and WGS reactors with
CO2 dumping to produce syngas with the optimum H2:CO ratio required for the
downstream FT process. Such processes are only feasible when feedstock is cheap,
and cheap feedstocks can be linked only to regions with high rainfall and arable
soils. In the present work, a more expensive feedstock, algae farmed in raceway
ponds, is proposed because of its potential for very large-scale cultivation on non-
arable lands using salt water instead of fresh water. It is suggested that only using
this approach will it be possible for biofuels to reach the production scale required to
have a meaningful impact on the reduction of global GHG emissions. This choice of
feedstock, imposed for reasons of land and water constraints, leads to the integration
of CST and PV-H2 as strategies to maximise the transformation of biogenic carbon
into liquid biofuels.

It is also noted that the LCOF of H2-supported configuration is slightly higher
than the value found in case of CO2 dumping scenario, as opposed to the more ex-
pensive option of PV-H2 considered here. The calculation above is based on present-
day PV-H2 costs, but these costs have been forecast to drop rapidly, and is discussed
in greater detail in Section 5.5.4.

The anticipated average monthly feedstock consumption (i.e. algae and H2) and
gasoline-equivalent liquid fuel production of the each of the proposed configuration
at their respective optimal design points are illustrated in Figure 5.10. As seen in
this figure, the monthly consumption/production rate is proportional to the DNI
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Figure 5.9: Breakdown of total annualised cost of the plant configurations including capital and opera-
tional costs

availability throughout the course of a year—at which the summertime period (Dec,
Jan and Feb) experiences the highest rates, while the wintertime period (Jun, Jul
and Aug) exhibits the lowest rates. It should be noted that 66%, 72% and 79% of
the renewable H2 is used for syngas conditioning in case of SMR, ATR and PO/DR
processes, respectively, and the rest is supplied to the hydrocracking unit. In case
of SMR (dumping) scenario, the renewable H2 is only supplied to the hydrocracking
process.
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Figure 5.10: Monthly algae/H2 consumption and liquid fuel (gasoline equivalent) production along
with the monthly mean DNI for the proposed solar fuel plant configurations at their optimal design
points from the GA optimisation.
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A possible bottleneck in a large-scale algae-to-biofuel production pathway is to
capture the relationship between algae supply/demand dynamics throughout the
course of a year. As such, Figure 5.11 represents the overall balance between the
annual algae demand vis-à-vis theoretical algae yield distributions at 30◦ latitude—
taken from Williams and Laurens [309]—for all the proposed plant scenarios. As
seen, the production rate sized for peak/annual demand reasonably succeeds in
meeting the annual algae feedstock targets without a need for a long-term storage
for the proposed configurations. During the period of shortfall in supply (i.e. March
and May), a short-term storage stands out as the most feasible strategy to stock the
surplus algae and facilitate a better match between the need and supply. One should
note that the cost of algae production would be slightly lowered for the case of a
peak-sized system, since there would be times of the year when some ponds could
be turned off, saving on pumping power.

Figure 5.11: Comparison between the monthly algae demand against the theoretical algae yield distri-
butions at 30◦ latitude extracted from [309] for the proposed solar fuel plant configurations.

5.5.4 Sensitivity analysis

5.5.4.1 Sensitivity of economic parameters

A techno-economic sensitivity analysis is conducted to obtain the extent to which
the cost of various parameters can influence the plant LCOF. Figure 5.12 indicates
the importance of crucial economic factors on the calculated optimal LCOF of the
assumed plant scenarios using a ±50% change relative to the reference cost of each
unit. The sensitivity analysis reflects that the LCOF is less sensitive to the capital
cost of sub-units (including the solar field, SCWG-reforming, FT and syngas storage)
compared to the variable cost of algae and H2—except SMR (dumping) scenario in
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Sensitivities (-50% to +50%)

2.8 3 3.2 3.4 3.6 3.8 4 4.2
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Supply of H2 (AUD/kg)

Solar Field (M-AUD)                           15.4      30.7           46.1

SCWG-SMR-dumping (M-AUD)                         18.2        36.3              54.5

FT Unit (M-AUD)                     23.3            46.6                 69.9
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Discount Rate (%)                  2.5                    5                          7.5
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Sensitivities (-50% to +50%)
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Figure 5.12: Sensitivity analysis of the LCOF for the captured technologies with respect to the capital-
investment/operational costs as well as the discount rate.

which the LCOF is more affected by the capital cost than the carbon-free H2 unit
cost. Cost analysis of capital expenditure for each configuration sub-components
denotes that the LCOF is most sensitive to the cost of syngas storage followed by the
FT, SCWG-reforming and solar field. The more dominant parameter on the LCOF
is the algae production cost; a ±50% change in the calibrated cost of this parameter
affects the LCOF by ±15.0%, ±11.1%, ±10.5% and ±10.2% for SMR (dumping), SMR,
ATR and PO/DR, respectively—further decrease in the plant LCOF is expected by
cheap algae culturing techniques. Finally, it is found that the H2 unit cost has the
greatest leverage over the LCOF of SMR, ATR and PO/DR configurations—varying
it by ±13.1%, ±14.9% and ±18.9% respectively—which underscores the importance
of further research and development into more cost-effective renewable-hydrogen
production technologies.

To address the limitation induced by the H2 price in the cost-effectiveness of so-
lar fuel plants, a break-even analysis is conducted in Figure 5.13 to determine the
minimum levelised cost of hydrogen (LCOH) at which the LCOF of the proposed
configurations intersects each other and that of the alternative system with SMR and
CO2 dumping. The intersection of SMR, ATR and PO/DR LCOF with the SMR
(dumping) scenario occurs if the estimated H2-production cost falls by 42%, 57%
and 60%—reaching the target cost of 5.6, 4.2 and 3.9 AUD/kg—respectively. An-
other noteworthy observation from this figure is that the PO/DR LCOF surpasses
that of SMR and ATR within a wide range of LCOH unless its value is significantly
decreased to ∼2.1 AUD/kg, at which the PO/DR process appears to be the most eco-
nomically feasible solar fuel plant alternative. In the recent renewable H2-production
roadmap by the CSIRO [302], the projected cost of this parameter is expected to reach
approximately 2.29–2.79 AUD/kg by 2025.
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Figure 5.13: Comparison of the plant LCOF sensitivity to the H2 price for the proposed solar fuel
configurations.

5.5.5 Future prospects

Given the current market, the green drop-in-fuel production from algae-fed, solar-
powered SCWG integrated with FT synthesis route is not yet economically viable.
However, the competitiveness of this technology takes further benefit from employ-
ing the economy of scale for large scale clean fuel production. As such, Figure 5.14
explores the interaction between the solar field size versus the four-plant LCOFs at
their optimal design points. In this research, the pressure drop in the solar reac-
tors, as well as the impact of decreased optical efficiency of the solar field at an
increased size (e.g. due to atmospheric attenuation), are not considered. Moreover,
the cost estimation at larger scales is carried out through linear scaling for the he-
liostats and non-linear scaling using the scale factor for all the other contributing
sub-components in the system, respectively. As shown in this figure, increasing the
CST power input from 50 to 600 MW is a promising trajectory and a significant step
toward cost-reduction targets—lowering the LCOF from ∼3.49, ∼3.75, ∼3.97 and
∼4.23 AUD/L (∼2.66, ∼2.86, ∼3.03 and ∼3.23 USD/L) to ∼2.6, ∼2.9, ∼3.1 and ∼3.5
AUD/L (∼1.98, ∼2.23, ∼2.38 and ∼2.64 USD/L) for SMR (dumping), SMR, ATR and
PO/DR, respectively. The results of the sensitivity analysis (see Figure 5.12) signi-
fied that H2 and algae market prices are the major bottlenecks in commercialisation
of H2-supported configurations (i.e. SMR, ATR and PO/DR). Reducing either the
capital cost of the PV-electrolysis system through gradual efficiency improvement of
the current PEM electrolysers or the electricity feedstock cost through circumventing
the power electronics units in a direct PV-electrolysis scenario exhibits a great po-
tential to brighten the economic promise of the clean-H2 technologies. A probable
50% decrease in the unit cost of this component can significantly drop an LCOF to
∼2.44, ∼2.53 and ∼2.66 AUD/L (∼1.86, ∼1.93 and ∼2.03 USD/L) for SMR, ATR
and PO/DR, respectively. Furthermore, reviewing the technological improvement in
the algae culturing pathways—minimising the photobioreactor and culturing power
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consumption costs, enhancing the algae productivity and scaling-up the capacity of
the algae plant—anticipates a decline in the levelised cost of algae. With this picture
in mind, if the cost of algae is taken as 50% of the base cost, the LCOF of 2.02, 2.11
and 2.23 AUD/L (∼1.54, ∼1.61 and ∼1.70 USD/L) can be achieved for SMR, ATR
and PO/DR, respectively. Furthermore, technological learning along with the techni-
cal advancements create a niche opportunity to lower the investment cost; lowering
the price share of this component by half brings down the LCOF to ∼1.76, ∼1.85
and ∼1.99 AUD/L (∼1.34, ∼1.41 and ∼1.52 USD/L) for SMR, ATR and PO/DR,
respectively. On the other hand, as shown in Figure 5.12, the LCOF of SMR (dump-
ing) case is more influenced by the algae production cost followed by the capital and
carbon-free H2 costs. A 50% reduction in the algae cost can drop the LCOF to ∼2.08
AUD/L (∼1.58 USD/L). Moreover, lowering the capital cost by half would lead to
an LCOF of ∼1.62 AUD/L (∼1.23 USD/L). Further improvement in renewable H2

production pathway, with 50% cost reduction, can decline the LCOF to 1.45 AUD/L
(∼1.10 USD/L).

Figure 5.14: The influence of the solar field size on the LCOF of the proposed plant configurations at
their optimal design points.

A key take-away message from this analysis is that the third-generation green
drop-in-fuel production from solar-powered SCWG of algae, under current cost esti-
mates, could become potentially competitive with petroleum-based fuels by scaling
up the CST input into the receiver unit (i.e. solar-SCWG-reforming reactors), over-
coming cost-limiting factors related to the production of algae and clean-H2, and
taking into account the carbon tax—through the life-cycle CO2 assessment—to ef-
fectively monitor the environmental footprint of each technology. It is also noted
that the proposed solar fuel plant is feedstock neutral with the great advantage of
being adapted to any cheaper sources of feedstocks, which would improve the cost-
effectiveness of this technology.
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5.5.6 Influence of ramping times1

As mentioned earlier, the ramping periods of the SCWG, SMR and FT reactors heav-
ily depend on the type of the reactor and residence time of the chemical reactions.
In particular, the ramping time for an FT reactor can vary from a couple of hours
(e.g. in micro-tubular reactors [305, 310]) to a few days (e.g. in slurry bubble column
reactors [311]). To complicate matters, no real-life performance data on the exact
ramping times for different FT reactor variants is available in the literature. With
this in mind, a detailed analysis is performed in this section to evaluate the opti-
mal techno-economic performance of FT-based liquid fuel production plants coupled
with (intermittent) solar thermal with respect to the ramping times at the receiver and
the FT reactor. This can assist with quantifying the (feedstock/energy) losses associ-
ated with the transient phase of both upstream and downstream reactors as a result
of cycling under various ramping times. It is assumed that the start-up/shut-down
periods for the receiver are varied from 15 minutes to 1 hour, while the ramp-up
(start-up) and transitioning periods for the FT unit are varied from 2 hours to 4 days
with the shut-down period fixed at 2 hours (ensuring a smooth cool-down).

The optimisation results (see Table 5.3) revealed that the SMR-with-dumping case
is the most cost-competitive design amongst other scenarios. As such, this configura-
tion is selected for the uncertainty analysis in this section. It should be noted that the
key findings reported here are valid and credible for other scenarios as well. Figures
5.15–5.17 demonstrate the impact of ramping times of the receiver and FT reactor on
(i) the LCOF, (ii) the capacity factor and annual liquid fuel yield, and (iii) the solar
multiple and storage hours at the optimal design of the plant (corresponding to each
case), respectively. The ramp duration of zero shown in these figures denotes a case
with no ramp time, which can be regarded as a theoretical reference point at the ideal
extreme. As illustrated in Figure 5.15, the plant LCOF tends to rise as the ramping
periods increase. This is a direct result of large portions of algae, solar power and
syngas wasted at the receiver and FT unit without useful products generated during
these times. According to this figure, as the start-up/shut-down time at the receiver
increases from zero to one hour, the plant LCOF increases up to ∼16%. On the other
hand, it can be observed that the start-up/transitioning time at the FT unit has a
much more significant impact on the LCOF for the range considered, resulting in an
∼11% to >400% increase in the LCOF as compared to the ideal case with no ramping
time. Moreover, as shown in Figure 5.16, increasing the ramping times at the receiver
and the FT unit leads to a decrease in both the capacity factor and liquid fuel yield of
the plant, with a maximum reduction (for each) of ∼4% and ∼16% as well as ∼64%
and ∼76%, on the extreme ends respectively. In addition, the results demonstrated
in Figure 5.17 show that an increase in the receiver start-up/shut-down time results
in a very slight rise in the optimal values of the plant solar multiple and storage
hours as a result of a minuscule decrease in the syngas produced from the receiver.
1 The content of this section is extracted from the publication titled ”A solar fuel plant via supercritical

water gasification integrated with Fischer–Tropsch synthesis: system-level dynamic simulation and
optimisation” in which I was a co-author. The work is primarily from Ali Shirazi, but because of its
important role in reaching an optimal system design, it has been reproduced here for completeness.
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On the other hand, it can be observed from this figure that the optimal design of the
plant tends to considerably shift to regions with higher solar multiple and syngas
storage hours as the ramping time at the FT increases. In this way, the reduced size
of the FT reactor would less compromise the FT annual productive operational hours
at the cost of increased storage hours at higher start-up/transitioning times. For the
same reason, the optimal size of the syngas storage is more sensitive to the change
in ramping times at the FT reactor than the plant optimal solar multiple. Finally, the
comparison of the optimal annual operation-related results of the plant upstream and
downstream under different ramping durations at the receiver and the FT reactor are
presented in Tables 5.5 and 5.6, respectively.

Overall, the trend of the system performance results shown in Figures 5.15–5.17,
Tables 5.5 and 5.6 seems to be much more sensitive to the ramping times at the FT
unit than it is to that of the receiver. Furthermore, the slope of the graphs becomes
steeper as the ramping time period at the FT reactor goes beyond 15 hours, which is
due to a significant increase in the amount of syngas wasted during ramping/tran-
sitioning and substantial reduced operational hours at the FT reactor (see Table 5.6).
Taken together, it can be concluded that start-up-intensive FT reactor types prove
inefficient (from a techno-economic perspective) when running on solar-derived syn-
gas. That is, a more stable driving source such as fossil fuel-driven gasifiers should
be preferred for this class of FT reactors. Hence, based on today’s technological
readiness level in the field, more advanced designs such as microchannel FT synthe-
sis technology – which appears to offer a relatively fast transition to the steady-state
condition – seem to be critical to the economic success of a solar-powered liquid fuel
plant. This accordingly warrants further research and development on the FT tech-
nology in order to achieve shorter ramping periods. Furthermore, re-processing/re-
gasification of the feedstock/syngas wastes during the ramping periods would also
be one possible way to mitigate the negative impact of the transient phase in the
gasification and FT reactors, thus further lowering the overall operational costs of
solar fuel plants. More experimental testing and standardisation should also be con-
ducted, specially on the FT reactors, to provide design guidelines on the real-world
transient performance of this technology, which is indeed necessary to gain further
understanding/improvement in design and development of solar fuel systems.
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Figure 5.15: Influence of the ramping times on the LCOF of the plant: (a) RC and (b) FT
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Figure 5.16: Influence of the ramping times on the capacity factor and annual fuel production of the
plant: (a) RC and (b) FT
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Figure 5.17: Influence of the ramping times on the solar multiple and syngas storage hours of the plant:
(a) RC and (b) FT

Table 5.5: Comparison of optimal annual operation-related results of the plant upstream and down-
stream under different ramp-up/ramp-down duration for the receiver

Parameter Unit
Start-up/shut-down-down duration
15min 30min 60min

Number of RC start-ups - 404 404 404
RC productive operation h 2669 2575 2376
Syngas production 103×tonne/year 18.3 18.1 17.5
Number of FT start-ups - 91 98 124
FT productive operation h 6743.3 6684.3 6387.4
Fraction of solar power wasted % (per year) 4.2 6.7 12.3
Fraction of algae wasted % (per year) 1.6 3.8 9.5
Fraction of syngas wasted % (per year) 5.3 5.4 5.5
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Table 5.6: Comparison of optimal annual operation-related results of the plant downstream under
different ramp-up/transitioning duration for the FT unit

Parameter Unit
Start-up/transitioning duration

2h 5h 10h 15h 24h 48h 72h 96h
Number of FT start-ups - 98 83 77 70 64 59 54 48
FT productive operation h 6684 6477 6047 5766 5284 4012 3124 2260
Fraction of syngas wasted % (per year) 5.4 9.4 16.2 17.5 25.9 44.2 56.7 68.5

5.6 Conclusion

Using a combination of steady-state chemical process flowsheeting, dynamic annual
performance models and optimisation using a genetic algorithm, this chapter com-
pared the techno-economic performance of several alternative solar fuel process con-
figurations using farmed algae as the primary feedstock. The common aspects of
these simulations were a fixed-size 50 MWth central tower solar concentrator, a super-
critical water gasification reactor, syngas storage, and downstream Fischer–Tropsch
liquid synthesis plant. The varied aspects were the process units for reforming the
CO2 and CH4 components of the gasification product stream using SMR, ATR and
PO/DR techniques. A supplementary supply of renewable H2 (in case of SMR, ATR
and PO/DR processes) and dumping of a fraction of carbon in the form of CO2 (in
case of SMR process) were used to adjust the syngas composition at the H2:CO ratio
required for a downstream FT process.

These different reforming options greatly changed the amount of solar energy
required in the reformer, with knock-on effects on the rest of the plant design. After
optimisation of each alternative by changing the syngas storage capacity and FT unit
size, it was found that SMR (dumping) yielded the lowest cost of fuel, about 8–
21% cheaper than the other scenarios, at 3.49 AUD/L of gasoline equivalent. In the
optimal configuration, the FT plant operated with a capacity factor of ∼72%, and the
system had a solar multiple of ∼4 and storage capacity of ∼20 hours. There was a
good alignment between the algae production and the CST resource, allowing the
solar plant to continuously operate without bottlenecks in the algae supply.

The most significant contribution to the total LCOF was attributed to the cost
of the renewable H2 unit supply, required for syngas make-up and hydrocracking
unit. Examining the plant LCOF sensitivity to the H2 price revealed that the SMR
with CO2 dumping scenario remained preferable to the H2-supported configurations,
unless the H2 supply cost drops by 42% or more (below 5.6 AUD/kg), at which the
proposed H2-supported SMR configuration would become the most economically
feasible pathway. With further reductions in H2 costs to ∼2.1 AUD/kg or lower, the
PO/DR process would become the preferred reforming choice with a much higher
H2-to-CST energy ratio.

At the prices calculated here, the proposed CST-powered algae-to-FT liquid fuel
process with supercritical water gasification is not yet commercially competitive with
fossil fuels, nor with conventional biofuel technologies. However, one should note
that the algae production assumed here doesn’t depend on high-value agricultural
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land or fresh water, and permits the CST plants to be co-located with the algae farm
in an area of excellent solar resource, which would not be feasible for most other
biomass feedstocks. As such, this technology might more fairly be compared to direct
air capture technologies for fuel production, which similarly avoid any dependency
on arable land and fresh water, but which involve energy-intensive CO2 separation
and splitting or reverse WGS reaction, together with a large-scale system for water-
splitting for H2 supply. Finally, further opportunities to lower the LCOF are foreseen
through moving the plant to a higher average DNI area such as Pilbara region in
North-western Australia which has annual DNI levels of up to 3000 kWh/m2year
(as compared to the present cast-study of Geraldton with its annual DNI of 2415
kWh/m2year), through upscaling the field size, and through potential cost savings
in algae farming.

The results of uncertainty analysis over the ramping times of the SCWG-reforming
and FT reactors indicated that the LCOF of the proposed solar fuel plant configu-
rations considerably worsened by increasing the FT reactor ramping time. Hence,
conventional slurry bubble column FT reactors with the long ramp time, up to
few days to attain steady-state operation, don’t possess desirable potentials needed
for integration with solar-powered syngas processes. On the other hand, although
microchannel-based FT technology with extremely fast ramp rates is well-suited for
downstream processing of a solar-derived syngas plant, this new concept is under in-
vestigation in the lab-scale and hasn’t been introduced into the market2 It seems that
a forward-looking pathway towards the future development of solar biofuel plants
lies on further technological advancement of this new reactor design, enabling it to
run on a large scale, or switch to a different synthesis option. Integrating the pro-
posed solar fuel plant with methanol synthesis process, as a more mature technology
with relatively fast transition to the steady-state condition, seems to be a promising
route ahead of solar biofuel plants, which will be discussed in Chapter 6.

2 The original submission of this thesis was in 2019. It should be noted that the concept of microchannel-
based FT technology has been demonstrated at the commercial scale in 2019.



Chapter 6

Methanol Synthesis as an
Alternative Downstream Process

Methanol synthesis has a relatively low cost and fast transient response compared to
other fuel synthesis technologies and is a promising downstream option to run on
syngas produced by a solar-driven gasification process. However, many non-intuitive
design choices must be analysed to achieve an optimal techno-economic perfor-
mance of this technology in presence of variable solar energy. As such, this chapter
presents a system-level simulation and techno-economic assessment of a methanol
synthesis plant integrated with a solar-driven, algae-fed supercritical water gasifica-
tion (SCWG) plant using commercially available methane reforming techniques at
the plant upstream (discussed earlier in Section 3.2 of Chapter 3 and Sections 4.2.2
and 4.2.3 of Chapter 4). Detailed physical steady-state models of the gasification
and methanol synthesis plants are developed in Aspen Plus software. Design and
off-design performance curves extracted from the steady-state models along with a
number of rigorous control logics (explained in Section 5.3 of Chapter 5) are used
to evaluate the dynamic performance of the proposed solar fuel plant. Considering
the plant LCOF and capacity factor (CF) as the two objective functions, a genetic-
algorithm-based multi-objective optimisation technique is formulated to determine a
set of optimal Pareto solutions corresponding to each solar fuel configuration, assum-
ing the plant solar multiple and syngas storage capacity as the design variables. A
sensitivity analysis is also conducted to analyse the impact of key economic variables
as well as the methanol reactor ramping time on the plant LCOF at the optimal solu-
tions. The future prospect of algae-to-methanol pathway and realistic approaches to
enhance the cost-competitiveness of this technology are discussed in this chapter.

6.1 Introduction

Methanol is considered as a promising choice due to its advanced technology and
well established infrastructure. The growing demands for methanol originate from
its usage either as a chemical feedstock or a blend/complete substitute to the liquid-
consuming transportation sectors. As a marine fuel, Korea and Japan celebrated the
first methanol-burning ship in 2016 [312]. Methanol is also used at a large scale for
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a wide range of industries (most significantly for resins and polymers, paints and
solvents) [313, 314]. Moreover, it is rich in hydrogen and can be utilised as a substi-
tute for H2 in fuel cells or as a storage medium for H2. Based on the recent review
paper by Tountas et al. [315], if methanol can be generated as efficiently as dimethyl
ether from solar-assisted syngas, it is more appealing due to its foregoing applica-
tions. Currently, methanol is mainly produced from natural gas—exhibiting 75% of
the market—with high GHG emissions and the selling price of 0.41–0.51 AUD/L
(354–450 e/tonne) in 2014 [316] and 0.44–0.53 AUD/L (430–510 USD/tonne) in 2018
[317]. Due to the strict environmental regulations, the renewable and environmen-
tally friendly production of methanol warrants further research and development.
There are two pathways for green methanol production: (i) hydrogenation of CO2

captured from flue gases of available industrial plants via water electrolysis and (ii)
synthesis from biomass gasification [318].

A great deal of research has been conducted to explore different features of
methanol production via CO2 hydrogenation using carbon-free H2. This concept
was first introduced by Olah et al. [319] in the “methanol economy” concept. In con-
tinuation of this idea, a pilot plant of methanol production from this route was built
in Osaka in 2008 with a capacity of 100 tonne methanol per year [320]. Thereafter,
a first large-pilot-plant scale “Carbon Recycling International” started its operation
in Iceland in 2011 [321] with 5 million litres of methanol per year. Pérez-Fortes et
al. [322] cited a Technology Readiness Level (TRL) of 6–7 for this integrated tech-
nology. Anicic et al. [323] compared two pathways for methanol production: (i)
direct synthesis of methanol from hydrogenation of CO2 and (ii) reverse water gas
shift (RWGS) to convert CO2 to CO which is then hydogenated to methanol. The first
approach showed higher economic and energy efficiency [323]. As such, Simões Van-
Dal and Bouallou [324] designed a system-level model in Aspen Plus based on the
direct methanol synthesis with the absence of techno-economic analysis (TEA). The
adopted model required 1.6 t of CO2 per tonne of produced methanol. Pérez-Fortes
et al. [322] used the same model proposed by [324] and assessed the economical and
environmental aspects of a plant with 440 ktMethanol/year representative size. The
minimum selling price of methanol was 0.83 AUD/L (723.6 e/tonne) which was 1.8
times higher than the market price in 2014. The designed plant could be cost-effective
if the cost of H2 decreases by 2.13 times or the CO2 price was at least 323 AUD/tonne
(222 e/tonne). In a recent research, Kim et al. [325] evaluated the economic viability
of green methanol generation using a combination of solar-powered thermochemi-
cal splitting of CO2 into CO, followed by a water gas shift (WGS) reaction—aiming
for H2 production from CO—and a methanol synthesis unit. They estimated the
methanol production cost of 1.26 AUD/L (1.22 USD/kg) using this pathway with an
overall solar-to-methanol energy efficiency of 7.1%.

In a literature review by Galindo Cifre and Badr [326], the performance of two
scenarios including CO2 recovery from either flue gases or atmosphere and biomass
gasification using renewable H2 was compared in terms of energy conversion effi-
ciency and production cost. It turned out that the biomass process was more effi-
cient and cheaper than the CO2-based methanol pathway. A recent review paper
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by Molino et al. [327] discussed the biomass gasification technologies for biofuel
production. The authors reported a recent BioMCN program launched in 2017 to
produce methanol from wood chips. The TRL of this route was rated at 8 (i.e. first-
of-a-kind commercial system).

In the view of this discovery, further research has been dedicated to biomass-to-
methanol using conventional gasification process as the promising future technology.
A system model presented by Mignard and Pritchard [328] enhanced the conversion
efficiency of biomass to biomethanol by up to 130% through adding H2 from a re-
newable source to adjust the H2:CO molar ratio in syngas for downstream methanol
synthesis compared to the “traditional” technology, removing CO2 for conditioning
the syngas. From the economical point of view, this process can compete with the
“traditional” technology if the cost of electricity from any renewable sources was
lower than 6.4 cAUD/kWh (0.044 e/kWh). To facilitate the comparison between dif-
ferent scenarios for methanol production on the same basis of assumptions, Clausen
et al. [329] designed six configurations of the methanol plant out of which four of
them were completely renewable. Based on the current technological availability, the
“traditional” plant indicated the lowest methanol cost to be 0.31 AUD/L (0.21 e/L)
followed by the combined gasification and electrolysis at 0.36 AUD/L (0.25 e/L),
similar to the model developed by Mignard and Pritchard [328], and hydrogena-
tion of CO2 0.64 AUD/L (0.44 e/L)—assuming the renewable electricity price at 5.8
cAUD/kWh (40 e/MWh). Subsequent research was conducted by Hannula [330] to
compare the production cost of natural gas, gasoline and methanol from different re-
forming pathways including thermochemical (biomass gasification), electrochemical
(CO2 hydrogenation) and hybrid (combination of thermochemical and electrochem-
ical). The levelised cost of fuel (LCOF) for natural gas, methanol and gasoline was
in the range of 0.41–0.84 AUD/L (18–37 e/GJ), 0.48–0.91 AUD/L (21–40 e/GJ) and
0.52–1.1 AUD/L (23–48 e/GJ), respectively. Among different pathways, thermo-
chemical plant had the lowest cost followed by hybrid and electrochemical plants.

Despite the significant progress in biomass-based methanol processes, the prospect
of using advanced biomass feedstocks such as microalgae as the source for biomethanol
production is rarely considered in the literature. A current review by Cheah et
al. [331] focused on biological CO2 capture using microalgae-based biorefinery
(BRY). An important part of developing such a technology is the economical as-
pects to create a sustainable system. Wiesberg et al. [332] compared the perfor-
mance of microalgae-based BRY through gasification and CO2 hydrogenation route
for methanol production. The life cycle assessment methodology proved that the
BRY method has higher capture efficiency (73%) compared to amine capture process
(48%). The authors stated that none of these options is currently feasible from a
techno-economic standpoint. However, the long term economic overview by Wies-
berg et al. [332] indicated that the cumulative cash flow of a microalgae biorefinery
outperformed that of carbon capture technology from 2029 onward, for the plants
located in Brazil.

Apart from the type of feedstock, the gasifying route plays a crucial role in con-
version efficiency of biomass to syngas which is then supplied in the downstream
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methanol synthesis process. The conventional gasification technology is dependent
on the dry biomass feedstock [333]. However, SCWG is adaptable with wet biomass
(see Section 2.3.1 of Chapter 2). A process designed by Ortiz et al. [218] studied
methanol production through the SCWG process without undertaking the TEA eval-
uation. They optimised the design parameters to maximise the process efficiency
subject to an energy self-sufficiency constraint.

As mentioned in Section 2.5 of Chapter 2, the use of concentrated solar thermal
(CST) as the driving heat source for the conversion reactions offers a renewable and
carbon-free replacement to traditional routes with higher syngas yield from the pro-
cess. The methanol production from solar-derived syngas has a huge potential to
penetrate the market by 2020, even before considering carbon taxation [204]. A main
challenge in this integrated pathway lies in understanding the dynamic performance
of the whole process-chain—handling the fluctuations of solar-syngas inlet flow to
the downstream unit and ensuring the minimum on/off cyclings at this unit. There
is a paucity of literature in this direction. Abrol and Hilton [334] presented a predic-
tive controller model for methanol production assuming varied inlet syngas flow rate
probably achieved from the upstream solar-biomass-gasification process. However,
the proposed model lacks the required upstream solar-gasification loop and, hence,
there was no storage in-between the gasification and methanol plants. An extension
to that work would be the addition of an economic cost function (i.e. LCOF) as the
objective of an optimisation algorithm. Subsequent research in this area by Bai et
al. [335] was concerned with the generation of biomethanol and power using solar-
driven biomass thermal gasification. The levelised energy cost of methanol was in
the range of ∼0.45–0.54 AUD/L (∼440–520 USD/tonne), given a biomass price of
52.5 AUD/tonne (40 USD/tonne). The authors assumed 2000 hours of full produc-
tive operation per year and didn’t account for the real-life performance of the plant,
operational control states and ramp times of the gasification/methanol units.

Reviewing the preceding papers indicates that there are no works in the litera-
ture on the system-level dynamic behaviour of solar-driven algae-to-methanol sys-
tem. As such, this chapter presents a reliable dynamic model to account for the
transient performance pattern and techno-economic feasibility of algae-CST-SCWG
process for methanol production. To simulate the annual operation of the system,
the steady-state model of methanol synthesis is developed in Aspen Plus software.
The subsequent conversion of CH4-rich products from the gasifier to syngas takes
place in the three reforming techniques (i.e. SMR, ATR and PO/DR). In order to
set up the produced syngas to a desired H2:CO/CO2 ratio for methanol synthesis
application, CO2 disposal based on MgO-based CO2-removal process (see Section
4.2.2 of Chapter 4) and carbon-fee H2 supply from low-temperature PV-electrolysis
(see Section 3.2 of Chapter 3) are proposed in this chapter. There is a syngas storage
or a buffer to smooth variations in solar transients on the downstream plant oper-
ation. A comprehensive TEA evaluation is undertaken via LCOF (see Section 4.2.4
of Chapter 4) to screen the feasibility of the proposed solar fuel systems. Finally,
the optimum design choice of solar multiple and storage hours is obtained through
a multi-objective optimisation methodology based on a genetic algorithm (GA) for
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each proposed solar fuel plant configuration. This is achieved by minimising the
LCOF and maximising the capacity factor of the plant as the two conflicting objec-
tive functions. A thorough sensitivity is performed with respect to key process and
economic variables. The proposed carbon-free solar-driven algae-fed-SCWG coupled
with the downstream methanol synthesis route provides a solid basis for decision-
makers to select an apt configuration with a wide range of optimal design points
meeting their desired expectations.

6.2 Model description

Figure 6.1 depicts the proposed solar fuel system for methanol production. The
Module M—defined as M =

yH2−yCO2
yCO+yCO2

with the optimal value of 2-2.1 [218]—is used
to characterise the composition of inlet syngas into the methanol unit. The SCWG-
reforming of algae—with approximated C7H12O3 chemical formula—produces syn-
gas with a H2:CO/CO2 ratio lower than the desired value for downstream methanol
synthesis process (i.e. 2–2.1). As such, two scenarios are evaluated here for obtaining
a methanol-synthesis-compatible H2:CO/CO2 ratio: (i) discarding a fraction of the
biogenic carbon from algae in the form of CO2 (i.e. Figure 6.1a), and (ii) supplying
the make-up renewable-derived H2 from photovoltaic electrolysis (i.e. Figure 6.1b).

As seen in these figures, the plant consists of the solar field, the receiver (i.e.
SCWG-reformer reactors), the syngas storage, and the methanol synthesis unit. As
shown in Figure 6.1, a typical meteorological year (TMY3 format) weather data set
for Geraldton, Australia is imported by the weather component. The SolarPILOT tool
is used to calculate the optical efficiency of the 50 MWth solar field layout which is
then incorporated in the heliostat model in the form of lookup table. The heliostats
concentrate the solar radiation onto the receiver mounted on the top of a tower.
The collected high-temperature heat is then used to drive the endothermic reactions
taking place at the SCWG and reforming reactors. There is a syngas storage, acting as
a buffer, in-between the SCWG and methanol synthesis units. Syngas dispatch from
the tank to the methanol synthesis unit is controlled via a dispatch controller unit.
Daily and nightly schedules are defined according to the solar irradiance availability
in 24-hour-ahead forecasting to reduce the number of methanol reactor restarts. The
dispatched syngas from this controller is directed into the methanol synthesis unit for
methanol production. The dynamic simulation is equipped with a post-processing
and multi-objective optimisation Python scripts. The mathematical modelling of the
main sub-components in the system (except for the methanol synthesis unit) as well
as the control strategies employed here were discussed in Sections 5.2.1–5.2.4 and
Section 5.3 of Chapter 5, respectively.

6.2.1 Methanol synthesis flowsheet

The schematic diagram of methanol synthesis process is shown in Figure 6.2. The
Aspen Plus software is used for modelling the methanol plant. The Peng-Robinson
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.1: The schematic diagram of methanol production via solar-driven SCWG: (a) syngas condi-
tioning via CO2 dumping, (b) syngas conditioning via make-up carbon-free-H2 supply from PV-driven
electrolysis plant.
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equation of state with the van der Waals mixing rule are employed for thermody-
namic property calculations. The methanol synthesis reactions are exothermic with
high conversion rate over the range of 220–270◦C and high pressure up to 100 bar.
Increasing the temperature above the threshold would damage the catalyst due to
fusion and sintering, while operating the reactor at lower temperature would re-
duce the conversion rate. On the other hand, the methanol production is favoured
by higher pressure but methanol reactions don’t progress further at pressure above
80–85 bar. For this work, the operating temperature and pressure of the methanol
reactor is chosen to be 250◦C and 85 bar [218].

The methanol production unit is composed of three main subsystems: compres-
sors, a methanol synthesis reactor and a distillation column. The inlet syngas is
compressed to 85 bar via a two-stage compressor. There is a heat exchanger (HX1)
in-between for intercooling the stream leaving the first compressor using the drained
liquid from Drum2 (stream 16). The pressurised syngas (stream 4) is mixed with the
recycle stream of unconverted gases (stream 12).

The outcome stream (stream 5) is directed into the methanol reactor running at
250◦C [218]. This reactor is simulated as a plug flow reactor (RPlug) model filled
with Cu/ZnO/Al2O3 with the particle density 1775 kg/m3 and the void fraction of
0.5. The packed multi-tubular reactor has 12.2 m length and 36.75 mm diameter.
The overall heat transfer coefficient is tuned to control the temperature of the reactor
below 280◦C throughout the length as the upper limit tolerance temperature for well-
functioning the catalysts. This value is set at 244 kcal/h.m2.K (0.284 kW/m2.K) with
constant reactor effluent temperature of 250◦C. The kinetic model is based on the
model developed by Vanden Bussche and Froment [336], which includes methanol
formation from CO2 and reverse water-gas shift reaction as shown in Table 6.1.
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Figure 6.2: A shematic view of the methanol synthesis process.
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Table 6.1: Methanol reactions and kinetics expressions

No. Reaction Reaction rate (mol/kgcats) ∆h̄◦ (kJ/mol)

1 CO2 + 3H2 ↔ CH3OH + H2O R1 =
k1PCO2 PH2 (1− 1

Keq1

PH2OPCH3OH

P3
H2 PCO2

)

(1 + Ka
PH2O
PH2

+ KbP0.5
H2

+ KcPH2O)3
-49.33

2 CO2 + H2 ↔ CO + H2O R2 =
k2PCO2 (1−

1
Keq2

PH2OPCO
PCO2 PH2

)

(1 + Ka
PH2O
PH2

+ KbP0.5
H2

+ KcPH2O)
41.12

In this table, ki, Pi, Keqi and Ka/b/c are the kinetic factor, partial pressure, equilib-
rium constants and adsorption constants, respectively. The RPlug reactor with the
Langmuir–Hinshelwood–Hougen–Watson (LHHW) kinetic model is used to model
this reactor in Aspen Plus. The kinetic factor, equilibrium constants and adsorption
coefficients are given by:

ki = k0,i × e−Ei/RT i = 1, 2 (6.1)

lnKi = Ai +
Bi

T
i = eq1, eq2, a, b, c (6.2)

The values implemented in Aspen Plus are given in Table 6.2 [337]. In order to eval-
uate the accuracy of the LHHW model, the same operating conditions and reactor
dimensions by Vanden Bussche and Froment [336] are used as inputs to the RPlug
model. Figure 6.3 shows the mole fraction and temperature distributions along the
reactor length for both the present model and the simulated results reported by Van-
den Bussche and Froment [336]. As seen, there is a good agreement between these
values. This clearly indicates that the kinetics model implemented in the LHHW
module accurately predicts the mole fraction and temperature distributions of the
methanol reactor.

The effluent from this reactor (stream 6) is used to preheat the recycled gases from
a splitter (stream 11) by means of a heat exchanger (HX2). The high-temperature
stream leaving HX2 is cooled down to 30◦C for condensation of the methanol and
water which is then separated from the gaseous phase via a two-phase separator
(drum1) modelled by ‘Flash2’ in Aspen. A fraction of the gaseous components (2.2%)
is purged in the splitter to avoid the inert accumulation in the reactor mainly due to
the CH4 [338] and the remaining gaseous products are recirculated back through HX2

to the methanol reactor for further conversion of CO to methanol. This is vital for
enhancing the overall conversion efficiency of the syngas. The crude liquid mixture
is then expanded to 1 bar via a pressure relief valve and conveyed to another ‘Flash2’
separator (drum 2) to remove the dissolve gases. The liquid stream from the second
separator is heated to 90◦C to decrease the reboiler heat duty of the distillation col-
umn by ∼67% compared to the case with 32◦C temperature. The heat duty of the
reboiler is generated from the methanol reactor. Stream 17 is fed into the distilla-
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Table 6.2: Pre-exponential factor, activation energy and adsorption parameters used in the Aspen
LHHW model

Variable k0,i Ei

k1 1.07×10-13 (kmol/kgcatsPa2) -36696 (kJ/kmol)

k2 1.22×102 (kmol/kgcatsPa) 94765 (kJ/kmol)

Ai Bi

ln 1
Keq1

47.415 -7059.73

ln 1
Keq2

-4.672 4773.26

lnKa 8.1471

lnKb -6.4522 2068.44

lnKc -34.9526 14928.92

Figure 6.3: Composition and temperature profiles versus dimensionless axial position (Solid and broken
lines correspond to the simulation results from this study and reported values by [336], respectively).

tion column simulated by a rigorous ‘RadFrac’ model in Aspen. The column has 14
stages with partial-vapor condensor model, kettle reboiler type and the reflux ratio
of 1.5 times the minimum reflux ratio. The purity of methanol in the distillate stream
is ∼99.7%. The distillate methanol leaving the top of the column is in the gaseous
phase and cooled down to 32◦C to form liquid methanol.

6.3 Techno-economic analysis

The economic and energetic performance of the solar fuel plant is assessed using
levelised cost of fuel (LCOF) (defined earlier in Eq. 4.3 of Chapter 4) and capacity
factor (CF). The CF is defined as the ratio of an actual fuel throughput in a given time
to the hypothetical maximum output. The following equation is used to calculate CF:
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CF =
Vfuel,ann

Vfuel,des
(6.3)

where Vfuel,ann and Vfuel,des are the actual annual (methanol equivalent) fuel pro-
duction of the plant and potential annual fuel production at the nameplate capacity.

The total capital investment (CTCI) of the integrated units is estimated using the
costing methodology explained in Section 4.2.4.1 of Chapter 4. For pricing some
commercial components, methanol reactor and distillation column, such estimates
can be adapted from the recent research by Anicic et al. [323] and Asif et al. [339].
The annual operating cost is calculated using Table 4.7 of Chapter 4. A missing
component in this table is the price for the methanol catalyst, which is taken from
Anicic et al. [323] (i.e. 76.58 AUD/m3

methanol).

6.4 Multi-objective optimisation

In order to conduct the optimisation of the proposed solar fuel plants, the Open-
Modelica engine is coupled with DEAP [30], a powerful open-source Python-based
multi-objective optimisation framework—using non dominated sorting genetic algo-
rithm (NSGA-II). The OpenModelica-Python optimisation flowchart is demonstrated
in Figure 6.4. As shown is this figure, a set of random values for the design pa-
rameters are selected in the Python-based optimisation script (Step 1), which are
then passed to the OpenModelica engine to run the system simulation (Step 2). Af-
ter each simulation is completed, the OpenModelica output file is imported to the
Python environment in order to carry out the techno-economic analysis (Step 3) and
ultimately the multi-objective optimisation of the plant (Step 4), thereby returning
the values of the objectives for a given set of design parameters. Unless a stopping
criterion is reached, the design parameters are updated and sent to the OpenMod-
elica environment in order for a new simulation to be conducted (Step 5). In the
present work, the LCOF and CF are considered as two conflicting objectives for the
multi-objective optimisation of the proposed solar fuel system. The optimisation of
the plant is then conducted to minimise the LCOF and maximise the CF simultane-
ously, thereby determining a set of optimal designs for the plant. The optimisation
design variables are the plant solar multiple and the capacity of syngas storage (i.e.
storage hours). The tuning parameters of the GA-based multi-objective optimisation
approach used in this work are: population size: 150, selection process: Tournament,
Tournament size: 2, crossover probability: 98%, and mutation probability: 2%.

6.5 Techno-economic annual optimisation results

The steady-state aspen model results, dynamic behaviour of the proposed plant at
a system level, GA-based optimisation results based on minimising the LCOF, the
influence of key economic variables as well as the methanol reactor ramping time on
the LCOF and economies of scale are discussed in the next sections.
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Figure 6.4: Flowchart of the proposed optimisation methodology to determine the optimal design of
the solar fuel system analysed in this work.

6.5.1 Aspen model results

The polynomial performance curves of SCWG-reforming unit—extracted from de-
sign and off-design simulations of the Aspen-based physical models as a function
of incoming solar power delivered to the unit—was shown in Section 5.5.1 of Chap-
ter 5. Figure 6.5 illustrates the produced methanol mass flow rate as a function of
incoming syngas. As seen in this figure, the syngas-to-methanol mass conversion
efficiency is ∼96% (equivalent to ∼31% on the molar basis), which is in agreement
with the results reported by Luyben [338].

Figure 6.5: Produced methanol mass flow rate as a function of syngas supply to the downstream unit
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6.5.2 Dynamic results

This section represents the dynamic performance results of the proposed plant con-
figurations. The key technical and control-related input parameters incorporated in
the transient simulation are similar to that reported in Section 5.3 of Chapter 5 (except
for the startup/transitioning/shutdown times of the MS reactor, which are assumed
to be 90 minutes [340]).

Figure 6.6 represents the key performance variables at the receiver and methanol
units along with their operating control states for the solar SCWG with SMR dump-
ing configuration over three representative days in the summer and winter, assuming
a solar multiple of 3.5 and storage hours of 15 as well as a step ramping—no useful
syngas/methanol product during the transient phase of the receiver and methanol
synthesis units. As observed in this figure, the present energy-based system-level
model satisfactorily predicts the dynamic behaviour of each configuration at part
and full load operating states. Moreover, the syngas storage tank in-between the
SCWG-reforming and methanol synthesis units mitigates the fluctuation of the solar
resource and ensures the minimum on/off cyclings at the downstream end. Due
to the 24-hour-beforehand dispatch scheduler used in this research, the syngas dis-
charge rate is adjusted to minimise the shutdown times of the methanol unit. The
algae/H2 consumption and methanol production rates drop in the wintertime due
to the lower DNI availability in this season, leading to frequent on/off cyclings at
the downstream methanol synthesis unit. This necessitates the implementation of a
robust optimisation algorithm to obtain the optimal size of syngas storage and solar
multiple required for maintaining the continuous operation of the downstream end.
It should be noted that similar trends have been observed for other configurations.

6.5.3 Optimisation results

In order to optimise the performance of the system and obtain the optimal solution
of the design variables (i.e. solar multiple and storage hours), the LCOF and CF were
chosen as the main objective functions of this integrated system. The range of val-
ues assumed for the solar multiple and storage capacity were taken as 3-5 and 0-720
hours, respectively, which were determined through a parametric study to narrow
down the optimisation domain and thus minimise the computational time. Figure
6.7 illustrates the Pareto front curves achieved from multi-objective optimisation pro-
cess of the proposed solar fuel plant configurations. The vertical and horizontal axes
denote the LCOF and CF, respectively. This figure clearly displays the trade-off be-
tween two conflicting objectives, where a higher CF results in higher LCOF of the
plant. The Pareto optimal solutions for the captured plants exhibit three distinct
regions. The area near point A specifies the optimal solution when the CF is consid-
ered as the only objective function, while the area near point C corresponds to the
optimal results from the techno-economic standpoint. The final optimal area from
the available solutions is reached with the aid of an ideal point—a hypothetical point
at the intersection of minimum LCOF and maximum CF. It is impossible to set both
objectives at their optimal solutions simultaneously as this point is not located on the
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Figure 6.6: Dynamic performance results of key parameters for the the SMR (dumping) configuration
over three representative days assuming a solar multiple of 3.5 and storage hours of 15: (a) summertime
(10–13 Jan), (b) wintertime (11–14 July).

Pareto curve. However, there is a middle region considered as the desirable area as
shown in Figure 6.7. At this region, the proposed solar fuel plant configurations are
expected to function economically and efficiently. It can be observed that the plant
LCOF slightly rises with the increment in the CF up to ∼87.5%. Beyond this point,
moving towards point A, the slope of the Pareto frontiers drastically gets steeper
due to the significant increase in the capital and operating cost implications in such
systems—offsetting the higher methanol output from the plant.
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Figure 6.7: Pareto optimal solutions for the proposed solar fuel plant configurations: (a) SMR (dump-
ing), (b) SMR, (c) ATR and (d) PO/DR.

The annual performance/operation-related simulation results of the proposed
solar fuel plant configurations at three indicative optimal solutions on their respective
Pareto frontier obtained from the multi-objective optimisation are listed in Table 6.3.
As observed in this table, the maximum CF of ∼98.2–98.5% is achieved at point A
with a high LCOF of ∼7.8–8.2 AUD/L, while the minimum LCOF of ∼1.6–2 AUD/L
falls at point C with a CF of ∼72.5–73.5%, for different captured configurations.
Although the methanol yield at point A increases by ∼8–12% as compared to point C,
the optimal size of the syngas storage tank and consumed clean-H2/algae feedstocks
at this point is up to ∼30 and 1.1 times greater than those at point C, respectively.
This has a flow-on impact on the projected capital/variable costs—counteracting the
add-on methanol throughput from the plant—and, as a result, a substantial increase
in the LCOF by moving from point A to C (see Figure 6.10 for further details on the
contribution of each LCOF-driver component). Moreover, the selected points in the
middle region (i.e. point B) have reached a balance between the conflicting objectives.

Taking point C with a minimum LCOF as a reference for comparing the annual
performance results from the considered configurations reveals that the methanol
yield obtained from PO/DR, ATR and SMR is 90%, 35% and 21% higher than SMR
(dumping). The reason for this is mainly connected to SMR (dumping) scenario hav-
ing the lowest syngas throughput as a result of dumping ∼19% carbon from the algae
in the form of CO2. In addition, the complete/partial exothermic nature of PO/DR
and ATR reforming reactions eliminates/minimises the need for a lower-efficiency
CSP-powered reforming reactor—decreasing the total heat losses from the ∼93–96
GWh/year CSP delivered to a dual receiver (i.e. including SCWG and reforming
reactors). As such, the PO/DR configuration is the largest consumer of clean-H2

and algae feedstocks followed by ATR, SMR and to some extent SMR (dumping)—
the latter doesn’t require the supplemental H2 from a renewable source. From the
techno-economic standpoint, an LCOF of 1.61, 1.73, 1.83 and 1.96 AUD/L is achieved
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Table 6.3: Annual performance simulation results of the proposed solar fuel plant configurations at three indicative optimal solutions on their respective
Pareto frontier obtained from the multi-objective optimisation.

Parameter
SMR (dumping) SMR ATR PO/DR

A B C A B C A B C A B C

System design

Solar multiple (-) 5 4.5 3.97 5 4.5 4.01 5 4.5 4.09 5 4.5 4.20

tST (h) 719.46 48.20 19.15 719.97 53.20 19.55 719.93 55.60 19.62 719.96 58.10 20.20

VST (m3) 1,426,123 106,154 47,806 1,738,367 142,551 58,786 1,954,977 167,758 65,132 2,820,802 252,929 94,219

NST (-) 186 14 7 227 19 8 255 22 9 367 33 13

Annual performance

CSP delivered to RC (GWh/year) 103.6 96.4 95.8 104.0 97.1 95.7 104.3 96.7 94.0 104.9 102.9 92.7

Algae consumption (kt/year) 18.3 16.7 16.6 18.0 16.5 16.2 20.2 18.6 18.0 29.7 28.8 26.0

H2 consumption (kt/year) 0 0 0 0.88 0.80 0.79 1.30 1.19 1.15 2.74 2.52 2.39

CO2 emissions (kt/year) 7 6.4 6.3 0.13 0.12 0.12 0.14 0.14 0.13 0.21 0.20 0.19

Syngas produced (kt/year) 20.0 18.2 18.1 24.5 22.4 22 27.5 25.2 24.3 40.5 37.2 35.2

Methanol produced (kt/year) 18.0 17.2 16.7 21.9 21.0 20.2 24.7 23.8 22.5 35.4 34.1 31.6

Plant CF (%) 98.5 84.7 72.5 98.3 85.1 72.9 98.5 85.6 73.4 98.2 85.0 73.5

Total operational cost (M-AUD/year) 77.2 25.7 24.1 99.0 36.4 33.5 114.4 44.3 39.9 172.5 71.7 62.9

Total capital cost (M-AUD) 1,470.3 204.0 151.8 1,775.5 244.4 167.8 1,999.7 285.0 190.0 2,854.1 390.3 241.4

LCOF (AUD/L) 7.83 1.80 1.61 7.99 1.97 1.73 8.07 2.09 1.83 8.22 2.26 1.96
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for SMR (dumping), SMR, ATR and PO/DR, respectively. It should be noted that
these values are approximately four to six times lower than the LCOF levels associ-
ated with a solar fuel plant using conventional Fischer–Tropsch synthesis (e.g. slurry
bubble column reactors), which would require up to few days to achieve steady-state
operation (see Section 5.5.6 of Chapter 5).

In order to monitor the performance of both syngas storage and the 24-hour-
beforehand predictive dispatcher at the downstream unit, the breakdown of the op-
erational control states at the methanol synthesis plant is illustrated in Figure 6.8 for
the proposed solar fuel plant configurations at their indicative optimal design points.
As shown in this figure, the methanol reactor is in the productive operational state
for ∼77.2–78.7% (i.e. ∼6800–6900 hours) at design point C for the captured scenar-
ios. From this point to B and A, the operational hours is increased to ∼87.3–88.2%
and ∼98.2–98.5% (i.e. ∼7600–7700 and ∼8600–8630 hours), respectively, which is at-
tributed to the CF gradually becoming the dominant objective function. In addition,
the number of unplanned shutdown periods of the downstream end is another key
element to reflect the effectiveness of syngas buffer and predictive scheduler in mod-
erating the solar fluctuations. As seen in Figure 6.9, the methanol synthesis unit is
shut down only 3 times at point A, while this occurs 30–46 and 73–91 times at points
B and C, respectively—where the LCOF gradually gains dominance over the CF.
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Figure 6.8: Aggregated durations of the operating control states at the downstream methanol reactor
throughout the year for the proposed solar fuel plant configurations at their respective optimal design
points.
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Figure 6.9: Number of shutdowns of the methanol synthesis unit throughout the annual simulation for
the proposed solar fuel plant configurations at their respective optimal design points.

To screen the techno-economic performance of the proposed solar fuel plant con-
figurations at their indicative optimal solutions, the breakdown of the LCOF cost
components—calculated from capital, variable and fixed costs—is displayed in Fig-
ure 6.10. According to this figure, the major LCOF-driver component at point A is
associated with the capital cost followed by the fixed and variable costs—accounting
for 51.8–55.3%, 33.8–36.1% and 8.6–14.3% of the plant LCOF, respectively. The high-
est portion of the capital cost for all the captured scenarios is dedicated to the syngas
storage, comprising about 49.2–51.6% of the total annualised plant LCOF. Moving
from point A to C tends to moderate the contribution of the capital cost covered by
further involvement of the variable cost in the estimated LCOF. As a case in point,
comparing the LCOF breakdown at points A and C denotes that the share of variable
cost in the total LCOF has increased to 40.0–57.3%—particularly dominated by the
cost of clean-H2 and algae, except for the SMR (dumping) configuration where there
is no need for renewable H2 supply from an external source. Taken together, the syn-
gas storage and feedstocks (i.e. renewable H2 and algae) are the main contributors
to the plant LCOF at three respective optimal design points—reflecting the desire
for a detailed sensitivity analysis of the LCOF to the aforementioned cost-driving
components (see Section 6.5.4).

6.5.4 Sensitivity analysis

6.5.4.1 Influence of key economic variables

A comprehensive sensitivity analysis is carried out to identify the degree of change
in the LCOF with respect to key economic parameters including the total capital cost,
and algae and clean-H2 unit costs. Figure 6.11 displays the sensitivity of the LCOF
at design point C (i.e. a bias in favour of economical aspects) for the proposed solar
fuel plant configurations using a ±50% change in the reference cost of the foregoing
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Figure 6.10: Breakdown of total annualised cost of the plant configurations at points A (top), B (middle)
and C (bottom).
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elements. As illustrated in this figure, the major LCOF-driver component is the total
capital investment, changing it by ∼±25%, ∼±21%, ∼±20% and ∼±17% in case of
SMR (dumping), SMR, ATR and PO/DR, respectively. Moreover, varying the algae
production cost by ±50% has the greatest leverage over the LCOF of SMR (dumping)
scenario with ∼±15% followd by the SMR, ATR and PO/DR processes. The sensitiv-
ity of the plant LCOFs to the renewable H2 cost reveals that the PO/DR configuration
is influenced most by the unit cost of this component (i.e. ∼±15%)—in that a large
amount of make-up H2 is required for conditioning the syngas produced from the
upstream gasification plant—followed by the ATR and SMR processes (i.e. ∼±11%
and ∼±9%, respectively). Taking this observation a step further, it is possible to
comment on the cost-competitiveness of the proposed H2-supported configurations
through a more detailed sensitivity to the H2 price.

Figure 6.11: Sensitivity of plants LCOF at design point C with respect to the total capital cost, algae
and renewable H2 unit price for the proposed solar fuel plant configurations

Figure 6.12 displays the variation of the LCOF as a function of H2-production
cost for the considered configurations at point C. As observed in this figure, the
SMR, ATR and PO/DR scenarios intersect the SMR (dumping) configuration on con-
dition that the H2 selling price is decreased by 43%, 58% and 61%—attaining a target
price of 5.5, 4.1 and 3.8 AUD/kg, respectively—below which the aforementioned
H2-supported configurations would become the most cost-effective solar fuel plant
scenarios. Surprisingly, the LCOF of PO/DR process outstrips those of SMR and
ATR alternatives unless the minimum selling price of clean-H2 drops by 80% (i.e.
2 AUD/kg)—reaching the LCOF of 1.44 AUD/L. Under the current economic en-
vironment, the market uptake of green methanol production from microalgae-fed
solar-SCWG-reforming process can be further incentivised through employing the
economies of scale (see Section 6.5.5).
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Figure 6.12: Variation of LCOF sensitivity to the make-up H2 unit price for the proposed solar fuel
plant configurations.

6.5.4.2 Influence of methanol reactor ramping time

In this section, a comprehensive analysis is conducted to assess the techno-economic
performance of the solar-gasified methanol fuels in relation to the methanol reac-
tor ramping time. The period of ramp-up/transitioning duration is varied from 90
minutes to 12 hours while holding the ramp-down period constant (i.e. at 90 min-
utes). Figure 6.13 illustrates the effect of ramping time of the methanol reactor on the
LCOF, CF, annual liquid fuel throughput, solar multiple and syngas storage capacity
at the optimal design point corresponding to the SMR-with-dumping scenario. The
zero ramping time duration (i.e. ideal case) indicates the instantaneous steady-state
operational mode. The results reveal that the plants LCOF tend to increase up to
34.5% compared to the ideal case if the ramp-up/transitioning duration varies from
0 to 12 hours. This can be explained from the fact that more energy and feedstock is
wasted at the methanol reactor without generating useful products at higher ramp-
ing times. Moreover, increasing the ramping duration of methanol reactor lowers
the CF and liquid fuel throughput of the proposed solar fuel plants—leading to a
maximum reduction of 7.8% and 28.0%, respectively. Another observation from this
figure is the considerable shift in the optimum design choice of the plant (i.e. solar
multiple and syngas storage capacity) to higher values at an increased ramping time,
among which the storage size is more influenced by the variation in the methanol
reactor ramping times than the solar multiple. This implies that the decreased size
of the downstream plant less compromises its total productive operational hours as
compared to increasing the syngas storage capacity. It should be noted that similar
trends have been observed for other configurations.

Taken together, the results of the present study exhibit that a main driving source
in the economic success of the solar fuel plants is to achieve the steady-state opera-
tion of the downstream end within a short start-up periods. The earlier analysis over
the influence of FT ramping time on the overall performance of the solar fuel plant
(see Section 5.5.6 of Chapter 5) also suggested moving towards the micro-channel FT
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Figure 6.13: Influence of the methanol reactor ramping time on the (a) LCOF, (b) capacity factor and
annual fuel production, and (c) solar multiple and syngas storage hours.
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reactors with faster transition to the steady-state condition. Assuming 2 hours ramp-
up/transitioning periods for this type of FT reactor obtained from the experimental
study in the lab scale, the production cost of solar-driven FT liquid fuel plant was
3–4 times that of the fossil-based liquid fuels. However, further research and devel-
opment is required in order to gain sufficient insight into the ramping behaviour of
this advanced design at a large-scale operation. In the absence of reliable data, it is
hard to comment on the future prospect of the solar-gasified FT fuels. On the other
hand, methanol reactor provides a relatively faster transition to the steady-state op-
eration [204]. Although the minimum LCOF reported in this research is still 3 times
the production cost of fossil methanol, switching from FT to methanol seems to offer
a feasible option to eliminate the risk due to long ramping times of conventional FT
technologies and uncertainty about the transient behaviour of the micro-channel FT
reactors. This warrants an on-going research in the solar-gasified methanol produc-
tion pathway. Further opportunities for LCOF reduction of the proposed plant is
discussed in the next section.

6.5.5 Economies of scale

As mentioned earlier, economies of scale are crucial for driving down the total LCOF
and enhancing the cost-competitiveness of the proposed solar fuel plant configura-
tions. Figure 6.14 exhibits the interplay between the plant LCOF at point C (see Fig-
ure 6.10c) and upscaling the field size. It should be noted that the optical efficiency of
the heliostat field was evaluated at each CST design point using SolarPILOT, which
was then fed into the heliostat model as a lookup table. The cost evaluation at an
increased size is conducted through linear price scaling for the heliostats and vari-

Figure 6.14: Impact of the solar field size on the LCOF levels of the proposed solar fuel plant configu-
rations (Broken and dotted lines correspond to the simulation results for 0.65 and 0.8 scaling factors).
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able cost parameters, as well as scaling exponents (according to Eq. 4.4 of Chapter 4
with a size factor of 0.65 and 0.8) for the capital cost of the remaining components.
As seen in this figure, there is a lower/upper bound constraint on the LCOF corre-
sponding to a change in the scaling factor from 0.65 to 0.8, accounting for a possible
degree of change in the LCOF at larger scales. According to this figure, as the de-
sign thermal power of the receiver increases, the LCOF levels associated with all the
proposed solar fuel plant configurations improve and reach a minimum at the field
design power of ∼700 MWth, beyond which that there is no further decrease in the
plants LCOF as a result of increasing losses due to the atmospheric attenuation and,
thus, reducing the overall optical efficiency of the solar field. It is also observed that
minimised LCOF levels of 1.24, 1.39, 1.48 and 1.62 AUD/L—assuming the scaling
factor of 0.65—can be obtained at this turning point for SMR (dumping), SMR, ATR
and PO/DR, respectively, leading to a 17–21% drop as compared to those at the base
case scenario (i.e. at 50 MWth).

6.6 Conclusion

In this chapter, a comprehensive annual simulation and techno-economic analysis
of solar methanol production plants via supercritical water gasification of microal-
gae using different methane reforming techniques was conducted to evaluate and
compare the techno-economic potential of these systems at their optimised design
against a common set of metrics. SMR (with and without CO2 dumping), ATR
and PO/DR were considered for methane reforming options in this chapter. The
supplementary H2 supply for conditioning the algae-derived synags came from PV-
electrolysis. Based on design and off-design simulations of the physical steady-state
models of the gasification (presented in Section 5.5.1 of Chapter 5) and methanol
synthesis plants, polynomial performance curves were obtained to predict key com-
ponent quantities, which were combined to form an energy-based system-level dy-
namic model of the whole integrated plant in OpenModelica. The transient simula-
tion is carried out using the same model explained in Section 5.3 of Chapter 5. A
multi-objective GA-based techno-economic methodology was formulated to optimise
the proposed plants to determine a set of optimal solutions for each configuration,
where the LCOF and CF of each configuration were simultaneously minimised and
maximised, respectively. A case study was developed to apply this optimisation
approach to the design of the proposed solar fuel systems installed in Geraldton,
Australia. Finally, a sensitivity analysis was carried out to evaluate the influence of
the economic factors, methanol reactor ramping time and economies of scale on the
overall techno-economic profitability of the proposed plants.

The results of Pareto fronts indicated that increasing the CF from ∼72.5–73.5%
(i.e. the low CF region) to ∼98.2–98.5% (i.e. the high CF region) improved the annual
productive operational hours of the methanol synthesis plant from ∼6800–6900 to
∼8600–8630, leading to a significant reduction in the number of shutdowns (i.e. from
73–91 to 3 times). This, however, came at the expense of using intensive amounts of
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storage (as high as 720 hours), which in turn resulted in a dramatic shift in the LCOF
from ∼1.6–2 AUD/L to ∼7.8–8.2 AUD/L. The major cost-contributing component
at the low CF region was the variable cost accounting for 40%–57.3% of the plants
LCOF—mainly influenced by the algae and carbon-free H2 unit costs. On the other
hand, the key LCOF driver at the high CF region is the capital cost with 51.8–55.3%
share—mostly dominated by the syngas storage cost.

The optimisation results revealed that the SMR-with-dumping scenario had the
most economical performance (i.e. ∼1.6 AUD/L) amongst the proposed configura-
tions. While the SMR, ATR and PO/DR scenarios with H2 make-up led to the higher
fuel yield and lowest environmental footprints, they incurred an increase of 7.5%,
13.7% and 21.7% in their respective LCOF, as a result of the high cost of renfewable
H2. The sensitivity analysis suggested that the plant LCOF at low CF region is sig-
nificantly sensitive to the total capital cost, and algae and H2 unit costs—changing
it by ∼17–25%, ∼10–15% and ∼9–15%, respectively. It was also found that the SMR
(dumping) scenario is the preferred reforming option over the wide range of re-
newable H2 price unless its production cost is dropped to 5.5 AUD/kg, at which
the SMR with H2 is the most economically feasible scenario. At the carbon-free H2

unit cost lower than ∼2.0 AUD/kg, the PO/DR configuration seems to be the most
cost-effective reforming choice.

Upscaling the plant size was also identified as a forward-looking approach to
drive down the LCOF by 17–21% and level off the economic barriers facing the CSP-
powered algae-to-methanol production pathway. One should note that there is no
further improvement in the LCOF at the field design thermal power above ∼700
MWth threshold. The LCOF sensitivity to the methanol reactor ramping time indi-
cated that increasing the ramp-up/transitioning duration to 12 hours can deteriorate
the LCOF by 34.5%, whereas decreasing to zero (i.e. instantaneous steady-state oper-
ation with no feedstock/energy losses) offers a 9% reduction in the LCOF; if possible.

Finally, based on today’s technology and given the long transient phase of similar
liquid fuel synthesis pathways such as conventional FT processes, the solar-driven
algae-to-methanol path seems to be a way forward in the success of solar fuel sys-
tems. Further analysis of this research will include accounting for the dynamic simu-
lation of renewable-derived H2 and raceway pond algae cultivation plants, switching
to a cheaper feedstock and placing the plant in the location with a higher average
DNI availability.



Chapter 7

Conclusions and future work

7.1 Conclusions

The present work was motivated by a perceived need for the development of clean
and sustainable liquid fuel production pathways as a result of increasing environ-
mental awareness of greenhouse gas emissions and reducing the dependency on
fossil fuels. Farmed biomass feedstocks such as algae exhibit a significant potential
for biofuel production. There are several thermochemical algae-to-syngas conversion
processes, among which supercritical water gasification (SCWG) is quite promising
with low char/tar rates, fast kinetics, potential for scale-up and high carbon con-
version efficiency. It is revealed that the use of high-temperature concentrated solar
thermal (CST) integration with this process as the driving heat source presents an
opportunity to upgrade the calorific value of the feedstock. The syngas produced
from this process can then be converted into a marketable product using mature
technologies such as Fischer–Tropsch (FT) or methanol synthesis routes. The ma-
jor challenges in developing a reliable system-level model of this technology—not
yet addressed in the literature—are the optimisation of microalgae-derived syngas
from solar-SCWG process through capturing the importance of various reforming
schemes and the integration of intermittent solar-syngas with the downstream end.
To address this knowledge gap, a system-level dynamic simulation and optimisa-
tion of solar-SCWG-reforming plant integrated with downstream FT and methanol
synthesis routes was presented in this research.

To achieve this, a full-scale solar-SCWG-reformer plant using 50 MWth CST input
was developed in Aspen Plus software. Three reforming technologies (i.e. steam
methane reforming (SMR), autothermal reforming (ATR) and partial oxidation/dry
reforming (PO/DR)) were evaluated for converting methane-rich SCWG-reactor prod-
ucts to syngas. The renewable-derived supplemental H2 was used to adjust the
H2:CO/CO2 ratio required for downstream liquid-fuel processing. An exergy-based
optimisation metric followed by detailed system-level parametric studies was con-
ducted to determine the optimised conditions for maximum syngas production from
the proposed gasification scenarios. It should be noted that the embodied exergy
(exergy inputs to the processes during the production of the species) for algae and
PV-H2 would be more than the chemical exergy of the pure species, as there is some
exergy destruction in harvesting and concentration of algae or providing H2 from
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PV-electrolysis. This additional exergy requirement was not considered in the anal-
ysis here. The results revealed that the most contributing element in the total exergy
loss was attributed to the SCWG-reforming reactors—mainly due to the absorption,
radiative heat loss and chemical irreversibility— followed by the separators and heat
exchangers—as a result of phase separation and heat recuperation from the large
amount of water carrying the algae. A practicable solution was found when using
a high concentration for the algae fed into the system (i.e. 25 mass% algae in wa-
ter at the pump based on the current upper limit of pumping, equivalent to 15.2%
at the SCWG reactor), leading to the optimal process exergy efficiency of 45%. As
for the integration with various reforming options, it was found that the reformer
option had negligible affect on the overall process performance (i.e. carbon, exergy
and energy efficiency), but greatly affected the amount of expensively-obtained H2

required from the supplementary photovoltaic-electrolysis system. This finding was
a main motivation to examine another design choice for syngas conditioning.

As opposed to earlier processes with large amounts of PV-H2 required to restore
the syngas composition, a CO2 disposal scenario from the SCWG reactor using MgO-
based CO2 removal technology was proposed in case of combined SCWG and SMR
process (i.e. SMR (dumping) case). The conditioned syngas was then conducted to
a syngas storage tank, acting as a buffer to mitigate the fluctuations in solar-syngas
inlet flow to the downstream application. The dispatched syngas was directed to
the FT synthesis plant—modelled as a steady-state process in Aspen Plus software.
Following a techno-economic assessment (with 2016 as the basis year for costing),
the proposed system showed a levelised cost of fuel (LCOF) as low as 3.2 AUD/L
(2.44 USD/L) of gasoline equivalent—convincing enough for on-going research in
this field. The sensitivity analysis of economic variables indicated that the algae
production cost was the most influential factor.

Since the presented steady-state model neglects some of the aspects of a real-
world plant such as operational cut-off points and transient periods, the polyno-
mial performance curves derived from the (design and off-design) steady-state sim-
ulations of the proposed solar-SCWG-reforming–FT plant—considering all the re-
forming scenarios explained eralier (i.e. SMR (dumping), SMR, ATR and PO/DR)—
together with the controlling strategies implemented for the operating state transi-
tions, storage dynamics and 24-hour-ahead predictive scheduler were used to explore
the dynamic performance of the system. The optimisation results revealed that the
SMR with surplus CO2 dumping was the lowest-cost option at present-day H2 costs
at a solar multiple of ∼4 and storage capacity of ∼20 hours, achieving an LCOF
of 3.49 AUD/L of gasoline equivalent—about 8–21% cheaper than other reforming
alternatives—and a capacity factor of ∼72%. Comparing the plant LCOF sensitivity
to the H2 price indicated that the SMR with CO2 dumping scenario remained prefer-
able to the H2-supported configurations over a wide range of renewable H2 price un-
less its production cost drops by 42% (i.e. 5.6 AUD/kg), at which the H2-supported
SMR configuration would be the most economically feasible scenario. With further
decrease in H2 unit price to ∼2.1 AUD/kg or lower, the PO/DR process would be-
come the most preferred reforming option with a much higher H2-to-CST energy ra-
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tio. The results of sensitivity analysis over the ramping times of the SCWG-reforming
and FT reactors showed that the techno-economic viability of solar-gasified FT trans-
portation fuels is strongly dependent on the availability of fast-ramping FT reactors
such as micro-channel based FT technology.

Given the fact that the micro-channel FT reactors are not yet commercially avail-
able and the current slurry bubble column FT reactors take days or weeks to achieve
steady state, the idea of integrating the upstream gasification loop with the methanol
synthesis plant—as a proven technology offering fast transient response—was sug-
gested in this thesis. A GA-based multi-objective optimisation technique (assuming
LCOF and capacity factor (CF) as the objective functions) was formulated to deter-
mine a set of optimal solutions of design variables (i.e. solar multiple and syngas
storage capacity) corresponding to each solar fuel configuration. The optimisation
results revealed that the SMR (dumping) scenario had the most economical per-
formance among the proposed configurations, achieving an LCOF of ∼1.6 AUD/L
(∼1.2 USD/L) and a capacity factor of ∼72.5% at its final optimal design point from
a techno-economic standpoint. It was also found that the designs with extremely
high capacity factor levels (i.e. >98%) require significant amounts of storage, which
would penalise the LCOF levels by a factor of 4 to 5. Upscaling the field size with
updated optical field efficiency improved the LCOF by 17–21% as compared to those
at the base case scenario (i.e. at 50 MWth) and reached a minimum at ∼700 MWth.
The results of LCOF sensitivity to the methanol reactor ramping time indicated up
to 35% increase in the LCOF as the ramping periods increase to 12 hours.

Although the estimated LCOF in this study seems to be relatively high com-
pared to fossil fuel-based petroleum products, this technology has the prospect of
becoming economically competitive through upscaling the solar field size, an ac-
tive participation of industrial sectors in cheaper green H2 and algae production as
well as a voluntary carbon-credit-pricing policy as a step towards overcoming the
global carbon emissions concern. Given the current market, a realistic approach to
enhance the cost-competitiveness of the proposed technology is to blend the pro-
duced renewable liquid fuels with fossil fuels such that emissions reduction can be
balanced with the consumer willingness to pay for cleaner fuel. Moreover, the de-
veloped carbon-neutral liquid fuel process is feedstock neutral and can be expanded
to cheaper alternative feedstocks/waste streams. Based on today’s technology, the
forward-looking solar fuel plant configuration is algae-to-methanol production via
solar SCWG integrated with solar SMR (dumping) scenario—unless the H2 produc-
tion cost comes down to ∼2 AUD/kg, at which the PO/DR with H2 becomes the
preferred option. Given the rapidly developing area of solar fuels, the findings of
this research provides a roadmap for decision-makers working in this area.

7.2 Future work

The research in this dissertation posed some interesting unanswered questions—
arose during the process of developing a system-level model of the proposed solar
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fuel plant—along the lessons learned in the foregoing chapters. As such, this section
provides few recommendations for future work, based on the analysis conducted in
this research.

• Techniques to concentrate and pump algae at high concentration in a cost-
effective manner will be important in the further development of this system
concept.

• The formation of char in the SCWG is a major factor determining system effi-
ciency. However, there is limited understanding of char formation from algae
under different temperatures and supercritical pressures. This requires sub-
stantial additional work before detailed reactor designs can be established.

• In this research, SCWG reactor is modelled as idealised equilibrium model, due
to the absence of kinetics data. Further work is required to develop such kinetic
models including kinetics of char formation.

• A key challenge in scaling up the on-sun SCWG reactor is materials compatibil-
ity. A possible alternative, relatively unexplored in the literature, is an off-sun
SCWG reactor downstream of a high-temperature salt storage.

• Currently, green H2 and algae productions are costly. As larger plants come
into operation, more accurate economic assessment is required to evaluate the
feasibility of this process.

• Further research and experimental testing on the micro-channel FT reactors
with a relatively fast ramp-up time at a large scale is required to provide design
guidelines on the transient performance of this technology, which is vital to
gain further insight into design and development of solar fuel systems.

• In a short-term perspective, as a bridging pathway to a complete green fuel pro-
duction, hybridisation and co-generation options could be economically advan-
tageous. However, there still hasn’t been any detailed annual modelling and
techno-economic optimisation of such systems.

• The proposed model can be coupled with the dynamic modelling of renewable-
derived H2 and raceway pond algae cultivation plants to capture the H2/algae
supply/demand transient throughout the course of a year. In this scenario,
the optimal size of H2/algae storage capacity is another design variable to be
optimised, so that the stored surplus feedstocks can reconcile the mismatch
between the demand and the supply.

• Understanding the gasification/reformer dynamics and thermal inertia of the
sub-components in the proposed solar fuel plant configurations.

• Developing more sophisticated feedback controllers, and model predictive con-
trollers capable of time-series cloud tracking can assist with mitigating the
on/off cyclings of the downstream units and provide more robust storage dy-
namic performance.
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• The proposed CST-powered algae-to-syngas plant can be further treated to pro-
vide H2-rich fuel after a CO2 capture process for subsequent production of
ammonia, either as a liquid fuel or promising H2 carrier.

• The solar fuel plant developed in this research is feedstock agnostic with the
great privilege of being adapted to any cheaper sources of feedstocks such as
bagasse or black liquor. However, it should be noted that this comes at the ex-
pense of placing the plant in the locations with a lower-DNI availability. Thus,
a careful system-level dynamic simulation and techno-economic optimisation
is required to achieve an optimum trade-off between the conflicting choices of
location versus feedstock cost.
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Appendices

A Energy fluxes for different reforming alternatives

The energy fluxes for different reforming alternatives at the optimum design points
are summarised in Table A.1.

Table A.1: Energy fluxes for different reforming alternatives at the optimum design points.

Component Unit SMR ATR PO/DR
Heat exchanger 1 MW 20.74 23.49 32.81
Heat exchanger 2 MW 1.51 1.71 2.39
Heat exchanger 3 MW 6.33 9.72 13.96
Heat exchanger 4 MW 12.37 14.01 19.57
High-temperature sep MW -11.77 -13.34 -18.63
Algae pump kW 328.43 361.34 504.66
Water pump kW 139.76 153.77 214.76
Fraction of CST used for SCWG % 65 73 100
Fraction of CST used for reforming reactor % 35 27 0
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B Stream data, modelling assumptions and energy fluxes for
the FT unit

The stream data and modelling assumption for the block units in the FT plant are
summarised in Tables B.1 and B.2.

Table B.1: Stream data for the FT plant, depicted in Figure 4.4, at the design point operating conditions

Stream 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

T (◦C) 75 75 381 232 220 371 361

P (bar) 3 3 20 20 20 20 20

Mole
fraction

H2: 0.68
CO: 0.32

H2: 0.65
CO: 0.35

H2: 0.65
CO: 0.35

H2: 0.65
CO: 0.35

H2O: 0.82
CO: 0.09
Light gases: 0.03
Gasoline: 0.03
Diesel: 0.02
Wax: 0.01

H2O: 0.82
CO: 0.09
Light gases: 0.03
Gasoline: 0.03
Diesel: 0.02
Wax: 0.01

H2O: 0.66
H2: 0.17
CO: 0.07
Light gases: 0.03
Gasoline: 0.04
Diesel: 0.02
Wax: 0.01

Stream 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

T (◦C) 158 35 35 330 25 330 330

P (bar) 20 20 35 35 1 35 20

Mole
fraction

H2O: 0.66
H2: 0.17
CO: 0.07
Light gases: 0.03
Gasoline: 0.04
Diesel: 0.02
Wax: 0.01

Wax Wax Wax H2

H2: 0.85
Light gases: 0.02
Gasoline: 0.09
Diesel: 0.03
Wax: 0.01

H2: 0.85
Light gases: 0.02
Gasoline: 0.09
Diesel: 0.03
Wax: 0.01

Stream 15 16 17 18 19 20 21

T (◦C) 35 35 35 330 800 800 900

P (bar) 20 20 20 20 3 3 3

Mole
fraction

Gasoline: 0.67
Diesel: 0.33 H2O

H2O: 0.35
CO: 0.46
Light gases:
0.19

H2O: 0.35
CO: 0.46
Light gases:
0.19

H2O: 0.35
CO: 0.46
Light gases:
0.19

H2O: 0.36
CO: 0.48
Light gases:
0.16

H2O: 0.04
CO2: 0.04
H2: 0.44
CO: 0.48

Stream 22 23 24 25 26 27 28

T (◦C) 800 25 900 339 75 75 75

P (bar) 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

Mole
fraction* Light gases O2

H2O: 0.6
CO2: 0.4

H2O: 0.04
CO2: 0.04
H2: 0.44
CO: 0.48

H2O: 0.04
CO2: 0.04
H2: 0.44
CO: 0.48

H2O
CO2: 0.04
H2: 0.45
CO: 0.51

Stream 29 30 31 32 33

T (◦C) 25 25 210 341 101

P (bar) 1 15 15 15 1

Mole
fraction* H2O H2O H2O H2O H2O
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Table B.2: Modelling assumptions for the block units in the FT plant

Unit Type Assumption

Syngas Storage tank 3 bar / 75◦C

Compressor Pressure changer 80% isentropic efficiency

HX Heat Exchanger 10◦C minimum temperature approach

FT reactor RStoic 20 bar / 220◦C/ 90% CO-conversion rate

Distillation column Separator 20 bar / 35◦C

Waan solar pump Pressure changer 80% isentropic efficiency

PV-electrolysis Tank Balancing H2:wax ratio to 10 wt%

Hydrocracking reactor RStoic 35 bar / 330 ◦C / H2:wax ratio of 10 wt%

Valve Pressure changer Adiabatic flash

Light gases splitter Splitter 23% split fraction

Reforming reactor RGibbs 3 bar / 900◦C

Combustion chamber RGibbs 3 bar / 900◦C

Water separator Separator Vapour-liquid phases

Water pump Pressure changer 80% isentropic efficiency

Turbine Pressure changer 80% isentropic efficiency

The energy fluxes for the FT unit at the design points are summarised in Table
B.3.

Table B.3: Energy fluxes for the FT unit at the design points of SMR-dumping scenario

Component Unit FT
Compressor kW 739.67
Turbine kW -585.93
Heat exchanger 1 kW 356.90
Heat exchanger 2 kW 635.75
Heat exchanger 3 kW 188.95
FT reactor MW -4.14
Hydrocracking reactor kW -72.24
SMR reactor kW 408.48
Combustion chamber kW -408.48
Water pump kW 2.30
Wax pump kW 0.34
Heater MW 3.72
Cooler kW -82.93
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C Stream data, modelling assumptions and energy fluxes for
the MS unit

The stream data and modelling assumption for the block units in the MS plant are
summarised in Tables C.1 and C.2.

Table C.1: Stream data for the MS plant, depicted in Figure 6.2, at the design point operating conditions

Stream 1 2 3 4 5

T (◦C) 75 677 226 266 251

P (bar) 3 68 68 85 85

Mole
fraction

H2: 0.68
CO: 0.32

H2: 0.68
CO: 0.32

H2: 0.68
CO: 0.32

H2: 0.68
CO: 0.32

H2: 0.81
CO: 0.16
CH4: 0.03

Stream 6 7 8 9 10

T (◦C) 251 138 30 30 30

P (bar) 85 85 85 85 85

Mole
fraction

H2: 0.74
CO: 0.03
CH4: 0.04
CH3OH: 0.19

H2: 0.74
CO: 0.03
CH4: 0.04
CH3OH: 0.19

H2: 0.74
CO: 0.03
CH4: 0.04
CH3OH: 0.19

H2: 0.91
CO: 0.04
CH4: 0.05

H2: 0.91
CO: 0.04
CH4: 0.05

Stream 11 12 13 14 15

T (◦C) 30 241 30 32 32

P (bar) 85 85 85 1 1

Mole
fraction

H2: 0.91
CO: 0.04
CH4: 0.05

H2: 0.91
CO: 0.04
CH4: 0.05

H2O: 0.01
CH3OH: 0.98
others

H2O: 0.01
CH3OH: 0.98
others

CO2: 0.19
H2: 0.31
CO: 0.04
CH4: 0.23
CH4: 0.23

Stream 16 17 18 19 20

T (◦C) 32 90 71 64 32

P (bar) 1 1 1 1 1

Mole
fraction

H2O: 0.01
CH3OH: 0.99

H2O: 0.01
CH3OH: 0.99

H2O: 0.41
CH3OH: 0.59 CH3OH CH3OH

Table C.2: Modelling assumptions for the block units in the MS plant

Unit Type Assumption

Compressor Pressure changer 80% isentropic efficiency

HX Heat Exchanger 10◦C minimum temperature approach

MS reactor RStoic 85 bar / 250◦C

Drum Separator Vapour-liquid phases

Valve Pressure changer Adiabatic flash

Distillation column Separator
1 bar / 90◦C / 14 stages / reflux ratio of
1.5 times the minimum reflux ratio
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The energy fluxes for the MS unit at the design points are summarised in Table
C.3.

Table C.3: Energy fluxes for the MS unit at the design points of SMR-dumping scenario

Component Unit FT
Compressor1 kW 1298.25
Compressor2 kW 87.58
Heat exchanger 1 kW 976.40
Heat exchanger 2 kW 655.70
MS reactor MW -2.27
Distillation column (reboiler heat duty) kW 467.50
Cooler1 MW -1.20
Cooler2 kW -928.48
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